We design to
encourage creativity,
leaving as much as
possible to childrens’
imaginations
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committed to quality
As a UK manufacturer our responsibility to quality and the environment
is embedded into all aspects of the business, our impact on the
community and society is part of our company vision.
All of our operations meet the independently
audited ISO9001 Quality Assurance standards,
whilst environmentally our business is accredited to
ISO14001. As changes are made within the business,
especially within the manufacturing plant, we
continually monitor these to ensure compliance with
these standards.
Our play equipment is certiﬁed to EN1176 and all
safety surfacing meets EN1177.
We are proud to be both a founder member and a
current active member of the Association of Play
Industries (API) – the API ensures members have the
necessary experience, ﬁnancial status and quality of
workmanship and that they comply with standards
and good practice.
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Our 65 strong team is
highly skilled in the
design and build of
quality play equipment
and spaces, and
because we all own
the company, every
single one of us can
lay claim to the title of
quality control officer

For a free consultation or quotation call 01977 653 200
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Over 150 years of
British manufacturing
(see pages 242-243
The History of
Sutcliffe Play)

proud to be making
things in Yorkshire
As a British manufacturer, we are
very proud of the fact that all of our
products are made in our purpose
built factory in the heart of Yorkshire.
The strength and quality of niche British
manufacturing are qualities that we have been
perfecting for over 150 years. Our team of highly
skilled designers, engineers and fabricators transform
raw materials into the products contained within this
catalogue and installed throughout the world. Our
pride is no secret and the door is always open to
visitors to view ﬁrst-hand the processes involved with
the manufacturing of our products. As well as holding
an annual Home Show, where guided tours of the
facility are interspersed with play related seminars,
we offer an open invite to all to drop by and see us.
With a local, British manufacturer, comes real
beneﬁts. Lead times are shorter and with our own
ﬂexible team on hand we are ideally placed to satisfy
sudden surges in demand. Any spares requests can
be handled swiftly, usually out of stock, and are
despatched within days at local UK delivery rates.

www.sutcliffeplay.co.uk
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Pioneered the
introduction of rubber
swing seats in 1975…
still manufacturing on
site to this day
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our ethos
Through creativity, innovation and conviction, we try to contribute
to the enjoyment and experience of children through play.
We design to encourage creativity, leaving as much as possible
to childrens’ imaginations and, when designing, we focus on play
for play’s sake, as that simple, essential part of childhood.
We actively encourage our design team to build in
an element of risk within both the product and play
space design, to ensure play spaces are stimulating
and challenging, and believe passionately in
‘inclusive play’. Where possible inclusivity should be
incorporated in an invisible way, allowing all children
to discover and extend their own play boundaries
while playing side by side, irrespective of their ability.

Sutcliffe Play is the UK’s ﬁrst and only
employee-owned playground equipment
manufacturer. In April 2010, the employee buyout
was great news for stakeholders and customers,
as everybody you talk to in the business is now
an owner and a partner, with a vested interest in
delivering total quality and meeting our customers’
expectations to ensure our success.

In addition we believe that there are many other
beneﬁts that play brings to children and adults
– physical health, learning, development, social
cohesion, even regeneration within communities.

We all own our
business…we all care
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risk in play
Play equipment with an element
of risk – an added vital ingredient.
Children want to take risks. It’s a fundamental
part of growing up. In fact, an acceptable level
of risk is good for them. If children don’t ﬁnd
the thrills they seek in the playground, they’ll
look elsewhere. We use our knowledge of
children and our experience to developing
play equipment that has a carefully balanced
element of risk.

An acceptable level of risk
When children are playing, they take risks, there will
always be an occasional bumped head, bruised rib
or broken bone. Risk is essential for good creative
play. That’s why, while reducing and avoiding risks
that cannot be perceived by a child, our designers
never lose sight of the essential role risk plays in a
child’s development.

A voyage of exploration and discovery

Challenging and life enhancing
Every creative act we undertake – whether it’s
physical, social or emotional – involves risk.
Children learn to assess, appreciate and manage
risk through play.

From toddlers to teenagers, for able-bodied and
disabled children, our equipment presents varying
degrees of challenge, difﬁculty and risk. In our range
you’ll ﬁnd equipment for climbing, swinging, sliding
and spinning, the majority of which is inclusive. We
include hideaways and secret places to play. There
are high walkways, so children can look down on the
world below.

The ability to deal with risk, developed
in formative years, determines the
extent to which our life
will be fulﬁlled in the
future. Our equipment
is designed to be
challenging, allowing
children to test themselves
and feel at ease with risk.

www.sutcliffeplay.co.uk info@sutcliffeplay.co.uk Tel: +44 (0)1977 653 200

www.sutcliffeplay.co.uk
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leading in inclusivity
We believe passionately in inclusive play and we deliver this in an
invisible way, with the aim of allowing all children to play side by side
irrespective of their perceived ability. Huge importance is placed on
carefully designing inclusive features into our equipment and play
spaces to open up play to each and every child.
We believe that every child should have equal
access to good, meaningful play opportunities by
designing our equipment to enable users with a
wide range of abilities, rather than just for disabled
children, to enjoy play spaces together, to play
together.

Play equipment that creates
new challenges for all

Inclusive play
equipment,
designed so that
no-one is left out
Whilst inclusive features are designed into
most of our equipment, we don’t make any
compromises on the challenge it presents.
So with Sutcliffe Play equipment there’s always
an element of risk, allowing children of widely
differing abilities to develop, explore and ﬁnd
the limits of their capabilities. Because that’s
what makes play exciting.
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leading in innovation
Sutcliffe Play continues to build on over 150 years of
manufacturing experience, with some of the most
innovative developments in the market-place.

If you are looking for
something special
from your play space,
come and talk to us
Refusing to be limited by norms has led to
some of our most notable advances in play
equipment. We are always interested in looking
for new innovative ways to create good, quality
play opportunities.
Having our designers and factory on
hand means we can deliver truly bespoke
solutions for our customers. We specialise in
creating tailor made, bespoke, outdoor play
space solutions to create successful play
environments. Our play area design team
recognise the Design For Play Ten Design
Principles, published by Play England, and
where possible include these guidelines within
their creative brief. We can literally take a quick
sketch of your vision and turn it into reality.

www.sutcliffeplay.co.uk info@sutcliffeplay.co.uk Tel: +44 (0)1977 653 200
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experts in play
Here at Sutcliffe Play we specialise in
creating tailor made, bespoke, outdoor
play equipment solutions for our
customers.
As play equipment and play area designers, we
are always interested in looking for new innovative
ways to create good, quality play opportunities. Our
design departments have over 40 years’ knowledge,
experience and a thorough understanding of
childrens’ requirements from play having worked
closely with them to develop truly individual play
space solutions over many years.
Always open to a new challenge our ﬂexible
production facility, working alongside our play
equipment designers, is more than capable of turning
the design, play equipment, concept into reality.

We listen, we design,
we manufacture,
we install…

…we help you to deliver
children’s dreams
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play values
Children will play in almost any
environment and the benefits have
long been recognised.

Play is a positive evolutionary process
and not just a way for children to learn,
develop and socialise, it is also there as
a fun and essential part of childhood.
Play affects so much of what we do as
children and adults, it can signiﬁcantly
improve health, learning and social skills.
The impact of play is impossible to
measure but to help us understand
the different forms, we have simpliﬁed
them into ﬁve basic groups. Throughout
this catalogue you will see icons that
detail these forms of play and how our
equipment facilitates them.

Physical and Locomotor…

These are the ﬁve forms
of play that we design to:

activities to encourage fundamental
movement skills such as crawling,
chasing, climbing, jumping, swinging
and balance. Movement in any, or every
direction for its own sake.

Object…
refers to the
exploration and
manipulation of an
object through the
senses to explore
and discover the
texture and function
of things around
them.

Role play and
imaginative…

Look out
for these
symbols
throughout
the catalogue

features that facilitate
opportunities for children
to enact out various
experiences they may
have had or something
that is of some interest to
them. Experimenting with
decision making on how
to behave and practising
their social skills.

Creative…
where children can use
their imagination to try
out new experiences
and test boundaries,
satisﬁes the need for
self-expression as well as
developing manual skills

Social…
key areas where play
can encourage social
interaction, the building
block of society.

Encouraging play for play’s sake

www.sutcliffeplay.co.uk info@sutcliffeplay.co.uk Tel: +44 (0)1977 653 200
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We may have our design and manufacturing
located in the UK, but our outlook, aspirations
and operations are genuinely global.
Français

Español

Si nos infrastructures de conception et
de production sont basées au
Royaume-Uni, nos perspectives,
aspirations et opérations sont
réellement internationales.

12
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Diseñamos y fabricamos en el Reino
Unido, pero nuestra visión, nuestras
aspiraciones y nuestras operaciones son
verdaderamente globales.
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We are one of the few exporters of play equipment from the UK with
equipment sales across Continental Europe, the Far East, Middle
East and Australasia through an established network of preferred
distribution partners. As the pioneer of rubber swing seats for a
multitude of different play applications, high volume swing seat sales
still flourish into over 30 countries worldwide.
Français

Nous sommes l’un des
rares fabricants
d’équipements de jeux
au Royaume-Uni
exportant vers l’Europe
continentale, l’ExtrêmeOrient, le Moyen-Orient
et l’Australasie à travers
un réseau bien établi de
partenaires de
distribution préférés.
Nous avons été les
premiers à proposer de
spacieux sièges de
balançoire en
caoutchouc pour une
multitude d’applications,
qui continuent de
remporter un très grand
succès dans plus de 30
pays à travers le
monde.

Español

Somos uno de los
pocos exportadores de
equipos de juegos
infantiles del Reino
Unido que vende
material por toda
Europa continental, el
Lejano Oriente, Oriente
Medio y Australasia a
través de una red
establecida de socios
distribuidores
preferentes. Como
pioneros de asientos de
goma para columpios
aplicados a multitud de
juegos, nuestros
grandes volúmenes de
ventas de columpios
siguen prosperando en
más de 30 países de
todo el mundo.

Supplying the
“Best of British”
to children around
the world

Français

Le « Best of British
» pour les enfants
du monde entier.

www.sutcliffeplay.co.uk info@sutcliffeplay.co.uk Tel: +44 (0)1977 653 200
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Español

Ofrecemos « the
Best of British» a los
niños de todo el
mundo.
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toddler

We believe that providing challenging
play opportunities, is fundamental to
the balanced development of young
children. Our Toddler ranges include
specially developed Minitown,
Toddlerzone and Water Play
systems along with many other
complimentary, standalone items.

14 14
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Toddler

Play value
elements

Minitown
Perfect for early years settings, Minitown offers carefully selected interactive features that provides the
perfect play platform for smaller children, indoors or out. Each unit is packed with play value, requires
no safety surfacing and it can easily be added to an existing play space.

Physical
Development

Français
Parfaite pour les enfants plus petits, la gamme Minitown
offre des activités interactives sélectionnées avec soin pour
le plaisir des plus petits, à l’intérieur comme à l’extérieur.
Chaque unité donne beaucoup de possibilités de jeu. Les jeux
Minitown ne nécessitent pas la pose de surface de sécurité
et peuvent être ajoutées dans une espace de jeux existante.

Español
Perfecto para los entornos de los primeros años. El
espacio Minitown ofrece unas características interactivas
cuidadosamente seleccionadas que proporcionan la
plataforma de juego perfecta para los niños más pequeños,
ya sea en un ambiente interior o exterior. Cada unidad está
llena de un gran valor lúdico, no requiere revestimiento de
seguridad y puede añadirse fácilmente a un espacio de
juegos previo.

Role Play and
Imagination

toddlerzone
Social

Object

Creative

Toddlerzone has been designed to provide a wide range of play opportunities and inclusive features
for the under 6’s. Physical challenges such as climbing, balancing and co-ordination, along with seating
and sheltered areas, encourage social play and group cooperation – key skills that need developing at
a young age.
Français
La gamme Toddlerzone est conçue pour offrir aux enfants
de moins de 6 ans un large éventail de possibilités de jeu
: la combinaison de déﬁs physique (escalade, équilibre et
coordination), de zones abritées et de bancs encourage la
sociabilité et la coopération, qualités qui sont essentielles
dans le développement des enfants.

Español
La zona de niños o Toddlerzone ha sido diseñada para
proporcionar un amplio rango de oportunidades de juego
y características inclusivas para los niños de menos de 6
años. Los desafíos físicos, como la escalada, el equilibrio y la
coordinación, así como las zonas cubiertas y para sentarse,
fomentan el juego social y la cooperación en grupo, unas
habilidades clave que deben desarrollarse a una temprana
edad.

toddlerzone+
In addition to Toddlerzone, this newly introduced range has even more play activities within each unit.
Utilising space under the decks and on the posts, while minimising surfacing requirements, this range
has co-ordinating play items to sit alongside it to create a subtle theme.

Inclusive
See page 11 for
full breakdown of
play elements

Product
Specifics

Inclusive

Fall Height

Area

Français
En complément de la Toddlerzone, cette nouvelle gamme
est composée d’unités proposant encore plus d’activités.
L’espace sous les ponts et les poteaux est optimisé, aﬁn de
réduire la surface de revêtement. Les couleurs des activités
sont coordonnées selon le sujet représenté.

Español
Además de la Toddlerzone, esta nueva gama que presentamos
cuenta con incluso más actividades de juego por cada unidad.
Al utilizar el espacio que hay bajo las cubiertas y sobre los
postes, a la misma vez que se minimizan los requisitos de
superﬁcie, esta serie tiene objetos de juego de coordinación
para sentarse junto a ellos, creando una temática sutil.

orchard
Sustainable and natural, Orchard helps develop children playing in a more natural environment. Our
timber range has all the physically challenging activities that we always carefully consider but its
natural appearance allows it to blend aesthetically into rural play spaces.
Français
Conçue dans un souci de développement durable et de
respect de la nature, la gamme Orchard est destinée à
tous ceux qui souhaitent éduquer leurs enfants dans un
environnement plus naturel. Cette collection en bois propose
toutes les activités physiques préférées des enfants. Grâce
à son apparence naturelle, elle se fond aisément dans les
espaces de jeux rurales.

Español
El espacio sostenible y natural de Orchard ayuda a potenciar
a que los niños jueguen en un ambiente más natural. Nuestra
gama de madera cuenta con todas las actividades de desafío
físico que siempre consideramos con reparo, pero cuya
apariencia natural permite integrarlas estéticamente en unos
espacios de juego rurales.

water play
We have developed a range of water and sand tables, incorporating delivery systems that enable
children to create pools and ﬂows of water. Organically shaped tables have been designed to channel
water from one to another, creating dams and pools. They allow access from a standing or seated
position.

Perimeter
Français
Nous avons développé une gamme de tables à sable et
eau, intégrant des systèmes de robinets qui permettent
aux enfants de créer des bassins et des cours d’eau. De
formes organiques, les tables sont conçues pour permettre
l’écoulement. Assis ou debout, les enfants ont ainsi le plaisir
de construire des barrages et des ﬂaques.

Total Height
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Español
Hemos desarrollado una gama de mesas de agua y arena que
incorporan unos sistemas de suministro que permiten que los
niños creen piscinas y ﬂujos de agua. Las mesas, con formas
orgánicas, han sido diseñadas para canalizar el agua de un
emplazamiento a otro, creando presas y piscinas. Se puede
acceder desde una posición sentada o de pie.
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Case Study

Minitown promotes
creativity and physical
activity at Great Gregory
Park, Basildon
Client: Basildon Council
Budget: £60,000
The brief:
Basildon Council wanted to revitalise a tired old
playground to provide exciting play opportunities for
toddlers and juniors. The old playground also featured a
small concrete paddling pool which needed to be ﬁlled
in due to safety issues.

Design proposal:
The playground focuses around two of Sutcliffe Play’s
innovative play units, Minitown for toddlers and Mission
for juniors. These are complemented by a range of other
equipment.
Minitown was designed to perfectly blend play and learning
ensuring that children stretch both their minds and bodies in
a safe environment. It challenges children to explore different
ways of playing, and contains play elements that help
develop communication, literacy and numeracy and physical
and creative development.
Twin View is the largest of the Minitown range, it features
two towers connected by a ‘humpback bridge’ to encourage
chasing games and social and creative play. Poly carbonate
windows, stainless steel mirrors and a pair of binoculars give
imaginative play opportunities and encourage interaction.
The slide is an exhilarating exit back to ground level.
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Toddler

This unit features three degrees
of challenge to access the unit,
young children can progress as
their confidence and skills grow.

Unit features:
Pod Seat Swing
Cherry Twist
Twin View
Inclusive Springie
Wind Rider
Mission Target
Balance Beam
 Swing with
2 x Pod Seats

What our client said…
“Local children and their families are delighted with
the new playground as it provides a safe place for
children to both play and learn.
“The Minitown unit provides a great focal point for the
playground and it’s fantastic to see young children
use it to engage in imaginative and creative play.”
Rob Barker Basildon Council Parks and Countryside operations Manager

www.sutcliffeplay.co.uk
Sutcliffe Play Cat 2017.indb 17
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Minitown:
high quality learning and
play experiences for
children in early years
Minitown enhances play
environments by providing
a framework for high quality
play. The structures encourage
3 key elements of a child’s
development in Early Years.

Minitown has been tested to EN1176 and
awarded a certiﬁcate of compliance

1. Sociodramatic Play
The ambiguous design of Minitown offers children
a play structure that can change and adapt around
children’s imagination. The Minitown structures
encourage rich sociodramatic play, a roof and a
window can be the child’s family home, a classroom,
the dentist or a castle.

2. Physical Development
Minitown encourages physical play offering low level
platforms for small steps including climbing, crawling
and sliding. As children in early years are insecure on
their feet, special attention has been used in creating
Minitown railings, low level platforms and sides to
raised areas. Minitown encourages ﬁne and gross
motor skill development, helping children to develop
early fundamental movements.

18
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3. Constructive Play
Minitown can be located in sandpits to offer a
constructive and creative learning experience.
The Minitown scoops and buckets make
it easy to manipulate sand. Minitown also
has percussion drums which are tuned to a
pentatonic scale, this makes it easy to create
simple tunes.
As with all Sutcliffe Play equipment we have
chosen the highest quality materials and so our
guarantees for this product extend to 25 years
with little or no maintenance.
Go to our website at www.sutcliffeplay.co.uk to
see the full Minitown range.

For a free consultation or quotation call 01977 653 200
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MTU007 Bark, sand ﬁll
MTW007 Rubber surfacing

This two-tower multi-play unit is packed with play combining physical, imaginative, sensory
and social play opportunities within a single structure. Features on this unit include a pogo
climber, stainless steel slide, ﬁve play panels, curved steps, balance beam and post
mounted sensory wheel.
2 - 6 years

2

5

0.58m

Crawling and shufﬂing

14
1

Play equipment
that encourages
make-believe

Toddler

Villa

30m2

3

21m
1.66m

3

5.82m

6.59m
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Chalet

Small and compact, this is a one tower unit with many activities. Stepping or
climbing up to the platform to play with the spinning windmill, children can then
descend using the slide.

MTU008 Bark, sand ﬁll
MTW008 Rubber surfacing
2 - 6 years

1

4

Accessible from ground level

0.58m
21.5m2

7

17.7m

1

1.66m

1

4.77m

5.82m

Tea Shop

Designed to stimulate fantasy play and social interaction, the Tea
Shop has all you would expect, including the kitchen sink!

MTU011 Bark, sand ﬁll
MTW011 Rubber surfacing
2 - 6 years

1

Accessible from ground level

0.3m

9
6

15.1m2

1

14.4m
2.14m

1

3.68m

4.53m
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Toddler

Combining the Villa and Tea Shop creates the most playful multi-play unit
available on the market for this age group. With it’s many play features
and requiring only minimal safety surfacing, Mansion incorporates lots of
activities on every aspect of the unit.

Mansion
MTU009 Bark, sand ﬁll
MTW009 Rubber surfacing

7.27m

Crawling and shufﬂing

6.89m

2 - 6 years

2

6

0.58m

24
8

37.5m2

4
4

23.4m
2.24m

Sound Flower
MTU010

Offering a sound and optical dimension, this item would happily
stand alone, in ‘bunches’, or even compliment many of our other
product ranges. Internal ball bearings run around inside the ﬂower
and the centre of the ﬂower incorporates a spiral which creates an
optical illusion as it rotates.

Accessible from ground level

2 - 6 years

1

N/A

SAFETY SURFACING
Safety surfacing optional
Minimum use zone recommended

9.79m2

4
2

11.46m
1.33m

1

3.1m

3.7m
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4 Way Seesaw
FWS001

For up to four users, this seesaw has been constructed to
accommodate parents and carers as well as children. Creating an up
and down motion for children seated at each end, generous handles
offer a secure grip and help prevent users leaning too far forward.
4.76m

Side transfer accessible

2 - 8 years

4.16m

0.8m
15.4m2
14m
0.8m

Whirly Bob
SWD700

The Whirlybob is simple rotator designed for younger users. Centred around a
single revolving pole, children sit on four curved seats secured to a perimeter ring.
Four radial tubes ﬁx the ring to the central pole and four multi steel core ropes
giving additional support that also act as hand grips for users. Children can sit
facing inwards or out as the ropes give a secure grip in either direction.

Side transfer accessible

2 -8 years
0.5m
5.6m

23m2
17.5m
1.54m
5.26m
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Toddler

Minitown Panels
Designed as a range of themed panels these units and
their different combinations act as a ‘backdrop’ for a
child’s imagination. Minitown creates a series of
scenarios for children to play make believe.
Minitown vehicles comprise of a tractor, motorbike and a
roadster, each with routed graphic features, steering wheel,
handlebars and a seat. The ‘town and country’ panels include a
house or garage door, a house window, a garage with working
trafﬁc lights, a dog head - through, a letter box and a
sunﬂower maze.

Each HPL panel is supported by powder coated steel posts set
at angles. Minitown will be available in three ‘town and country’
combinations, to which any of the vehicles can be added to.
Garage, Country and Town accessible from ground level

Garage
MTU002

2 - 6 years

3

1

5.30m

N/A

7
2

3.00m

14.64m2
14.61m
1.72m

1

Country
MTU003

2 - 6 years

4

5.10m

N/A

7

3.00m

14.12m2

1

14.28m
1.10m

2

Town
MTU001

2 - 6 years

3

5.10m

N/A

4

3.00m

14.12m2

1

14.28m
1.20m

Tractor

2 - 6 years

1

MTU006

N/A

3

12.46m2

1

Roadster

MTU004

MTU005

0.7m

1
4.40m

3.20m

Motorbike

13.12m
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MTU020 Engine
MTU021 Carriage

Train Engine

Accessible from ground level

Train Carriage
4.3m

4.3m

2 - 6 years

4

1

Toddler

The Train is designed as a separate engine and carriage and can be used
individually or with multiple carriages. Both have many of the features
you would ﬁnd in a real engine and carriage, so that children can play
‘realistic’ make-believe.

Train

1

3.75m

14.53m2

7

3.75m

N/A

14m
1.62m

1
Values apply to
the engine only

Train Station
MTU022
Accessible from ground level

The train station is designed as an addition to the train engine
and carriage to create a complete play train story. All units have
actual features so that children can play realistic make-believe.
2 - 6 years

4

1

N/A
14.64m2

7
1

14.61m
1.8m

1

3.00m

5.30m
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Twin View combines two towers connected by a ‘humpback bridge’ to encourage chasing
games and social and fantasy play across the unit. Poly carbonate windows, stainless steel
mirrors and a pair of binoculars give imaginative play opportunities and encourage interaction.

Twin View
MZU630
Accessible from ground level

1 - 4 years

4

5

0.7m
28.8m2

12

The largest of the
Minitown range

2

20.7m
1.43m

1
6.28m

5.6m

The Slider uses a subtle boat theme and is designed with three deck levels to encourage toddlers
to step up and down. Activity panels, a porthole and steering wheel complete the unit.

Slider
MZU310

Accessible from ground level

1 - 4 years

2

2

0.6m

9

The addition of a slide
adds another dimension
to this small compact unit
with lots of play value

26.7m2

2

20.4m
2.19m

3

6.90m

4.98m
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Two low decks create a stage for children to make a range of sounds.
Drums and a chime post can be played, a mini megaphone adds a
vocal element.

Toddler

Musical Chairs
MZU500
Accessible from ground level

1 - 4 years

3

0.2m
16.7m2

8
2

1

15.1m
1.64m

2

SAFETY SURFACING

4.56m

Safety surfacing optional
Minimum use zone shown

3.90m

King of the Hill

A play house with three levels of access and opportunities to invent
games and playful scenarios. A balance cable encourages the
development of coordination.

MZU100
Accessible from ground level

4

1 - 4 years

3

0.55m

9

19.4m2

1

16.0m
1.94m

1

SAFETY SURFACING

4.80m

Safety surfacing optional
Minimum use zone shown
4.80m
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Case Study

Coronation Park,
States of Jersey
Client: States of Jersey
Budget: £194,00
The brief:
The States of Jersey wanted to refresh one of their most
popular public parks overlooking St Aubin’s bay on the south
coast of Jersey. Set in a residential area, the play park is
extremely popular with local families and the current equipment
was soon to be reaching 30 years old, it was now time to
spruce up the play area.

Endless play
opportunities to
help develop a
child’s imagination
with a healthy
balance of
physical exercise.

The States of Jersey wanted to create an aesthetically pleasing
play space for young children to be able to play together, in a
safe and easy to maintain environment.

Design proposal:
The central feature of the ﬁnished playground is a large
bespoke multi-play unit, the St Helier. Just like the Jersey
capital, the specially designed play unit has a multitude of
places to visit and explore.
There is a combination of roofed play tower activity panels,
including shops, look outs and even a music panel. This special
unit has many inclusive elements and offers a wide range of
play opportunities for younger children of all abilities.
To ensure that no child is left out, the whole playground has
been designed so that less able bodied children can still join
in with many of the play activities. The park covers an
impressive 1,000 square metres, and to tie in to the coastal
environment, sea themed play equipment has been used
where possible to complement its surroundings.
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For a free consultation or quotation call 01977 653 200
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Toddler

Unit features:
 Bespoke Toddlerzone
Unit- St Helier

 Inclusive Boat
Seat Swing

 Inclusive Wheelchair
Roundabout

 Pablo Penguin &
Pirate Ship Rocker

 Inclusive Back to Back
roundabout

 Bike Springie

What our client said…
‘Coronation Park is an important free facility
for children to enjoy while being active, which
enhances their health and wellbeing. These new
facilities will maintain the high standards of our
children’s play areas for many years to come.”
Deputy Eddie Noel - Minister for Infrastructure,
States of Jersey

www.sutcliffeplay.co.uk
Sutcliffe Play Cat 2017.indb 29
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XXXX
toddlerzone:

XXXXX

XXX

the ultimate
toddler play
system
XXXX

XX years
XX

Toddlerzone0has been tested to EN1176
XXm2
and awarded a certiﬁcate of compliance.
XXm
XXm

Toddlerzone has been designed to
provide a wide range of inclusive,
age appropriate play opportunities.
We believe in creating equipment with play values at the
core of its design. With this in mind all toddlerzone units
have been designed to help develop important social and
physical skills through play.

Large Rubber Decks

Panels

Whether walking or crawling, large soft decks and
wide transfer platforms make it easy for children
to navigate around Toddlerzone. They also allow
parents or carers access to the play structure should
they want to join in or need to assist.

All play panels have softly rounded safety edges that
provide a secure grip for small hands.

We use vulcanised rubber on our signature 9mm
decks. They are chemically bonded to a steel core
and provide a slip resistant safer surface for a
warm, soft and more tactile play experience.

Easy to use, quality ﬁxings
with safety, tamper proof
covers.

Sustainable and Durable
Toddlerzone is “built to last” with a 25 year
guarantee on the structure of the system.
Reinforced aluminium uprights are used to
eliminate corrosion, they are light for easy
installation.
The aluminium we use is also 100% recycled,
100% recyclable and does not require any
painting for the duration of its life, reducing any
maintenance costs.
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Posts and Caps
Rubber post caps with
rounded edges safely
ﬁnish off each upright.

For a free consultation or quotation call 01977 653 200
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0.9m & 1.2m

DZW471
Crawling & shufﬂing with activities at ground level

This specially designed system has a multitude places to visit
and explore. A combination of roofed play tower activity panels,
including shops, look outs and even a music panel offer a wide
range of play opportunities for younger children of all abilities.

2 - 6 years

12

15

40

124.3m2

7

4

53m
3m

2

14.35m

A series of bridges and drag ramps link all the ‘play destinations’
together, enabling users to travel around the unit, discovering a
total of 40 activities. Featuring physical and locomotor elements
with a range of challenges, users can choose the route
appropriate to their ability, with the prospect of progressing to
more difﬁcult activities in the future.
The unit features a myriad of play activities from ground level to
1.2m high that will stimulate the imagination, encourage social
interaction and offer play experiences to develop young minds.

Toddler

St Helier

14.81m

The unit is
completed with
two slides making
the St Helier
the ultimate
Toddlerzone.
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Hide and Slide

This unit offers three levels of access to a 1.2m high slide, up a ramp, a
ladder or a ring climb. At the highest point we have put look-out binoculars.

DZU276 Bark, sand ﬁll
DZW276 Rubber surfacing

There is hidden social
seating under the main
deck, where little ones
can sit, chat and hide

Crawling and shufﬂing

8.53m

2 - 6 years

1

4

1.2m
36m2

1

5.70m

6

23m
2.25m
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Toddler

Clamber and Slide

Designed with two levels of access, once onto the platform
children can look out using the binoculars at the top and slide
back to the ground.

DZU069 Bark, sand ﬁll
DZW069 Rubber surfacing
Crawling and shufﬂing

2 - 6 years

1

3

0.9m
35.6m2

4

23m

4.90m

1.30m

7.65m

Up and Down
DZU216 Bark, sand ﬁll
DZW216 Rubber surfacing
Crawling and shufﬂing

Designed especially for a small crèche or nursery, there are two
levels of access, via a climb up ramp or a ladder. The head through
panel at the top allows children to look out.

1

3

2 - 6 years
0.9m

4

26.5m2
19.8m
1.8m

6.65m

5.10m
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Pull Up

This unit accommodates a shallow drag ramp access and transfer platform
that any child with upper body strength can play on, incorporating three
challenging levels of access.

DZU353 Bark, sand ﬁll
DZW353 Rubber surfacing
Crawling, shufﬂing and side transfer

A toddler unit
to0cater for all
ability levels

7.82m

1

4

2 - 6 years
0.9m
38.0m2
25.5m

7.45m

5

1.9m
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Toddler

XXXX

XXXXX

XXX
XXXX

XX years
XX

0

XXm2
XXm
XXm
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A simple unit with two accesses, an easy climb up ramp, or a harder ring climb.
One of our most popular Toddlerzone units, it is very compact, perfect for ﬁtting
into small awkward spaces. With binoculars and a head through panel, it also
encourages social play.

2 up, 1 down
DZU059 Bark, sand ﬁll
DZW059 Rubber surfacing

2 - 6 years

2

3

Crawling and shufﬂing

0.9m

5

32.5m2
22.5m
1.9m

6.44m

7.5m

Climb and Slide
DZU075 Bark, sand ﬁll
DZW075 Rubber surfacing

More challenging with a ladder and ring climb, but with the climb up
ramp, it is still accessible to all. The wide slide and decks mean older
children, parents or carers have plenty of room to help small children or
those with special needs.

Crawling and shufﬂing

2 - 6 years

1

5

10.00m

0.9m
44.5m2

1
1

28.0m

6.60m

8

2.2m
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Toddler

Continuous rubber crawl/shufﬂe decks, only 150mm apart, make this large
unit both very inclusive and suitable for tiny toddlers. The many play panels
at or near ground level – mirror, shop, abacus, puzzle and binoculars,
encourage imaginative role play.

Shop and Slide
DZU025 Bark, sand ﬁll
DZW025 Rubber surfacing
Crawling and shufﬂing

2 - 6 years

6

3

0.9m

12

0

2

8.30m

52.5m2
29.6m
2.2m

1

9.34m

Minnow
DZU357 Bark, sand ﬁll
DZW357 Rubber surfacing
Crawling, shufﬂing and side transfer

A toddler unit which caters for all abilities, to help develop basic skills and
awareness. With a shallow climbing ramp access and transfer platform that
any child with upper body strength can play on and a running bridge to
facilitate chasing games and social play.

2

5

2 - 6 years
0.6m

7

38.0m2
25.5m
2.72m

8.41m

6.05m
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DZU441 Bark, sand ﬁll
DZW441 Rubber surfacing
Crawling and shufﬂing

Toddler

Sutcliffe Express

Designed to encourage imaginative and social play, a low level train
play unit, incorporating a higher slide than our standard train unit.
With a cylindrical tunnel, cab with wheel and carriages to the rear
many children can play together, with shade and shelter they can
play for longer.
2 - 6 years

5

4

0.9m

11

41.5m2

2

27.0m
2.1m

5.53m

10.00m

The Train

A low level play train designed to encourage imaginative and social play. With a
cylindrical tunnel, cab with wheel and carriages to the rear many children can
play together, and with shade and shelter they can play for longer.

DZU358 Bark, sand ﬁll
DZW358 Rubber surfacing
Crawling and shufﬂing

5

1

2 - 6 years
0.3m

8
2

29.0m2
21.0m
2.1m

7.92m

4.04m

SAFETY SURFACING
Safety surfacing optional
Minimum use zone shown
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DZU277 Bark, sand ﬁll
DZW277 Rubber surfacing

Toddler

Boat Climber

With a number of ‘sailing’ activities this subtle boat/ship theme encourages
imaginative games. Ideal for using as part of a themed play area or on its own.

2 - 6 years

6

3

1.2m
Shufﬂing, crawling and side transfer

10

44.5m2

1

27.0m
3.25m

9.60m

6.56m

Enables
co-operation and
social interaction
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A bridge system for small spaces. This unit combines two difﬁculties
of access with the thrill of a ﬂexible bridge that gives movement and
a binocular rail that allows younger children to survey the ﬂat ground
below and facilitate chasing games and social play.

Climb and Cross
DZU354 Bark, sand ﬁll
DZW354 Rubber surfacing

7.60m

Visual impairment

2 - 6 years

1

4

0.9m
6.60m

5

33.0m2
25.4m
1.9m

Two Turrets
DZU399 Bark, sand ﬁll
DZW399 Rubber surfacing

A subtle castle theme sets the scene for imaginative play opportunities. A spiral of
shufﬂe decks enables most users to access the wide slide. A net bridge leads to the
second castle turret before returning to ground level.
8.52m

7

4

2 - 6 years
0.9m

Shufﬂing, crawling and side transfer

43.4m2
27.3m

1

7.50m

12

1.9m
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DZU398 Bark, sand ﬁll
DZW398 Rubber surfacing

Toddler

Designed for older toddlers, to younger juniors, this system offers higher
challenge elements. Two bridges enable running games between towers,
and higher decks create a sheltered place for games underneath.

Sneak and Peek

11.16m

3 - 10 years

3

9
Crawling and shufﬂing

1.2m

15
1

7.74m

63.0m2

1

34.0m
2.5m

1

One bridge enables users to move between two decks that each
have access points to the top, allowing descent by a slide. The
many play panels at ground level – mirror, shop, abacus, puzzle
and binoculars, encourage imaginative role play.

Puzzle and Slide
DZU430 Bark, sand ﬁll
DZW430 Rubber surfacing

7.24m

3 - 10 years

3

5
Crawling and shufﬂing

1.2m
38m2

2
1

26.8m

8.02m

3

2.2m
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Play Village

A degree of enclosure is created by the shape of the system. There are
more complicated opportunities to create game and role play scenarios
with extensive ground level and upper level play.

DZU267 Bark, sand ﬁll
DZW267 Rubber surfacing
Visual Impairment

2 - 6 years

5

6

1.2m

13

63.0m2

2

31.0m
3.0m

9.50m

9.40m

Create game and
role play scenarios
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Toddler

Catering for both young and older toddlers and those with special needs, this unit is
designed to be inclusive and challenging. There’s an easy route for shufﬂing and crawling
up a climb up ramp through to a low 0.9m slide, or a harder route up a ladder via a drag
ramp to a higher 1.2m slide.

Two Slides
DZU202 Bark, sand ﬁll
DZW202 Rubber surfacing

10.30m

Crawling and shufﬂing

2 - 6 years

2

7

1.2m
61.0m2

2
1

Play House

0
9.70m

12

35.5m
2.25m

In our experience children love their own little house. This one has a couple of
play panels to explore – music pipes and a puzzle panel. Easy to install, safety
surfacing is optional.

DZU268 Bark, sand ﬁll
DZW268 Rubber surfacing

1

Accessible from ground level

4
1

1
1

2 - 6 years
N/A
15.34m2
14.37m
1.7m
4.10m

4.10m

SAFETY SURFACING
Safety surfacing optional
Minimum use zone shown
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Play Fence

All our fence combinations encourage imaginative, physical and intellectual
play, such as the mirror panel, music pipes and megaphones. Perfect for
nurseries or for ﬁll-ins along paths.

DZU040 Bark, sand ﬁll
DZW040 Rubber surfacing

2 - 6 years

1

1

6.60m

N/A

4

4.60m

Accessible from ground level

24.53m2

1

19.16m
1.05m

1

SAFETY SURFACING
Safety surfacing optional
Minimum use zone shown

Ideal for small
play areas

Play Fence

2 - 6 years

3

6.60m

5

21.2m2

1

Accessible from ground level

3.60m

N/A

DZU273 Bark, sand ﬁll
DZW273 Rubber surfacing

17.78m
1.5m

1

SAFETY SURFACING
Safety surfacing optional
Minimum use zone shown

Perfect to use
along pathways

Play Fence
DZU272 Bark, sand ﬁll
DZW272 Rubber surfacing

5.70m

2 - 6 years

2

4
1

3.90m

N/A
Accessible from ground level

18.17m2

1

16.13m
SAFETY SURFACING

1.05m

Safety surfacing optional
Minimum use zone shown
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DZU356 Bark, sand ﬁll
DZW356 Rubber surfacing

6.03m

SAFETY SURFACING

2 - 6 years

Safety surfacing optional
Minimum use zone shown

N/A

Accessible from ground level

7.03m

40.88m2

7

1

Toddler

A maze with an element of discovery, the Labyrinth has music, mirrors and games to play
along the way. A ground level house offers shelter and social play opportunities with internal
seats allowing parents to sit in the centre and interact.

Labyrinth

24m
2.0m

12
1

2
1

Play Panels

Game panels for children to play with as additions to larger play areas, complement
our larger units. These panels work equally as well as standalone items.

Accessible from ground level

DZU444

3.12m

DZU443

SAFETY SURFACING
Safety surfacing optional
Minimum use zone shown
4.13m

DZU445
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Case Study

George Street Play Area,
Vale of Glamorgan
Client: Vale of Glamorgan Council
Budget: £110,000
The brief:
Vale of Glamorgan Council wanted to replace an old Multi Use
Games Area and incorporate new and exciting play equipment
for children of all ages and abilities. The design was required to
be sustainable and encourage social interaction and physical
development through a wide range of play features and activities.

Design proposal:
The play area has been split into three distinct zones. The ﬁrst
area designed for toddlers includes brightly coloured equipment
and ﬂoor games which will help to develop young children’s basic
motor skills.
The Toddlerzone+ Daffodil multi-play unit, designed to reﬂect
natural play themes has maximises play activities by utilising
space under the decks and on the posts. Space under the deck
creates multi-level play opportunities by incorporating a crawling
tunnel and creates an additional play feature at ground level.
There is a binocular rail for spying on wildlife, a circular ﬁnger
maze and a pathway panel to add to play on a micro level.
The second area caters for juniors, with challenging play
opportunities to meet the needs of children with more advanced
motor skills. Designed around a small circular traverse, the
Mission Foxﬁre multi-play unit is made up of multiple challenging
features and can be accessed from all directions.
The third zone is home to the new Multi Use Games Area
(MUGA), specially designed with a unique rubber dampening
system, which reduces noise and vibration. It offers endless
ﬂexibility and can accommodate most sporting activities including:
football, hockey, basketball, tennis, badminton and volleyball.
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For a free consultation or quotation call 01977 653 200
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Toddler

The platforms and climbing activities
are high, appealing to older children.
Banister rails require strength and
co-ordination which encourages
interaction between users.

Unit features:
Toddlerzone Daffodil Multi-play Unit
Inclusive Roundabout
Seesaw
Curlicue
Mission Foxﬁre unit
Low Rotator

What our client said…
“Sutcliffe’s design for the play area met all the
objectives of our brief and delivered a total
transformation to a dilapidated and forgotten play
area into one which is vibrant, exciting and robust.
The range of equipment and aesthetic are perfect for
this compact urban play area.”
Emma Hancock, Landscape Architect, Regeneration
and Planning, Vale of Glamorgan Council

www.sutcliffeplay.co.uk
Sutcliffe Play Cat 2017.indb 49
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toddlerzone+:
a play system
for little explorers
Designed around the original
Toddlerzone framework with added
natural themed activities that
maximise space above and below
deck levels.
This system with its rubber decks and aluminium
posts, gives the same ﬂexibility, strength and durability
already established with the Toddlerzone range, but also
minimises safety surfacing requirements.

Toddlerzone+ has been tested to EN1176
and awarded a certiﬁcate of compliance.

Play Panels

Activities

All panels are constructed from self-coloured HPL
and designed for outdoor use, with no colour fading.
Features such as a circular ﬁnger maze and a bug
pathway add play value on a small scale.

A binocular rail incorporating a swivel and hand grips is
ideal for viewing the world. A mini megaphone attached to
a panel gives the opportunity to create social games across
the playground.

Inclusive
Decks

Leaf
Stepper
A leaf stepper utilises
a corner post with a
series of ‘foot sized’
leaf shape steps.
These require a little
more co-ordination
than normal steps
and encourage
children to grow in
conﬁdence and skill.
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Panelled Slide
Colourful laminated side
panels have been used
to extend the theming
throughout the unit.

Large rubber decks
at an inclusive height
allows more space
for children to play
together. They avoid
bottlenecks and enable
less able bodied
children to shufﬂe or
crawl about. The soft
rubber on the decks
provides a soft, safe,
play surface.

For a free consultation or quotation call 01977 653 200
06/08/2018 16:59

DZU451 Bark, sand ﬁll
DZW451 Rubber surfacing

Daffodil has been designed to reﬂect a natural theme with gently waving panels and
includes themes and motifs that reﬂect the natural world. It takes the form of a gently
ascending trio of platforms (0.9m, 1.05m and 1.2m) with access points at either end to
enable movement ﬂow across the unit.

Crawling and shufﬂing

Toddler

Toddler

Daffodil

6.29m

6.6m

2 - 6 years

3

5

1.2m

14
1

30.4m2

3

21.3m
2.41m

2

Flower
Springie

Ladybird Bee
Springie Springie

SSB150

SSB160

Accessible from ground level

SSB170

Our themed play springies
have ergonomic rubber
handles set in the upright
position to give excellent grip.
The design is open fronted
for easy access, making this
springie an inclusive product.
The spring is formed
from vanadium steel and
incorporates our tried and
tested aluminium spring
clamp system, ensuring a
long life. It has a separate
galvanised steel ground ﬁxing,
enabling easy installation and
maintenance.

Also available
with a rocker
mechanism
51
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DZU453 Bark, sand ﬁll
DZW453 Rubber surfacing

2 - 6 years

2

4

Accessible from ground level

Toddler

A compact conﬁguration uses a square and tri-platform with an upper and lower deck.
An inclined climbing ramp with feature climbing blocks and hand holds and a simple
steel ladder with handrails provides two levels of difﬁculty to access the Spider. The
space under the deck utilises multi-level play opportunities by incorporating a seat
under the higher deck.

Toddler

Spider

1.2m

10
1

An imaginative and
fantasy play environment
to encourage social play

22.3m2

2

18.0m
2.41m

1

4.99m

6.10m

Curlicue
SWD150

The Curlicue takes the form
of a simple spiral. Set at an
angle, this spinner uses the
changing centre of gravity
of the user to propel them
around.

Themed
Seesaw

Our new themed seesaws are
a great addition to our growing
collection of our characterful
standalone items.

SSB830 Shirley
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Daisy

Daisy ﬁts into the smallest space and is suitable for most abilities. It has been
designed to maximise activities utilising space under the decks and on the posts,
while minimising surfacing requirements. The space under the deck utilises multi-level
play opportunities by incorporating a crawling tunnel and creates an additional play
feature at ground level.

DZU454 Bark, sand ﬁll
DZW454 Rubber surfacing
Accessible from ground level

6.40m

2 - 6 years

1

3

8
1

19.5m2

1

17.0m

4.13m

1.2m

2.41m

2

Tunnel

A standalone crawling tunnel creates an additional play feature at ground
level that can be used to link from one unit to another or on its own to
help ﬁll smaller spaces

DZU465 Bark, sand ﬁll
DZW465 Rubber surfacing

4.1m

2 - 6 years

1

1

14.9m2

4.1m

0.6m

13.8m
0.8m

SAFETY SURFACING
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Safety surfacing optional
Minimum use zone shown
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Toddler

Toddler

Daffodil with plastic slide
DZW462 Bark, sand ﬁll
DZU462 Rubber surfacing

Spider with
plastic slide

Daisy with
plastic slide

DZW466 Bark, sand ﬁll
DZU466 Rubber surfacing

DZW467 Bark, sand ﬁll
DZU467 Rubber surfacing
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Case Study

Byram Cum Sutton
North Yorkshire
Client: Byram Cum Sutton
Parish Council
Budget: £49,000
The brief:
Byram Cum Sutton Parish Council wanted an exciting new play
area catering to children aged 2-12, which would blend into the
natural setting with existing trees. The site was located near to a
major motorway intersection and had historically been a play area
with the last items of equipment removed a number of years ago.
With funding secured through WREN, the site was required
to be completed within a very short period, due to an ofﬁcial
opening planned prior to Easter. Following an extensive design
and build tender process and a community consultation, we
were able to meet the deadline imposed by engaging extra
crews which enabled the play area to be completed within 7
working days from start to ﬁnish.

Design Proposal:
Due to the location of the play area near to a major road
intersection M62/A1M, it was important to provide an interesting,
fun and challenging play area to keep the children occupied.
The site also retained fencing and gating for additional safety.
A variety of traditional and more adventurous play equipment
from our Orchard range was proposed, designed to blend with
the natural surroundings.
The wood-based units have been designed speciﬁcally to
complement rural locations, making it the ideal choice for the
new play area, which now includes a variety of play opportunities
to suit all ages and abilities.
The ﬁnal design comprised of low level play activities, suitable for
younger children, including an Orchard nest swing and Orchard
Toot & Slide unit. More adventurous play equipment suitable
for older children completed the play area design, including the
Orchard Tepee, custom built to allow for a natural slope on the
site, and Orchard Rex, which requires balance, agility and full
concentration to navigate quickly.
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Toddler

Environmentally friendly play
equipment which encourages
physical & imaginative play
and social interaction

Unit features:
 Orchard Rex
 Orchard Swing 2.4m
 Inclusive back to back
roundabout

 Orchard Tepee
 Springie Bike
 Orchard Toot & Slide
 Orchard Nest Swing

What our client said…
“We’re delighted with the ﬁnished play area which we
are sure will be a huge hit with children of all ages.
Sutcliffe Play was able to take our set of requirements,
plus feedback from the community consultation, and
turn them into a fantastic play space within a very
limited timescale. Here’s to many happy hours of play
at Byram Cum Suttom Play Area!””
David Nicklin - Parish Councillor

www.sutcliffeplay.co.uk
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orchard:
developing children
naturally
Orchard was created to provide
a combination of physical activity
and challenge, social interaction
and opportunities for learning.
A sustainably* sourced range of timber-based clamber
units, small and large tower units, swings and trim
trails. Orchard’s natural appearance allows it to blend
aesthetically into all outdoor play spaces.

Primarily a natural product, the main components are locally
farmed from UK forests in a managed sustainable way.
The timber we use is between 20 and 25 years old, so by
the time your play equipment is at the end of its life, newly
grown trees will be ready to use. Sustainability continues
with the natural rubber components used, these are made
from latex which is also milked in a sustainable way.

Our Orchard range
features a wide variety
of units to choose from
to suit space, budgets
and requirements.

To preserve and enhance the life span of these units, all
posts are pressure treated against wet rot, dry rot, and insect
infestation. In addition we have created a unique rubber
joining system, an aluminium shoe and rubber post caps to
protect the timber and reduce any required maintenance.

Flexi Rings

Joints and
Protective Caps

Individual ﬂexible rubber
hand rings provide a
challenge that requires
upper body strength.

A unique joining system
connects 2 logs together.
Using rubber with a steel
core it spaces the logs
slightly apart, minimising
the possibility of finger or
clothing traps.

Climbing Wall

A special rubber cap
completely seals the ends
of the posts and keeps out
any moisture.

Small well-spaced grips
make this a challenging
traverse to the top and
back down to the ﬂoor.

Protective Shoe
A unique aluminium shoe
protects the base of the
post once in the ground
and ventilation holes help
to keep the post dry.

Choose your own colours - Standard colours for
Orchard structural steel elements are Red and Green,
other colours can be used (price on application).
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Orchard has been tested to EN1176 and
awarded a certiﬁcate of compliance.

Red

Green

*All our timber is sourced from a
certiﬁed source.

For a free consultation or quotation call 01977 653 200
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OTU105 Bark, Sand Fill
OTW105 Rubber Surfacing

Toddler

Toddler

Two low platforms connected by a rope bridge have wooden posts that create a
mountainous feel. Music pipes are ﬁtted to one of the platforms for added play value.

Twin Peaks

8.90m

2 - 6 years

6

Accessible from ground level

1.0m

1

49.55m2

2
1

28.9m

7.80m

10

2.59m

Two platforms with
different ways to
climb or descend
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Toddler

Stepping up to a low platform, users can look out using the binoculars, hide
behind the wooden panel or play the music pipes, until they want to slide back
down to the ground.

Toddler

Toot and Slide
OTU106 Bark, Sand Fill
OTW106 Rubber Surfacing

1

2

Accessible from ground level

6
1

1
1

2 - 6 years
1.0m
28.5m2
20.1m
2.5m

5.00m

7.10m

A compact single
level unit with lots
of play value
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Play Panels

Three different fence combinations, all encouraging imaginative,
physical and intellectual play, such as the mirror panel, music pipes
and megaphones. Perfect for nurseries or for ﬁll-ins along paths.

Accessible from ground level

Head Through

Shop

OXO

OFU002 Bark, sand ﬁll
OFW002 Rubber surfacing

OFU003 Bark, sand ﬁll
OFW003 Rubber surfacing

OFU004 Bark, sand ﬁll
OFW004 Rubber surfacing

Abacus

Music Pipes

OFU005 Bark, sand ﬁll
OFW005 Rubber surfacing

OFU006 Bark, sand ﬁll
OFW006 Rubber surfacing

Play Tunnel

A standalone crawling tunnel creates an additional play feature at ground level that
can be used to link from one unit to another or on its own to help ﬁll smaller spaces.

ORU070 Bark, sand ﬁll
ORW070 Rubber surfacing

2 - 6 years

1

1.0m

Crawling and shufﬂing

17.8m2

1

15.5m

4.17m

1.65m

SAFETY SURFACING
Safety surfacing optional
Minimum use zone shown
4.65m
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Younger toddlers can happily use the panels while more conﬁdent
toddlers can challenge themselves and climb the steps and cross the
rope bridge that enables them to slide to the ground.

Toddler

Toddler

Baby Mammoth
OTU104 Bark, sand Fill
OTW104 Rubber surfacing
Accessible from ground level

1

3

7
1
2

2 - 6 years
1.0m
39.9m2
25.8 m
2.5m

7.4m

7.08m

With low level activity panels,
ideal for younger children,
this unit can cover a broad
toddler age range
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sand and water play:
creative imaginative play
Water’s tactile qualities, warm or
cool, soft or forceful, are irresistible
to children, holding their attention
longer than any other play medium.
Ever changing, water can be dammed, squirted,
pooled or diverted into a myriad of channels, pipes
and rills. Mixed with earth or sand, water transforms
into puddles, mud pies and sand castles. Great for
cooperation, children will dabble and dam together.

Water play has been tested to EN1176
and awarded a certiﬁcate of compliance.

Water Tables
Manufactured using high pressure laminate, rolled
stainless steel and rubber seal, this system is easy to
assemble. In using HPL we are able to make this a bright,
colourful range.

Water Flow
Water can be delivered using a simple, cost effective
Hoselock system, perfect for use in schools and other
supervised environments. In a public play area our
standard mains water ‘Spout’ can be ﬁtted.

We have developed our range of water and sand
tables to enable children to create pools and
ﬂows of water. It offers a sustainable, elemental
play solution with two sand tray options offering
a large accessible surface to play with, a sieve
and a sand pipe to give further creative play
opportunities.
All tables are at a height and orientation to be
accessible to wheelchair users.
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SWU800 Bark, sand ﬁll
SWW800 Rubber Surfacing

Two sand tray options offer a large accessible surface to play with sand, with a sand
sieve and sand pipe encourage further creative play. Each water table has its own
plunger plug to retain / release water.

Toddler

Our range of circular water tables and adjoining sand trays have been designed to be
compact and enable users to start with simple water table, adding other elements as
their budget or available space allows.

Toddler

Stream
Wheelchair Accessible

2 - 6 years
N/A
19m2

8
4

15.8m
0.72m

3
1

3.96m

5.62m

Sand Dune

2 - 6 years
N/A

SWU600 Bark, sand ﬁll
SWW600 Rubber, Surfacing

8
4

16m2

3

Accessible from ground level

1

14.2m
0.72m

4.82m

3.96m

NB: This unit will not accommodate the shower SWU400
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Toddler

Sprinkle

These springies are imaginative, exhilarating and fun to ride. They have easy grip hand and
foot holds with anti-slip ends. Ground ﬁxed, they are easy to maintain as the spring can be
easily removed from both the top and bottom ﬁxings.

SWU900 Bark,sand ﬁll
SWW900 Rubber Surfacing

2 - 6 years

Wheelchair Accessible

N/A

7

17.5m2

3

3

15m
0.72m

1

3.96m

5.26m

Splash

2 - 6 years

SWU700 Bark, sand ﬁll
SWW700 Rubber Surfacing

N/A

6
2

2

Wheelchair Accessible
4.93m

14m2

2

13.3m
0.72m

3.96m

Spring

Spout

Shower

SWU500 Bark, sand ﬁll
SWW500 Rubber
Surfacing

SWU100 Bark, sand, ﬁll
SWW100 Rubber Surfacing

SWU400 Bark, sand, ﬁll
SWW400 Rubber Surfacing

Mains water
supply

Sutcliffe Play Cat 2017.indb 67

Hose lock
system
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Case Study

water
Water’s tactile qualities, warm or cool,
soft or forceful, are irresistible to
children, holding their attention
longer than any other play medium.
Ever changing, water can be dammed, squirted,
pooled or diverted into a myriad of channels,
pipes and rills.
Mixed with earth or sand, water transforms into
puddles, mud pies and sand castles. Great for
co-operation, children will dabble and dam together.
Create a network of water play in the landscape
using landscaped rills and channels, troughs,
paddles, tables, balances and lifting devices
such as waterwheels and Archimedean screws.
Alternatively deliver water into a sand area to
replicate a beach environment.

Our in-house landscape
architects are experts on
water play and always
happy to advise
Only available
in the U.K
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Toddler

Sand and water play is not just
restricted to use outdoors. Take a look
at our case study for The Ice Cream
Farm, Cheshire with their extensive
indoor sand & water play area.

www.sutcliffeplay.co.uk
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junior

Included is our conventional tower
based Playzone range and Neo.
Mission, our less prescriptive range
incorporating elements of risk and
our wooden Orchard range all have
complimentary stand alone items.
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Play value
elements

mission

Physical
Development

Français
Des unités de jeux de style assortis: jeux sur ressort et à
bascule, tourniquets et balançoires.

Español
Unidades complementarias con estilos a juego que
incluyen sube y bajas, rotondas, balancines multiusos y
rotadores.

Junior

Matching style complementory units including seesaws, roundabouts,
multi-users rockers and rotators.

Role Play and
Imagination

Social

Object

Creative

playzone
Involving children in the development of our Playzone range has enabled us to deliver play
opportunities that children want and need. Playzone is an innovative system with play activities
that children enjoy. It is extremely robust and suitable for the most demanding locations.
Installers tell us it is very easy to install and maintain. The Playzone range includes our market
leading fully inclusive multi-play combinations.
Français
Nous avons fait appel à des enfants pour développer
notre gamme Playzone, et ainsi offrir les activités les
plus recherchées et appréciées. Extrêmement robuste, la
gamme Playzone peut être installée vraiment partout. Nos
installateurs la trouvent très facile à installer et à entretenir.
La gamme Playzone intègre nos combinaisons multi-activité
leaders du marché.

Español
El haber involucrado a los niños durante el desarrollo de
nuestra gama Playzone nos ha permitido ofrecer unas
oportunidades de juego que los niños desean y necesitan.
Playzone es un sistema innovador con actividades de
juego que los niños disfrutan; es extremadamente sólido
y se adecua a los lugares más exigentes. Los instaladores
nos dicen que es muy fácil de instalar y mantener. La
gama Playzone incluye nuestras combinaciones multijuego
completamente exclusivas y líderes en el mercado.

Inclusive
See page 11 for
full breakdown of
play elements

Product
Specifics

neo
An extension to the Playzone range Neo offers greater play value on each tower all of
which provide greater challenges to the children. Due to be fully released in 2017 the
range will comprise of four main multi-play units.
Français
Extension de la gamme Playzone, Neo offre un condensé
d’activités sur chaque tour et un niveau de difﬁculté
supérieur. Complétée en 2017, la gamme sera composée
de quatre principales zones multi-activité.

Inclusive

Español
Una extensión de la gama Playzone. La serie Neo ofrece
un gran valor de juego en cada torre, lo cual proporciona
grandes desafíos para los niños. Pensada para ser
implementada en 2017, esta serie comprenderá cuatro
zonas multijuego principales.

Fall Height

orchard
Area

Perimeter

Sustainable and natural Orchard helps develop children playing in natural
environment. Our timber range has all the physically challenging activities that we
always carefully consider, but its natural appearance allows it to blend aesthetically
into rural play spaces.
Français
Conçue dans un souci de développement durable et de
respect de la planète, la gamme Orchard fait évoluer les
enfants dans un environnement naturel. Cette collection
en bois propose toutes les activités physiques préférées
des enfants. Grâce à son apparence naturelle, elle se fond
esthétiquement dans les espaces de jeux rurales.

Español
Orchard sostenible y natural ayuda a desarrollar los
niños que juegan en el medio natural . Nuestra gama de
madera tiene todas las actividades de un reto físico que
siempre se examinan con atención , pero su apariencia
natural permite que se integre en los espacios de juego
estéticamente rurales.

Total Height
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Case Study

Challenging, Durable and Nautical Play
at Royal Green, Lowestoft
Client: Waveney Norse
Budget: £60,000

in partnership

The brief:
Working in partnership with Waveney District Council,
Waveney Norse wanted to upgrade a tired facility, Royal
Green in Lowestoft, Suffolk, which was no longer compliant
and had become uneconomical to keep repairing.
They required equipment made from materials which would
stand up to salt air and the harsh coastal environment to
ensure a low whole-of-life cost for the community.
They wanted the nautical history of Lowestoft town to come
through in the design, with links to the ﬁshing industry and
port which Lowestoft is recognised for. They did not want the
usual wooden boats which seem to be popular in so many
coastal seaside authorities play areas.

Design proposal:
A bespoke design that offers challenge and adventure was
created from the Mission range. It has a nautical theme and
met all the requirement for durable equipment which could
withstand the surrounding environment. The playground at
Royal Green features equipment arranged in the form of a
ship, including ‘walk the plank’ stepping poles, a ‘ship’s bow’
with low level climbing wall and a ‘crow’s nest’ lookout tower.
Mission features tough aluminium uprights with four internal
ribs giving extreme durability in the ground, and soft rubber
with a steel core which ensures durability, and all Mission nets
are made from hard-wearing polypropylene, steel core rope.
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Junior

Unit features:
 Challenging Climb
 Swinging Hammock
 Ships Bow
 Ships Sails
 Climbing Wall
 Flexi Rings
 Stepping Poles
 Starboard V Shaped
Climbing Net

What our client said…
“The Sutcliffe design team worked their magic to
design, manufacture and install a fantastic play area.
The Mission range was ideal as it allowed us to look
past the standard conﬁgurations.
“We now have a special site in the Suffolk area which
we can all be very proud of. I would recommend
anyone thinking of installing a play area to contact
Sutcliffe Play and discuss their vision.”
Simon Walker, Property Services Manager
Suffolk Coastal Norse, Waveney Norse

www.sutcliffeplay.co.uk
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mission:
a contemporary,
exhilarating play experience
Interspersed with resting surfaces
and glides, the Mission range also
has individual play items that can
be combined in any play space.
Mission has complementary individual play items such
as curly stepping poles and a spring platform that can
be combined in any play space to create quality play
environments, tailored to suit speciﬁc budgets or areas.

Mission has been tested to EN1176 and
awarded a certiﬁcate of compliance.

KS3 KS4

Designed to promote movement in all directions. Post
caps are designed with ergonomically designed hand
holds and the system incorporates multiple hand
and foot holds allowing people to traverse through it.
Incorporating items such as the climbing poles with
high platforms creates a play landscape that extends
beyond the main climbing unit.

Sustainable and Durable
Tough aluminium uprights have been developed
with four internal ribs giving more ﬂexibility and
enabling dynamic play activities. Also used for the
main uprights, chosen for its extreme durability in
the ground.

Platforms and Panels
Hexaboard has been used to offer a slip resistent
surface on panels and platforms.

Choose your own colours - Standard
colours for Mission structural steel
elements are Violet and Blue, but
other colours can be used (prices
on application).
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Violet
Blue

Soft rubber has been used throughout. Main
features are post and end caps with rings and grip
ribs to provide safe ‘holding on places’. A steel core
ensures their durability.

For a free consultation or quotation call 01977 653 200
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6 - 12 years

5

2.0m

7
1

31.6m
3.4m

1

9.79m

Like its name, Target has
a centre to aim for, it
consists of a maze of
random platforms at
different heights

56.0m2

Junior

CZU215 Bark, sand ﬁll
CZW215 Rubber surfacing

Like its name, Target has a centre to aim for, it consists of a maze of random
platforms at different heights. Compact in design, it’s ideal for smaller
spaces and incorporates our exhilarating curved banister rails, spin pole and
challenging V net climber. Make it to the centre and there are spaces to stand
or sit and rest a while.

Junior

Target

9.30m
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Nimrod

Taking up a small foot print, Nimrod offers 5 challenging ways to reach a traditional
slide that takes the user back down to the ground. Ideal for smaller play areas or
areas that want a variety of different, smaller, play units.

CZU227 Bark, sand ﬁll
CZW227 Rubber surfacing
6 - 12 years

6

1.5m

7

32.8m2

1

24.0m
3.4m

9.50m

4.15m

Enigma

Enigma also has a centre to aim for, and consists of a maze of
random platforms at different heights. Compact in design, its ideal
for smaller spaces.

CZU228 Bark, sand ﬁll
CZW228 Rubber surfacing

11.07m

6 - 12 years

5

7

52.3m2

1
1
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8.99m

2.0m

34.8m
3.12m

0
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Foxﬁre

Designed around a small circular traverse, Foxfire is great for game playing and
keeping off the ground. Even at the end of the banister rails, it’s just a couple of
quick steps back onto the unit.

1

13

6 - 12 years

Junior

For those who don’t want
to join in the game playing,
the spin pole out on its
own provides another
distinct play space

Junior

CZU212 Bark, sand ﬁll
CZW212 Rubber surfacing

1.5m

14

71m2
32.5m
3.4m

11.60m

9.14m
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Tangent

The popular 12m long glide forms the focal point for Paraquet. Not just a fun ride, the
glide has a pendulum seat to sit on to take you to the other end where a great work
out awaits with a challenging route back to the start station. Start with a climb up the
stepping poles, onto the platform and down the v net to start all over again.

CZU225 Bark, sand ﬁll
CZW225 Rubber surfacing

16.90m

6 - 12 years

9

1.5m
7.574m

10

83.70m2

1

45.50m
3.4m
The ride length is 8m

Glide

The glide adds a compact exciting zip-line to any area. Sitting on the
pendulum seat, the glide speeds down to a gentle stop spring, and the seat
can be easily pulled back to the start.

CZU026 Bark, sand ﬁll
CZW026 Rubber surfacing
6 - 12 years

2

1.0m

2

56.9m2
35.1m
3.32m

14.85m

4.00m

The ride length is 8m
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Although Covert only
takes up a small foot
print it’s like two play
structures in one!

Junior

CZU220 Bark, sand ﬁll
CZW220 Rubber surfacing

Junior

With two opposing decks, one side is all about climbing and agility whilst the other
is all about the thrill of the ride down the ergonomic slide bars. Crossing between the
decks is challenging but there is always the easy option of using the foot holds if you
just have to get up quickly for another slide.

Covert

8.96m

6 - 12 years

7

2.0m
35.2m2

1

24.3m

5.6m

8

3.4m
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Stealth

Stealth is a real test of test of strength and agility, until reaching one of the high
platforms, where there is the chance to take a rest. Negotiate hanging rings, the
twisted spider net, traverse across the wall, or even climb up the pull up ramp. With
stepping poles, you can get all the way round without putting a foot on the ground,
then use the slide bars for an exhilarating ﬁnish to the circuit.

CZU301 Bark, sand ﬁll
CZW301 Rubber surfacing

6 - 12 years

13

15

39.6m2

2

9.54m

2.8m

80.0m
3.6m
12.76m
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Junior
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Stepping Posts
and Poles

These fun, curly, stepping posts and
poles can be arranged in a clusters of
varying heights. Use as standalone items
or close up to the larger structure as
linking or ascending elements.

1

1

CZU005 Bark, sand ﬁll
CZW005 Rubber surfacing

CZU006 Bark, sand ﬁll
CZW006 Rubber surfacing

CZU007 Bark, sand ﬁll
CZW007 Rubber surfacing

2 Steps

3 Steps

4 Steps

6 - 12 years

6 - 12 years

6 - 12 years

1.0m

1.2m

1.5m

10.7m2

12.5m2

15.2m2

11.5m

12.5m

13.8m

1.85m

2.17m

2.17m

3.60m

4.00m

4.40m

4.40m

4.00m

3.60m

Standing Platform
CZU210 Bark, sand ﬁll
CZW210 Rubber surfacing

1

CZU211 Bark, sand ﬁll
CZW211 Rubber surfacing

6 - 12 years

6 - 12 years

1.8m

2.1m

15.5m2

20m2

14.0m

15.9m

3.2m

3.2m

4.80m

5.44m

2
1

4.65m

4.00m
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Hunter
CZU304 Bark, sand ﬁll
CZW304 Rubber surfacing

Junior

6.96m

Junior

A great unit to test agility, strength and co-ordination. To get up to the large 1.5m
platform, you either have to balance up the large V net, jump from the climbing post or
work your way along the stepping poles. Once on the platform you get a great view of
what’s going on around you and the option of shimmying down the climbing rope.

9.02m

1

6

6 - 12 years
1.5m

8

42.3m2

1

27.4m
3.4m

Warrior
CZU324 Bark, sand ﬁll
CZW324 Rubber surfacing

Warrior is a great unit to test agility, strength and co-ordination. There is no easy way to
get up to the platforms, you either have to balance up the large V net, jump from the
climbing post or work your way along the stepping poles and climbing wall. Once on
the platforms there is a slide to the ground.

2.7m

9

60.8m2

1

9.49m

6 - 12 years

8

34.5m
3.13m
10.92m
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Ultimatum
CZU224 Bark, sand ﬁll
CZW224 Rubber surfacing

A popular 12m long glide forms the focal point for Ultimatum. Not just a fun ride, the glide
has a pendulum seat to sit on to take you to the other end where a great work out awaits
with a challenging route back to the start station. With our Trapeze frame for an added
challenge, this is one of our most exciting Mission units and incorporates many of the other
challenging activities that can be seen on units in the range.

6 - 12 years

17

Optimising every element
of the Mission range of
activites, in an action
packed unit

2.8m

20

144.7m2

2
1

63.0m
3.4m

16.69m

17.07m

The ride length is 8m
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Junior

Physically challenging,
fun from end to end
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Case Study

Bourne Park, Ipswich
Client: Ipswich Borough Council
Budget: £170,000
The brief:
Bourne Park is one of Ipswich’s largest open spaces and
attracts thousands of visitors each year.
The main attraction for the many generations of visiting families
was the paddling pool and play area but these had become
tired and in need of updating. Ipswich Borough Council also
wanted to make the area more accessible to all abilities.
The Council set us an almost impossible task of transforming
the play area and paddling pool into an accessible
destination playground in just eight weeks.

Design proposal:
We created a seaside themed design to bring the playground’s
popular paddling pool to life. Three colourful multi-play units
form the focal point of the playground and each feature inclusive
elements to ensure children of all abilities can play together.
The Castle sets the scene for imaginative play opportunities and
a Seaside & Sandcastle unit that features a different theme on
each side incorporates lots of seaside activities. A Boat Climber
from our popular Toddlerzone range has a subtle boat theme
with a number of ‘sailing’ activities to encourage imaginative
play and allow children to develop their co-operation and social
interaction skills.
These units are joined by two popular characters which are
loved by children and adults alike, Pablo the Penguin Seesaw
and Wilbur the Whale Springie. The playground also features an
inclusive roundabout and three sets of swings which includes two
inclusive options and a Pirate Ship rocker to complete the theme.
The playground is completed by colourful wetpour graphics to
engage children in a trail around the playground. The three 3D
graphics of a shark, turtle and starﬁsh are already proving very
popular with local families!
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Junior

Inclusive equipment and
facilities are a key theme
throughout the new play area
with sensory opportunities

Unit features:
 Playzone Castle
 Toddlerzone Boat &
Climber

 Themed Seaside &
Sandcastle

 Minitown Musical
Chairs

 Inclusive Roundabouts
 Rockers
 Traditional Swings

What our client said…
“Sutcliffe Play was able to design and manufacture
everything we needed to meet the very tight
deadlines we had set ourselves. The enthusiasm
and experience of the Sutcliffe Play team helped
turned the vision into a reality.
“We are all delighted with the new Bourne Beach
facility and know that the community will beneﬁt
from this major investment for many years to come.”
Nigel Campbell, Park Manager

www.sutcliffeplay.co.uk
Sutcliffe Play Cat 2017.indb 87
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playzone:
a play system big
enough to challenge
Involving children in the
development of our Playzone range
has enabled us to deliver play
opportunities that children want,
and include a broad range of play
experiences with unique features.
Physical challenges such as climbing, balancing and
co-ordination, sheltered seating areas to encourage social
play and group co-operation, are all key areas that need
developing at a young age. Playzone has been built to a
speciication that will ensure years of use and with a range of
activities that will challenge and engage through regular use.
Playzone has been tested to
EN1176 and awarded a
certiﬁcate of compliance.

•

Our signature 9mm thick rubber decks,
chemically bonded to a steel core, provide soft,
slip resistant safer surfaces. Yellow and black
assists the visually impaired to see different deck
levels.

•

Post ﬁxing positions are pre-installed at our
factory in the exact positions required for easy
installation. They are also supplied with easy to
use safety tamper proof coverings.

•

Scramble nets and climbing ropes are made from
hard wearing polypropylene steel cored rope.
All ends are crimped with aluminium ferrels and
junctions, and have round or tee connectors for
added strength.

Posts

Ropes and Nets

Inclusive Decks

Inclusive Design
Choose your own colours - The Standard colours
for Playzone structural steel elements is turquoise,
but other colours can be used (prices on application).
Grey & Green
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Grey & Blue

Many of the units are designed to be
invisibly inclusive, allowing children of
all abilities to play side by side. We have
pioneered the design of inclusive play equipment
and created several unique play features. Look out
for this inclusive symbol on all relevant product.

For a free consultation or quotation call 01977 653 200
06/08/2018 17:00

PZU229 Bark, sand ﬁll
PZW229 Rubber surfacing

This is our best-selling standard unit, because it is in effect, two units in one. It spans
a wide age range from 4-10, with a younger section comprising ladder and slide or
ﬁreman’s pole, and a more challenging area for older ones, featuring a pull-up ramp,
a vertical net and a pole climb. A hand-over-hand acts as a child ﬁlter between the two
areas. Being square, it’s compact shape means more play value, and less surfacing.

Junior

Two in One
8.62m

4 - 10 years

1

7

2.4m
8.61m

57.0m2

8

29.0m
3.0m
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Long Climb
PZU617 Bark, sand ﬁll
PZW617 Rubber surfacing

A transitional unit that is good for older toddlers and juniors alike. It has a challenging
hand-over-hand section that acts as a ﬁlter between the easy slide end and the trickier
climbing wall and ﬁreman’s pole. It provides increasingly difﬁcult challenges to keep
children coming back. Good for a long narrow space.

13.10m

1

5

4 - 10 years
2.4m

5.80m

6

57.0m2
33.5m
2.85m

The 1.5m tower with
rope climb makes
for great play
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Climb Slide

A simple small system that offers a bit more than just a slide, as it also has a pole
climb and ﬁreman’s pole to get back down again. It encourages locomotor, rough
and tumble and social play.

Junior

PZU680 Bark, sand ﬁll
PZW680 Rubber surfacing

4 - 10 years

4

1.5m

4

34.5m2
24.0m
1.5m

8.90m

5.00m

The 1.5m tower with
rope climb makes
for great play
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Spider Climber

This system extends in all directions with each ‘leg’ of the spider offering
a different challenge. It has a range of physical challenges to develop
physical skills within a social framework.

PZU765 Bark, sand ﬁll
PZW765 Rubber surfacing

9.78m

1

9

4 - 10 years
2.4m

1

8.57m

11

56.0m2
33.5m
3.42m

Tunnel

A standalone crawling tunnel creates an additional play feature at ground
level that can be used to link from one unit to another or on its own to
help ﬁll smaller spaces.

PZU353 Bark, sand ﬁll
PZW353 Rubber surfacing

2 - 6 years

1

1.0m

1

14.7m2
14.2m
1.65m

4.50m

3.60m
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Challenge Climber
PZU768 Bark, sand ﬁll
PZW768 Rubber surfacing

A simple Playzone with a range of more challenging activities.
Entering up a pole climb there is a choice of high slide or a rope
bridge traverse to the second tower. A quick exit is achieved
down slide bars or a ﬁreman’s pole.

Junior

9.15m

8.65m

4 - 10 years

5

1.5m

5

44.5m2
29.0m
2.82m

Tri Climber

A neat compact unit with three decks at the top and three ways
to climb up to them. Sliding back down is an easy decent to the
ground where the user can then choose to start all over again.

PZU867 Bark, sand ﬁll
PZW867 Ruber surfacing
4 - 11 years

4

1.5m

4

42.65m2
27.9m
2.82m

9.85m

6.87m
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Pole up, Pole down
PZU682 Bark, sand ﬁll
PZW682 Rubber surfacing

A compact playzone unit, designed to be a little easier, with
decks at 1.2m as well as 1.5m high. The scramble net and
traditional slide provide an easier option for younger ones.
The 1.5m tower with rope climb makes for great play.

4 - 10 years

1

7

1.5m

The 1.5m tower with
rope climb makes
for great play

51.5m2

9
1

29.5m
3.15m

8.10m

9.10m
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Shoulderwalk and Slide

Junior

PZU424 Bark, sand ﬁll
PZW424 Rubber surfacing

A challenge for upper body strength, this unit
encourages using a hand over hand motion to
strengthen arms and shoulders but also offers a
less difﬁcult ascent for all users. A wide slide is
a relaxing return to the ground.

4 - 10 years

5

6

8.69m

2.1m
44.5m

1

27.6m2
2.4m
7.8m

Fireman’s Tower

With a ‘tightrope’ style bridge the Fireman’s Tower offers two centres
of activity, one with a trickier set of activities. Each tower has a speedy
exit to tempt the user to try again.

PZU683 Bark, sand ﬁll
PZW683 Rubber surfacing

11.35m

4 - 10 years

1

8

1.5m
8.50m

10

62.5m2

1

35.0m
3.45m
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Assault Course
PZU345 Bark, sand ﬁll
PZW345 Rubber surfacing

Assault Course. A real agility developer! This Playzone has high decks with
very challenging accesses: a pull up ramp, a 1.5m rope climb, a hoop
climber, a 2.4m climbing wall and a 2.4m vertical climbing net. An unusual
inclined ﬂexi hand-over-hand also develops upper body strength. These
challenges make this unsuitable for children up to 14 years.

With multiple entrance points,
children up to 14 yrs old can
compete with their peers comparing
skills and exploring individual limits

11.50m

1

7

6 - 14 years

10.00m

2.4m

8

76.0m2
36.0m
3.5m
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Junior
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The Castle
PZU816 Bark, sand ﬁll
PZW816 Rubber surfacing

A castle theme sets the scene for imaginative play opportunities. With lots of activities there
are many ways to get to the top of the unit to reach the wide slide. Shufﬂe decks enable
movement around the unit with suspension bridges and a tunnel adding to the challenge.
Lots of look out posts enable the user to defend the castle and view the enemy!

Both young and
older children can
defend the castle
together!

11.70m

3 - 14 years

13

9

1.8m
90.0m2

3

9.50m

25

37.5m
4.5m
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15.50m

6-14 years

9

Junior

PZU855 Bark, sand ﬁll
PZW855 Rubber surfacing

The number of ‘sailing’ activities incorporated into this unit enables co-operation
and social interaction on a large scale. With a deﬁnite theme The Flagship can be
the main focus in a play area where many of our smaller standalone items such as
Wilbur Whale, Pirate Ship rocker can help continue the overall theme.

Junior

The Flagship

1.2m - 2.1m
10.00m

29
16

94.8m2

4

44.6m
5.6m

Land ahoy!
Children can use
their imagination to
sail the seven seas
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neo:

unique features create
challenging play
Neo uses a range of bow shaped
activities and suspended rope
elements to create a dynamic,
challenging play range.
Neo has a range of ﬂexible climbing and traversing
elements distinct in the market. It uses tried and tested
aluminium posts with a dedicated ﬁxing system and rubber
decks borrowed from the heritage of Playzone and Mission.
Most activities are ﬁxed only to anodised aluminium
uprights reducing the footprint of the units, which lowers
the costs of safety surfacing and any installation. The
signature colour, a dark blue high gloss, enhances Neo’s
bold design. Ropes ﬁnished in anthracite grey with accents
of red, add another pop of colour.

Vertical Climbing Walls
and Inﬁll Barriers
‘Bow’ Climber

Are ﬁnished in ‘urban camo’ HPL panels with a grey/
blue contrast

Are ﬁxed to anodised
aluminium uprights has
a single rope featuring
climbing nodules for
a challenging vertical
ascent. A ‘Bow’ Ladder is
suspended between two
curved frames.

A ‘Camo’ climber takes the essence of a climbing wall
with a bow shape which extends from one post at 45º.

Vortex
Unique traversing element ‘Vortex’ consists of a rubber
disc suspended in tension between two decks using
steel core ropes and tensioners. A higher level of
balance and coordination is needed to negotiate this
moving disc in order to get from deck to deck.
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Vortex
PNU003 Bark, sand ﬁll
PNW003 Rubber surfacing

Junior

8+ years

1

7

1.6m

Junior

The ‘Vortex’ element of this unit consists of a rubber disc
suspended between two decks using steel core ropes and
tensioners. A ‘Bow’ ladder suspended between two curved
frames is a quick entry to the 1.6m high decks, where a higher
level of balance and coordination is needed to negotiate the
moving disc in order to move across the unit.

36.9m2

11
2

24.2m
3.28m

1
7.32m

6.93m

Unique traversing
elements that
require balance
and agility
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Nucleus

A smaller, more compact unit with only one tower, Nucleus includes
a ‘Bow’ climber, a single rope featuring climbing nodules and a
‘Camo’ climber. It also has a climbing wall and slide bars that help
with a swift descent back to the ground.

PNU001 Bark, sand ﬁll
PNW001 Rubber surfacing

5.56m

8+ years
1.6m
26.1m2
19.8m
6.93m

3.28m

1

5

7
1

Vector

A ‘V’ shaped suspension bridge made from a combination of
rubber, chain and steel core rope, is the main feature of this unit.
An alternative to slide bars is a stainless steel ‘U’ proﬁle slide that
can be reached by using a ‘Bow’ ladder or ‘Camo’ climbing wall.

PNU002 Bark, sand ﬁll
PNW002 Rubber surfacing
8+ years

1

7

1.6m
38.5m2

11
2

24.8m
3.28m

1
7.67m

7.12m
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3.52m

3 - 14 years

1

5

0.5m
10.3m2

7
1
3.52m

Space Trainer

Junior

SWD720

Junior

A compact spinner designed for 1 to 2 users with a rolled ring
that can be used as a back rest if standing inside the ring or a
hand hold if standing outside the ring. Ideal for improving balance
and co-ordination.

Hula

11.7m
1.59m

A spinner designed for older juniors with one standing position
at the centre of rotation. The user is held in position by the
centrifugal force and a second user can stand at the edge to
make the spinner go around and can vary the spin speed.

SWD740

4.76m

8 - 16 years

1

5

0.5m
19m2

7
4.76m

1

12m
1.9m

Maelstrom is a deceptively simple spinner with a twist in the tail.
Set at an angle, the Maelstrom takes advantage when the user
over balances, spinning even faster as the users own weight
increases the centrifugal force. By positioning yourself with
legs out you can slow the speed while tucking your legs in will
increase the speed of rotation.

Maelstrom
SWD710

4.6m

3 - 14 years

1

5

0.5m
4.6m

17.5m2

7
1

15.5m
0.51m
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Case Study

New picnic and play area at
Friarwood Valley Gardens,
Pontefract
Client: Wakefield Council
Budget: £60,000
The brief:

Unit features:
Ring Climber
Music Pipes
Balance Walk
3 Seat Flower Bench
Talktubes
Notice Board
Orchard - Balance Walk

Wakeﬁeld Council wanted a natural themed area within Friarwood Valley
Gardens to create a destination playground for young children and their
families to picnic and play.
The area was developed following consultation with local volunteer
group Friends of Friarwood Valley Gardens, and features a wide range of
equipment for toddlers and juniors.
Wakeﬁeld Council contributed £26,000 and secured a £34,000 grant
towards the development of the new £60,000 play area from WREN
(Waste Recycling Environmental Ltd, a non-proﬁt making Environmental
Body registered to fund proﬁts which are eligible under the Landﬁll
Communities Fund).

Design proposal:
The playground is split into two areas, one for toddlers and one for juniors.
Both areas focus on Sutcliffe Play’s Orchard equipment with the wood-based
units complementing the natural play setting of the Gardens.
The toddler area features a range of inclusive equipment to allow children of
all abilities to play side by side with each other whilst encouraging cooperation
and social play. The Orchard Twin Peaks unit provides a focal point. Its two low
platforms are connected by a rope bridge and have wooden posts to create a
mountainous feel. Both platforms have a selection of ways to climb or descend
and music pipes are ﬁtted to one of the platforms for added play value.
Orchard’s wooden swing set featuring Pod seats, which ‘hugs’ the child (like
peas in a pod) is also included. The area also features the Orchard Balance
Walk which is ideal for younger children as it is lower to the ground and helps
develop balance and coordination.

1
04
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Junior

What our client said…
“Friarwood Valley Gardens is a designated Grade
II Historic Garden and Conservation area so it is
important that the play area reﬂects the natural theme
of the gardens. We’ve worked closely with Friends
of Friarwood Valley Gardens to ensure the new area
complements the environment.
We believe the new play and picnic area will have a
long-lasting positive impact on the local community.
Alongside new and exciting play opportunities for
children the new seating and picnic benches will
encourage a whole new user group of families and
young children.”
Cllr Maureen Cummings
Cabinet Member for Environment and Communities
at Wakeﬁeld Council

www.sutcliffeplay.co.uk
Sutcliffe Play Cat 2017.indb 105
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orchard:
developing
children naturally
Orchard is our range of sustainably
sourced timber* play equipment.
With clamber units, small and large tower units, swings
and trim trails, Orchard’s natural appearance allows it
to blend aesthetically into all outdoor play spaces.

KS3

Primarily a natural product, the main components are locally
farmed from UK forests in a managed sustainable way.
The timber we use is between 20 and 25 years old, so by
the time your play equipment is at the end of its life, newly
grown trees will be ready to use. Sustainability continues
with the natural rubber components used, these are made
from latex which is also milked in a sustainable way.
To preserve and enhance the life span of these units, all
posts are pressure treated against wet rot, dry rot, and insect
infestation. In addition we have created a unique rubber
joining system, an aluminium shoe and rubber post caps to
protect the timber and reduce any required maintenance.

Joints and
Protective Caps
A unique joining system
connects 2 logs together.
Using rubber with a steel
core it spaces the logs
slightly apart, minimising
the possibility of finger or
clothing traps.
A special rubber cap
completely seals the ends
of the posts and keeps out
any moisture.

Protective Shoe
A unique aluminium shoe
protects the base of the
post once in the ground
and ventilation holes help
to keep the post dry.

Our Orchard range
features a wide variety
of units to choose from
to suit space, budgets
and requirements.

Flexi Rings
Individual ﬂexible rubber
hand rings provide a
challenge that requires
upper body strength.

Climbing Wall
Small well-spaced grips
make this a challenging
traverse to the top and
back down to the ﬂoor.

Orchard has been tested to EN1176 and
awarded a certiﬁcate of compliance.

*All our timber is sourced from a certiﬁed source.
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Oak
OTU210 Bark, sand ﬁll
OTW210 Rubber surfacing
4 - 12 years

1

14

Junior

Oak is the largest of the new Orchard range with a three tower
conﬁguration. Designed with a central traversing rope system,
it gives opportunities to play chasing games to and from each of
the towers and their respective play elements. Oak is conﬁgured
to be a centre piece of a play space, suitable for all junior age
children to play and develop their skills together.

1.8m
70m2

18
3

36m
2.85m

11.38m

10.19m

Perfect for grass
mat and bonded
rubber mulch
safety surfacing
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Maple incorporates a circular deck at 1.5m and a 1.2m high leaf
deck with traversing opportunities between the two, via a curved
leaf bridge. With lots of activities this unit has a wide range of
incremental physical challenges and areas to interact socially,
increasingly important for children as they develop social skills.

Maple
OTU200 Bark, sand ﬁll
OTW200 Rubber surfacing

9.43m

4 - 12 years

1

12

1.6m
49.8m2

16
8.17m

3

29.8m
2.49m

Rowan
OTU205 Bark, sand ﬁll
OTW205 Rubber surfacing
6.24m

Rowan is our most compact Orchard unit. With a range of
activities spread over a single tower unit, initial access is designed
to challenge users and continues to do so as their skill, strength
and conﬁdence grows.
4 - 12 years

1

6

1.6m
34.1m2

8
1

24m
2.49m

8.17m
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OTU225 Bark, sand ﬁll
OTW225 Rubber surfacing
Wheelchair accessible

Hazel is the ﬁrst unit in the Orchard range designed with a focus
on inclusivity. Inspired by nature in its theming, visually it compliments not only the existing Orchard ranges but also links with
a variety of other ranges, for example Mini Town. With 12 play
activities, the large central deck features ﬁve sides, which enables
crawling or shufﬂing to reach a variety of access points and activities. This is vital for providing options to users of varying abilities
and inclinations.

4

5

6.58m

Junior

Hazel

13

7.06m

1

2
1

4 - 12 years
1.2m
29.1m2
20.7m
3.07m

Willow
OTU220 Bark, sand ﬁll
OTW220 Rubber surfacing

Willow incorporates a circular deck at 1.5m high and a leaf deck at
1.2m, offering traversing opportunities between to two via a curved
leaf bridge. With a total of nine activities this unit has a wide range
of incremental physical challenge and areas to interact socially,
increasingly important as children as they develop social skills.

9.96m

4 - 12 years

1

12

1.2 & 1.5m
53.8m2

16
9.22m

3

32.2m
2.49m
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Orchard Ship

A large unit with lots of imaginative play value that consists of two
decks and activities that include a double sided ‘Bow’ climbing
wall, a pilots ladder and a slide for descent.

OTU215 Bark, sand ﬁll
OTW215 Rubber surfacing

There is an anchor panel with a ships wheel and inﬁll panels that
incorporate a loud hailer, binoculars and a ﬁremen’s pole. With a
seat under the deck area, a ‘Step and Shufﬂe’ climber gets the
user to the deck as well as a drag ramp as alternative to use,
a nautical feel has been followed through with it has a twisted
rigging net, ﬂags and different sized sails for effect.

Accessible from ground level

10.49m

4-16 years

8

8

1.2m
45.7m2

23
1

3

28.4m

7.06m

4m

3

Perfect for grass
mat and bonded
rubber mulch
safety surfacing
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Mammoth

Climbing to the higher platform is tough, whichever route is used but, once across the
rope bridge, the reward is an exhilarating slide down the double bannister rails where
two users can race each other to the ground.

A large unit with
many challenges,
great for children
to play on together

Junior

Junior

OTU101 Bark, sand ﬁll
OTW101 Rubber surfacing

11.40m

6 - 14 years

13

15

9.80m

2.0m
84.6m2

2

40m
3.4m

Lifting Gear required for installation.
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Starting at the post rings makes it difﬁcult to get across the net climbing wall to the
next platform, it can be tricky even when using the wooden climbing wall, but well
worth it for the slide down to the ground.

Rex

An interesting
Orchard unit
with net climb
challenges to
either side

Junior
Junior

Junior

OTU103 Bark, sand ﬁll
OTW103 Rubber surfacing

11.60m

6 - 14 years

11

2.0m
7.10m

11

57.3m2
33.2m
3.6m

Lifting Gear required for installation.
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Smaller than the Mammoth unit but still with a challenging climb to the higher
platform. A sloping rope bridge requires balance to cross but once negotiated,
there’s a rewarding slide down the single bannister rail to the ground.

Sabre
OTU102 Bark, sand ﬁll
OTW102 Rubber surfacing

Our aluminium
protective shoe can
also prevent damage
from strimmers and
mowers

11.40m

6 - 14 years

11

2.0m

11

62m2

6.65m

33m
3.65m

Lifting Gear required for installation.
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6 - 14 years

1

5

Junior

ORU300 Bark, sand ﬁll
ORW300 Rubber surfacing

A Timber Tangle of inclined beams and ropes that requires balance, agility and
full concentration to move across quickly. The three single ropes create a small
tightrope section and the bottom net can become a social seating area to take
a rest.

Junior

Timber Tangle

1.8m

6

42.3m2
26.7m
2.4m

9.70m

7.10m

Tightrope Tangle
ORU600 Bark, sand ﬁll
ORW600 Rubber Surfacing

Ideal for a school playgrounds, a challenging rope hand rail is
one of the main features of this tricky unit. It requires balance and
co-ordination skills to walk the perimeter and upper body strength
to use the rope hand rail and negotiate the mid section.

9.50m

6 - 14 years

7

2.5m
7.30m

8

53.2m2

1

27.9m
2.6m
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Twin Tangle

A low level unit with tight rope hand hold and two net balancing areas. A great
social meeting unit with play value.

ORU800 Bark, sand ﬁll
ORW800 Rubber surfacing

Natural and
sustainable,
Orchard is
constructed from
pine logs, locally
farmed from UK
forests
9.00m

6 - 14 years

4

1.8m
8.90m

6

49.9m2

2

26.7m
2.1m
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Ropewalk Tangle

Junior

ORU700 Bark, sand ﬁll
ORW700 Rubber surfacing

A tightrope bridge is one of the main features of this unit. Ropewalk
Tangle has a challenging perimeter with different timber levels, there
are hand and foot holds to help get started. Cross posts create a
short cut, but without anything to hold onto it needs good balance
and co-ordination skills.

8.70m

6 - 14 years

4

1.7m
6.90m

5

45.1m2

1

25.3m
1.9m

Canopy

Climbing to the top of this unit you can take the easy way or the hard way, inching
along the ropes at the top like a spider on a web will take courage and nerve.
Alternatively take the ladder or climbing wall, but balance is still important.

ORU200 Bark, sand ﬁll
ORW200 Rubber surfacing

6 - 14 years

7

3.0m

7

54.9m2
32.4m
3.0m

7.70m

8.90m

Lifting Gear required for installation.
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ORU400 Bark, sand ﬁll
ORW400 Rubber surfacing

Teepee, can be a challenging wooden play unit where you can use one of
three climbing sides to race to the top, or, it can be a simple den to ‘hide out’ in
underneath. With a second net in the middle there is another ‘den’ level to sit
on or use it to cross over to the other side.

6 - 14 years

1

6

2.5m

7

51.2m2

Junior

Teepee

27.3m
2.7m

9.10m

8.70m

Lifting Gear required for installation.

Teepee Slide
ORU401 Bark, sand ﬁll
ORW401 Rubber surfacing

The addition of a slide to the Teepee gives a fun ride back down to the ground.

1

7

6 - 14 years
2.5m

8

56.7m2
28.1m
2.7m

9.10m

8.70m
Lifting Gear required for installation.
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Seesaw

The 4 seater, wooden seesaw is a great addition to our popular wooden product range.
This more traditional style seesaw is also an ideal, stand alone item for any play area and
a seesaw that 4, or more children, can have fun on at any one time.

TNB010

Orchard rubber
components are made
from latex, tapped in a
sustainable way that
does not damage trees

6 - 14 years

4

1.5m
14.2m2

1

17.0m

5.92m

2.40m

5

Lifting Gear required for installation.

1.35m
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Climb and Glide

Junior

ORU500 Bark, Sand Fill
ORW500 Rubber Surfacing

A popular 10m long glide forms the focal point for the Orchard Climb
and Glide. Take the hard way to the glide using the climbing wall and
ﬂexi-rings or use the footholds and save your upper body strength for
the glide. If you want you can always use the slide bars to descend.

6 - 14 years

6

3.0m

7

90.6m2

1

46.4m
3.2m

18.30m

6.60m

The ride length is 8m

Bluetooth
Music Mast
YOC000G
Bluetooth Connectivity

Over unique self-contained, low voltage music mast and LED lights can
be added to any Orchard play area. Powered by crank handle, it plays
music stored on mobile phones via speakers

All Years
N/A
N/A
N/A
2.6m

Powered using a crank
handle, the Music Mast
teaches children about
kinetic energy whilst
having fun and
keeping fit!

3.69m
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Inclusive: play

equipment that
challenges all
abilities
Our depth of knowledge on Inclusive Play
comes through in our innovative designs
and manufacturing. Our aim is to provide
play opportunities for children of all abilities.

Look out for this
inclusive symbol on
all relevant product

Remember, a shared experience
is an enhanced one

Easy
Wheelchair
Transfer

It allows children to play together breaks down barriers,
helps build communities, and it’s fun.

One open side makes
wheelchair transfer easy
at the top and bottom.

Invisibly Inclusive
Many of our units are designed to be invisibly inclusive
and we have pioneered the design of inclusive play
equipment and created several unique play features.

Inclusive Decks
Shufﬂe decks are ideal for crawling for crawling or easy
transfer from wheelchair. Extra large safe rubber decks
offer space for children & helpers

Ramps

Ramps

Ram
Ramps

Drag RampsDrag RampsDrag Ramps
Climbing nodes are soft steel cored ropes on the drag
ramp help users with poor upper body strength get to
Drag Ramps
the top. Climbing nodes are soft steel cored ropes
on
the drag ramp help users with poor upper body strength
get to the top.

Drag
Choose your own colours - Standard
colours for Inclusive structural steel
- & Frutti,
elements are Green-& Blue or Tutti
but other colours can be used (prices on
application).

-

Blue & Green

-

-

Tutti & Frutti
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Scramble and Slide
PZU686 Bark, sand ﬁll
PZW686 Rubber surfacing

Our most popular inclusive play unit, has a drag ramp,
inclusive scramble net and steps. Once up high, there is a
large 1.4m wide deck and the reward of a 1.2m high slide.
being a ‘U’ shape chute, children slide securely down the
centre increasing the speed and the fun! The raised start
section at the top and the one-sided open run-out section
at the bottom ease transfer, and allow helpers to give side
support.

Crawling, shufﬂing and side transfer

8.34m

2

6

3 - 10 years

59.0m2

9.47m

1

30.0m
3.5m

Inclusive

9

Inclusive

1.2m

Inclusive elements
enable a wide range
of users to play
together
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2 up, 2 down
PZU523 Bark, sand ﬁll
PZW523 Rubber surfacing

Crawling, shufﬂing and side transfer

Two accesses (drag ramp and inclusive net) and two exits (inclusive slide and
ﬁreman’s pole), provide a mix of challenges and experiences. The large deck with
social seating makes it ideal to rest awhile. The double width inclusive net is large
enough for 2 children and doubles up as a hammock.

2

4

3 - 10 years
1.2m

7

49.5m2

1

30.5m
2.4m

9.20m

8.67m
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Climber For All
PZU685 Bark, sand ﬁll
PZW685 Rubber surfacing

There are six different ways to climb onto this Playzone, with higher agility
accesses for the able bodied, a 2.4m high vertical net, a climbing wall and
a rope climb. Equally challenging to less agile children are the large inclined
inclusive net, a drag ramp and high visibility, extra wide steps. In effect two units in one, with fairly difﬁcult step-ups and a hoop bridge between
the two areas so children don’t stray into an area too challenging for them.
Transfer decks and side entry/exit slides mean good access for children
with mobility problems.

Inclusive

An ideal unit for
children with
restricted mobility

Inclusive

Crawling, shufﬂing and side transfer

13.75m

9.50m

3 - 10 years

1

10

2.4m

13

87.5m2

2

39.0m
3.5m
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Pull Up

This unit accommodates a shallow drag ramp access and transfer platform
that any child with upper body strength can play on, incorporating three
challenging levels of access.

DZU353 Bark, sand ﬁll
DZW353 Rubber surfacing
Crawling, shufﬂing and side transfer

A toddler unit to cater
for all ability levels

7.82m

1

4

2 - 6 years
0.9m

7.45m

5

38.0m2
25.5m
1.9m
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Voyage
PZU885 Bark, sand ﬁll
PZW885 Rubber surfacing

This unit has inclusive play stations all along the trail and at every level. On the
ground, at the top of the ﬁrst ramp at 0.6m, at the top of the second ramp at 0.9m
and topped with a covered seating area and an inclusive slide at 1.2m. Designed for
wheelchair access all way round, this unit has ample room for carers too. The slightly
raised top of the inclusive slide allows for easy side transfer from wheelchairs.

Inclusive

An ideal unit for
carers to supervise
on many levels.

Inclusive

Crawling, shufﬂing and side transfer

15.3m

14.9m

3 - 10 years

7

7

0.6/1.2m

19
1
This unit requires ramps to be
built by the customer/installer

132.8m2

3
1

64m
3.2m
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Hazel
OTW225 Rubber surfacing
Wheelchair accessible

Hazel is the ﬁrst unit in the Orchard range designed with a focus
on inclusivity. Inspired by nature in its theming, visually it compliments not only the existing Orchard ranges but also links with
a variety of other ranges, for example Mini Town. With 12 play
activities, the large central deck features ﬁve sides, which enables
crawling or shufﬂing to reach a variety of access points and activities. This is vital for providing options to users of varying abilities
and inclinations.

4

5

6.58m

13
1

2

6.58m

1

4 - 12 years
1.2m
29.1m2
20.7m
3.07m

Sound Flower

3 Seat Rocker

MTU010

SSD030

Accessible from ground level

Offering a sound and optical dimension, this item would
happily stand alone, in ‘bunches’, or even compliment many
of our other product ranges. Internal ball bearings run around
inside the ﬂower and the centre of the ﬂower incorporates
a spiral which creates an optical illusion as it rotates.

Side transfer with supported rocking

The most inclusive of rockers - designed with outrigger seats
spaced around a central platform - easy access for disabled
children. Each seat has a good back rest and side support.
The central platform can be used by 3 or more children.

SAFETY SURFACING
Safety surfacing optional. Minimum use zone recommended
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Inclusive Scooter Roundabout
SIR000
Designed to offer inclusivity, functionality
and durability, without compromising on the
fun that children and carers can enjoy, whilst
experiencing the spinning motion together.
This inground roundabout has been
designed to accept a centrally positioned
wheelchair and is available in two
conﬁgurations.

3 - 14 years
N/A
29.7m2

The Inclusive Scooter version is ﬁtted with
a two-user seat and deck mounted scooter.
Children can stand on the scooter and
using their outer foot positioned over the
perimeter deck plate, they can propel the
roundabout with ease.

Central deck space with
bump stops facilitates
a range of wheelchairs

19.6m
0.71m

Inclusive

Wheelchair accessible

6.075m

6.075m

NB Refer to website instructions when installing into a school environment

Inclusive Seesaw

Our Inclusive Seesaw has been designed to accommodate
up to ﬁve users. For younger children there is a ‘Kangaroo/
Joey’ seat behind which older children can also stand upright,
while a further two children can sit on the centre seat.

ISS001

This seesaw incorporates a side entry design with an open
transfer seat giving access for disabled users. The double
curve proﬁle of the seesaw arms further aids side transfer,
and enables the seats to be angled backwards keeping the
seating position stable as the seesaw rocks back and forth.

Accessible from ground level

6.56m

2 - 12 years
1m
3.67m

22m2
17.8m
1.7m
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themed

When children are presented
with a platform that enables
them to use their imagination
and creativity, they are instantly
transported to another world.
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Physical
Development

Role Play and
Imagination

Social

Object

themed
Our themed play range can create two ‘different world’ playscapes by choosing just one play unit.
Having a different theme on either side, each unit is ﬁlled with challenging activities and suitable for
a wide range of ages and abilities. We have three different units with standard metal slides and two
with plastic slides, making them suitable for all climates. Springies, Rockers and Seesaws have been
created to complement these schemes. All have instantly recognisable characters that children can
relate to, igniting their imagination into a world of pretend and role play. Whether you are adding to
your current play space or starting from scratch, choose from our ‘New Worlds’ collection to add
colour and interest.

Français
Notre gamme de jeux à thème est composée d’unités
combinant deux univers de jeux distincts. Décorée d’un
thème différent de chaque côté, chaque unité regorge
d’activités pour tous les âges et stades de développement.
Nous proposons trois unités différentes avec toboggans
métalliques standard et deux avec toboggans en plastique
aﬁn de permettre leur installation sous tous les climats. Nous
avons également prévu des jeux sur ressort et à bascule ainsi
que des balançoires complétant ces thèmes. Tous illustrent
des personnages facilement reconnaissables par les enfants,
qui éveillent leur imagination et les invite à des jeux de rôle.
Que vous soyez en quête de jeux complémentaires pour votre
espace actuel ou que vous partiez de zéro, notre collection
New Worlds apportera des touches de couleurs nouvelles.

Español
Nuestra gama temática puede crear dos paisajes de juego
que parecen «mundos diferentes» eligiendo solo una unidad
de juego. Al tener temas diferentes en cada lado, cada
unidad está llena de actividades desaﬁantes y es adecuada
para un amplio rango de edades y habilidades. Tenemos tres
unidades distintas con columpios normales de metal y dos
con columpios de plástico, lo que los hace ideales para todos
los climas. Los muelles, balancines y sube y bajas han sido
creados para complementar estos diseños. Todos cuentan
con características automáticamente reconocibles que los
niños entienden, activando su imaginación y transportándose
a un mundo de simulación y rol de juego. Ya sea que lo
añadas a tu espacio de juegos actual o comiences desde
cero, elige entre nuestra colección «Nuevos mundos» para
añadir color e interés.

Themed

Play value
elements

Creative

Inclusive
See page 11 for
full breakdown of
play elements

Product
Specifics

Inclusive

Fall Height

Area

Perimeter

Total Height
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Case Study

XXXX

XXXXX

XXX
XXXX

XX years
XX

0

XXm2
XXm
XXm

Waverly Crescent
Play Area, Hazelwood
Client: West Lothian Council
Budget: £35,000

Local children
were also
asked to
design their
own play
areas which
inspired the
final design.

The brief:
West Lothian Council wanted to rejuvenate the existing play area at
Waverly Crescent as part of an ongoing playground upgrading programme.
Sutcliffe Play Scotland was selected to carry out the project due to our
unique design style and extensive portfolio of products.
To consult with the local community on the plans for a new play area, an
online questionnaire was uploaded to the council website for comments
by members of the public. Consultations were also carried out with
community groups and local schools.
During the school consultation, children visited the existing play area with
the Sutcliffe Play Scotland team to talk about how they use the space and
what they like to do, as well as ask any questions they may have.

Design proposal:
Incorporating the consultation feedback and council requirements into a
ﬁnal design, the play area now features equipment from the Themed Play
range, inspiring imaginative play, as well as co-ordinating coloured wet pour
with inlayed designs.
The Igloo and Mushroom Village themed play unit, from the Themed
Play range, are themed around ‘dwellings’ and create two opportunities
to let children’s imaginations run wild. Children enter one Side through
a ‘mushroom house’ set in a forest and emerge into an arctic landscape
through an Igloo on the other.
Igloo and Mushroom Village features a central tower that rises to 1.2m high
with various access points. Tree themed panels create a tree house upper
level to one side and a snowy peak on the other. It also incorporates a slide
on one side and an inclusive climbing ramp, complete with side transfer
platform, on the other.
Alongside the main unit, complementary standalone play equipment
continues the play theme, further stimulating children’s imaginations and
encouraging fantasy games with a social twist.

1
132
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Themed

Unit features:
 Themed Multi-Play
Unit

 Inclusive character
Seesaw

 Inclusive Flower
Springie

Game Panels

What our client said…
“Sutcliffe Scotland was asked to provide us with a
new toddler play area that would make the kids want
to leave their homes and come visit the park again.
They certainly did this, we now have a lovely range
of brightly coloured, tactile and fun equipment and
games panels that our “small customers” just love to
spend time in.”
Stephen Knox, Play Area Coordinator - West
Lothian Council

www.sutcliffeplay.co.uk
Sutcliffe Play Cat 2017.indb 133
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themed:
discover and imagine
When children are presented
with a platform that enables
them to use their imagination
and creativity, they are instantly
transported to another world.
Our ‘New Worlds’, Collection, has been created to
encourage children to enter a world of make believe
and role play.
Themed has been tested to EN1176 and
awarded a certiﬁcate of compliance.

Interesting dwellings and colourful characters within
the designs have been used to help children expand
their imagination while playing. This range can create
two ‘different world’ playscapes, by choosing just one
play unit. The multi-play units have been designed using
interchangeable HPL (high pressure laminate) panels
which then ﬁt on to a standard steel support frame.

Activities

The framework and the routed panels allow for
contrasting themes to be used on either side of the unit,
each one is ﬁlled with challenging activities, suitable for a
wide range of ages and abilities.
We currently have three different units with standard
metal slides and two with plastic slides, making them
suitable for all climates.
Standalone items such as Springies, Rockers and
Seesaws have been created to complement these
schemes, all have instantly recognisable characters that
children can relate to, and ignite their imagination.
Nylon bushes and washers are used to provide a free
running surface for ‘gliding’ or moving parts along with
easy to use quality ﬁxings, tamper proof coverings that
have stepper details manufactured in 13mm HPL.

Play Panels

Interchangeable, 13mm thick HPL (High pressure
laminate) panels with high impact, heat resistant
properties. Dimensionally stable and ideal for adding
characterful details.
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Mushroom Village and Igloo
THU002
Crawling and shufﬂing

Enter one Side through a ‘mushroom house’ set in
a forest and emerge into an arctic landscape
through an Igloo on the other.

5.00m

Themed

The ‘Mushroom Village’ features a tree house deﬁned
by two tree trunks and a tree canopy with routed leaves
and an inset bird motif, with a little ‘mushroom house’
underneath the slide. A spotted roof, chimney, and
even a working postbox create a place to stimulate
imaginative / fantasy games with a social twist.

6.20m

The ‘Igloo’ side of the play unit features an arctic
peak central platform. Access is gained via a
climber designed to look like snowﬂakes and an
‘Igloo’ has been designed to sit underneath the
slide, incorporating a door and mini megaphone.
Both dwellinga have spinning motives to add to
the theme.

2 - 10 years

10

5

1.2m

23

24.7m2

3
5

19.1m
2.5m
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Bee, Ladybird
and Flower

2 - 6 years
0.6m
11.1m2
12.1m
0.8m

Accessible from ground level

SSB170

Our themed play springies
have ergonomic rubber
handles set in the upright
position giving excellent
grip. Open fronted for
easy access, makes this
springie an ideal inclusive
product.
The spring incorporates our tried
and tested aluminium spring clamp
system, ensuring a long life. It has
a separate galvanised steel ground
ﬁxing, enabling easy installation and
maintenance.

3.40m

3.70m

SSB160

Also available
with a rocker
mechanism
SSB150

Wilbur Whale

Using the inspiration of seaside and the arctic north, Wilbur Whale is designed
to complement other elements in our themed range. The whale is an instantly
recognisable image that all children are familiar with.

SSB040
Accessible from ground level

2 - 6 years

3.41m

0.6m

12.24m

3.75m

11.21m2

0.75m
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Seaside and Sandcastle
THU001
Crawling and shufﬂing

6.20m

The unit has a central tower that rises to 1.2m high and
is designed to accommodate various accesses. Beach
hut panels create an upper level playhouse on one
side and a giant sandcastle on the other. The unit has
a slide on one side, with an inclusive climbing ramp,
complete with side transfer platform on the other side.
The Seaside feature incorporates a beach hut, in
traditional red and white stripes, accessed using a
climber. Underneath the slide is a seaside hideaway,
accessed through a ‘lifebuoy’ entrance feature.
When inside children can peep out through a pair of
binoculars. Swimming ﬁsh and a spinning starﬁsh,
which glide along an undulating slot, add moving,
tactile elements for added play value.

5.10m

Themed

With two contrasting coastal themes to each side,
entry to the seascape can be through a giant lifebuoy
set in the middle of the ocean, emerging on to the
beach at the other side.

The Sandcastle feature has more of a beach narrative, a giant
sandcastle frames the 1.2m platform, accessed by a climber.
A hideaway under the ramp features a mini sandcastle, this
time with windows to peep out of. A spinning windmill, and
bucket and spade graphics adds to the beach aesthetic

2 - 10 years

6

5

1.2m

19

24.7m2

3
5
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Pablo
SSB840
Accessible from ground level

Pablo the Penguin seesaw offers
a robust construction with
materials designed for outdoor
use, no colour fading.
4.10m

2 - 10 years

1

2

0.6m
12.75m2

5
2

13.0m

3.50m

Ergonomic rubber saddle seats,
double foot rests and hand rails offer
a secure seating position. A simple
backrest offers additional support for
younger users.

0.8m

Themed Seesaws
2 - 8 years

Our new themed seesaws are easily recognisable characters and
are ideal to use with both the Minitown range and our Themed
range of products. A great addition to our growing collection of
our characterful standalone items.

0.6m

SSB850 Charlie

13m2
12.75m
0.74m

SSB860 Morris

SSB830 Shirley
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Digger and Tractor
THU003
Crawling and shufﬂing

Themed

Two contrasting
transport themes to each
side of this framework
creates the Digger
and Tractor.

The Digger side is a bright yellow machine, complete with
a digger, pushing along a ‘boulder’, which makes up the
side of the slide. A large front wheel frames the entrance
to the interior of the unit. The cab has a steering wheel
and gear shift to enhance the playability of the unit. The
back section has a smaller wheel with a peep through
centre and revolving cogs to form an engine. A working
lever, complete with graphics adds to the theme.
The Tractor side shares a cab with the Digger, but takes
the familiar aesthetics of a typical tractor. The engine
and front bumper complete the look with a corn thresher
hitched to the back.
There is a central tower, 1.2m high, with ring climber
access to get into the cab. There is a slide on one side
and an inclusive climbing ramp, complete with side
transfer platform on the other.

4.50m

2 - 10 years

5

4

1.2m

19

23.2m2

3
7

18.6m
2.15m
6.20m
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Jungle Nautilus and Plastic slide
THU005
2 - 10 years

6

4
Crawling and shufﬂing

1.2m

17

28.3m2

1

3

20.6m
2.5m

6.27m

3

5.74m

Ideal for using
in a warmer
climate

Mushroom Igloo and Plastic Slide
THU004
Crawling and shufﬂing

2 - 10 years

10

5

1.2m

17

30.3m2

3

21.1m
2.5m

6.89m

4

5.74m
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Fergus 4x4
SSB070ST
SSB070

1

1

2 - 10 years
1.0m

6

Accessible from ground level

16.9m2

3

15.3m
Fergus has a number of key features to create a
‘playful’ theme and offers seating for two children
in the back and a driver in the front. As a group
activity with a shared experience it gives social
play a new fantasy dimension.

1

1.2m

Themed

3.70m

4.88m

The ‘driver’ has a bucket seat and a dashboard
with steering wheel, speedo, oil/temperature levels
and couple of buttons to push. Lights are red and
orange powder coated inset plates, with a routed
radiator grill, a smile and headlights for eyes,
creating this unit into a little character.

Pirate Ship
SSB050ST
SSB050

The Pirate Ship offers seating for four children. The seats are arranged to be
facing, making play a more social and interactive process. With a high sided
stern, bow and seat backs children have a degree of enclosure to enhance
fantasy and imaginative games.

Accessible from ground level

3.75m

1

1

2 - 10 years
1.0m

1

16.0m2

4.7m

3

14.8m
1.3m
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Offering a sound and optical dimension, this item would happily
stand alone, in ‘bunches’, or even compliment many of our other
product ranges. Internal ball bearings run around inside the ﬂower
and the centre of the ﬂower incorporates a spiral which creates an
optical illusion as it rotates.

Sensory Flowers
MTU010
Accessible from ground level

1

2 - 6 years
N/A

4
2

9.79m2
11.46m
1.33m

1
SAFETY SURFACING
Safety surfacing optional
Minimum use zone recommended

Seaside Oyster
SWD580

Following the seaside theme, this roundabout can be a fast dynamic
activity for older children or used as a social meeting point. With its
rocking bearing it can provide a supportive environment for younger and
less able children where a more gentle motion can be introduced.

Accessible from ground level

1

1

3 - 14 years

6.00m

1.0m
30m2

1

20.0m

6.00m

3

0.86m

Inclusive Seesaw

Our Inclusive Seesaw has been designed to accommodate
up to ﬁve users. For younger children there is a ‘Kangaroo/
Joey’ seat behind which older children can also stand upright,
while a further two children can sit on the centre seat.

ISS001
Accessible from ground level

1m

3.67m

2 - 12 years

6.56m

22m2
17.8m
1.7m
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Themed
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teen
For older children we have an exciting
range of products. Youth shelters are
available with or without our Bluetooth
Music Player that allows music to be played
from mobile phones. Youthzone includes
our popular range of Ball Courts that
encourage sport in open access settings.
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Play value
elements

youth shelters

Bluetooth Connectivity

Our innovative Pod youth shelter and Music Player were developed following extensive consultation
with a local authority and children in secondary schools, it features a unique, child-powered Bluetooth
music player. The Pod helps children understand, through creativity and play, how power can be
created in a way that is kind to the environment.
Physical
Development

Français
Innovant, notre abri pour ados est équipé d’un système audio
Bluetooth. Il résulte d’une longue phase de développement
en collaboration avec les collectivités locales et des jeunes
scolarisés dans les écoles secondaires. L’abri Pod aide les
enfants à comprendre, de façon ludique et créative, que
l’usage de l’électricité peut être compatible avec le respect de
l’environnement.

Role Play and
Imagination

Social

Español
Nuestro innovador refugio juvenil y reproductor de música de
la gama Pod fue desarrollado siguiendo una asesoría integral
por parte de las autoridades locales y los niños de escuelas
secundarias de la zona. Presenta un reproductor de música
por Bluetooth único, activado mediante el juego de los niños.
El Pod ayuda a que los niños comprendan, mediante el juego
y la creatividad, cómo se puede crear energía de un modo
beneﬁcioso para el medio ambiente.

ball courts
Our ball courts are modular, ﬂexible and can be tailored to suit any location, but more importantly they
have a unique sound insulation system making them ideal for use in residential areas.
Español
Nuestras pistas deportivas son modulares y ﬂexibles, y
pueden hacerse a medida para adecuarse a cualquier
emplazamiento. Pero lo más importante es que tienen un
sistema único de aislamiento de sonido que las hace ideales
para usarlas en zonas residenciales.

Creative

goals and goal ends
Inclusive
See page 11 for
full breakdown of
play elements

Product
Specifics

Inclusive

Teen

Object

Français
Nos terrains de jeux sont modulaires, ﬂexibles et peuvent être
adaptés à tous les lieux. Ils sont en particulier, équipés d’un
système d’isolation acoustique unique qui les rend parfaits
pour une installation en zones résidentielles.

Where room and budgets are limited, but a ball game area
is required, our standalone football and basketball goal ends
work well. Our range is standard but also modular and versatile,
so should you wish to alter the height of either the rebound
barriers or the basketball hoop, it is possible to do so.
Français
Quand l’espace et le budget sont limités mais qu’il est
important d’installer un terrain de jeux, nos buts de foot et
de basket constituent une alternative intéressante. Nous
proposons une gamme standard, modulaire et polyvalente,
qui permet de modiﬁer la hauteur des barrières ou du panier
de basket.

Español
Cuando el espacio y el presupuesto son limitados, pero se
necesita una cancha, nuestra portería y nuestra canasta
independiente sirven para la función. Nuestra gama es
estándar, pero también es modular y versátil, así que si
quisieras alterar la altura de las barreras de rebote, o el aro de
la canasta, sería posible hacerlo.

Fall Height

Area

Perimeter

Total Height
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pod shelter:
unique, innovative
technology

Bluetooth Connectivity

This Pod can be fitted with an optional self-contained, low
voltage Bluetooth Music Player and LED lights which are
powered by a crank handle. This allows teenagers to learn
about kinetic power whilst keeping fit and playing music
stored on their mobile phones, via two speakers.
The system is completely sealed within a steel tube with
no switches or dials and the whole system is controlled
by a computer programme, allowing the maximum music
volume to be pre-set by the customer to suit the location.
The unit can also be programmed to be off at night.
The lights are controlled by a sensor that automatically
turns on as the light level drops at night, and the
brightness can be pre-decided to suit individual
customers, and as users power up the system
themselves, the battery will never go ﬂat!

Modular in design
Customers can specify how open or enclosed they
would like their unit to be, allowing easy visual
access if required and angled panels and rubber
seals also prevent excess noise leaving the Pod so
nearby residents and facilities shouldn’t be disturbed.
The fully sealed panels prevent excess water from
entering the unit and large side panels form a shield
against the wind, protecting against the elements.
The Music Player can also be used as a standalone
item produced in colours to match other Sutcliffe
Play equipment such as Mission or Playzone.

Child Powered
As the system requires physical exertion,
the Pod also gets children active and helps
them keep ﬁt in the process. Children love
the freedom of being able to control the
technology without having to rely upon
adults to give them access to it. The Pod
encourages children of different ages to
socialise, keep ﬁt and share their music.
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Reducing anti-social
behaviour through play
Client: Knottingley Community
Partnership Project
Budget: £15,000

The brief:
A forward-thinking Community Police Constable, Charlie
Banks wanted to introduce a safe place for children and
young people to meet, with the aim of reducing anti-social
behaviour complaints and steering children away from a life
of crime.
The ﬁrst phase of the project was to raise funds for, and
install, a youth shelter on the Ferrybridge Estate.

Design proposal:

What our client said…
“The Pod shelter has had a phenomenal impact on
the area contributing to a 60% reduction in calls.
I’ve been a community ofﬁcer for many years
so I know that simple projects can signiﬁcantly
reduce crime and anti-social behaviour, but I never
imagined it would have such an amazing and
sustained positive impact on the area.
“A major cause of anti-social behaviour calls are
because children are playing in the wrong places
which causes problems. The Pod gives them a
safe place to play beneﬁting the whole community,
not just the children that use it.
I’m delighted with the results of the project and
other police forces are approaching me to ask for
advice. I’m conﬁdent if similar schemes were rolled
out across the country they would achieve the
same results.”
Charlie Banks - Community Police Constable for
West Yorkshire’s Knottingley and Ferrybridge

The innovative teenage youth shelter developed following
extensive consultation with a local authority and children in
secondary schools.
The Pod’s modular system means each customer can
specify how open or enclosed they would like their unit
allowing easy visual access to police ofﬁcers. Angled panels
and rubber seals also prevent excess noise leaving the Pod
so nearby residents and facilities shouldn’t be disturbed.

Teen

Sutcliffe Play donated a state-of-the-art £10,000 Pod youth
shelter, which features a child-powered Bluetooth music
player to help kick start the project.

Featuring our child
powered Bluetooth music
player and LCD lights

The lights are controlled by sensors, so when the unit
reaches a certain level of darkness the lights automatically
switch on. This system is controlled by a computer
programme allowing the volume and light brightness to be
pre-decided to suit individual customers.
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Full Pod
YOU070 Pod Shelter
YOB070 Pod Shelter with
Bluetooth

A modular, all steel construction makes this Youth
Shelter highly resilient and easy to clean. With an
overhanging roof, sealed with specially designed
waterproof rubber strips it keeps all users dry and
provides great wind protection.

N/A
1.03m
46.0m2
24.7m
2.54m

Bluetooth Connectivity

8.00m

8.00m

NB: All Bluetooth units must be positioned at least 30m apart

Split Pod

Still gives shelter and the ability to use
Bluetooth, with more visibility than the full Pod.

YOU045 Split Pod
YOB045 Split Pod with
bluetooth

N/A
1.03m
46.0m
02
24.7m
2.54m

Bluetooth Connectivity

8.00m

8.00m

NB: All Bluetooth units must be positioned at least 30m apart

A great addition
to existing
skate parks,
MUGA’s or
Parkour
facilities
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Half Pod

There are the 3 standard Pod designs to choose from, but being modular
in construction the shelter can be conﬁgured from one section up to the
full seven, as required.

YOU040 Half Pod
YOB040 Half Pod with
Bluetooth

Teen

Bluetooth Connectivity

NB: All Bluetooth units must be positioned at least 30m apart
8.00m

N/A
1.03m

23.6m

6.5m

40.0m2

The pod can also be
fitted with a kinetically
powered Bluetooth music
player and lights

2.54m
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Bluetooth
Music Mast

A self contained, low voltage music player and LED lights, powered kinetically by a
crank handle. Available in a range of colours which makes it ideal to use with any
of our product ranges. Use the music mast on its own or with one of our benches,
seats or youth shelters.

3.69m

YOC000

All years
N/A

Bluetooth Connectivity

N/A
N/A
2.6m

YOC000V

YOC000R

YOC000B

YOC000B

YOC000G

Violet

Red

Blue

Turquoise

Green

NB: All Bluetooth units must be positioned at least 30m apart
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Meet & Slide
TZU205

This unit, with a high 6m tower, a covered tunnel chute and staggered seating
areas in and around the tower, combines both active and social elements. The large
600mm step heights that need a long reach, restrict access for young children. The
3.3m high deck gives a feeling of being really high up, but the entire unit is totally
enclosed above 1.5m to ensure safety. A large seating area allows a large group of
children to socialise together.

Meet & Slide has been tested to EN1176
and awarded a certiﬁcate of compliance

6 - 14 years

4

2.1m

7

55.8m

3

34.2m2
5.6m

Teen

A large unit with
room for 10 or
more children,
at one time

Curved
Climbing Wall
TZA140

9.00m
10.50m
Lifting Gear required for installation.
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MUGA: the ultimate
multi-use games area
Our ball courts are modular, flexible
and can be tailored to suit any location,
but more importantly they have a
unique sound insulation system
making them ideal for use in
residential areas.

Sound Insulation
The unique sound insulating system has been
designed to reduce complaints about noise.
The unique rubber jointing system encases each
twin wire mesh panel into a moulded vertical
rubber sleeve. This insulation deadens the noise
of balls impacting into the fence eliminating panel
reverberation. This system has been shown to reduce
the noise from MUGA’s and is particularly effective
in residential areas.

Strong and
Durable
Our MUGA system is “built to last” and
that’s why we put a 25 year guarantee on
the structure of the system. This has been
achieved by using materials such as 140mm
steel uprights and 8mm twin wire galvanised
mesh panels. This ensures a constant
rebound for the life of the unit and little or
no maintenance costs for you.
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Bespoke to you

Enhance your MUGA

Our ball courts are modular, ﬂexible and can be
tailored to ﬁt in to your space. The height of the
fence can be adjusted to suit your needs to create
a high sided, secure ball court or a more open
community sport area. The locations of gates, goals
and even the colour can be speciﬁed making our
system fully adaptable to ﬁt your location.

We have a range of seating and teen shelters to
enhance your MUGA. Our Bluetooth POD’s provide
somewhere for coats, bags and spectators and we
can design them to match your MUGA. You can see
more about these products on pages 138 and 148.

Our ball courts are
modular, flexible and
can be tailored to suit
any location

Strong and durable

Teen

Twin 8mm wire mesh with a consistent
rebound quality and high safety levels.

Adjustable
panels
Any height is
available with
alternative layouts
that enable goals
to be positioned
width ways.

Unique noise
suppression

Complete rubber insulation
system, ideal where noise
may be a problem.
SPL Graph

SPL Graph
Max

Max

83

98

Hit

Hit

Noise
Noise
55
Min

58

Kick

Min

Ours

Line markings
Clever line markings and goal end positioning turn ball
courts into multi-use games areas, ensuring you get
the most out of your space.

Kick
Others

Safe and
smooth
Rubber covered
handrails.
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Ball Courts
SZU010B Black
SZU010R Red
SZU010G Green
Ballcourt 13.6m x 21m

Our new unique ball court system offers endless ﬂexibility, this ball court accommodates
most sporting activities including: football, hockey, basketball, tennis, badminton and
volleyball. Clever line markings and goal end positioning turn a ball court into a multi-use
games area (MUGA), ensuring you get the most out of your space. Cricket stumps can
be added on request.
Our standard ball court can be adapted to make it more inclusive and accessible for
users of all abilities to play side by side. Inclusive ball courts have features such as wider
access points, smaller side courts for small group working, and lowered side basketball
goals for easy reach from wheelchairs. Visual impairment has also been considered with
the addition of contrast colours in goal backs.

All years
1.28m
2.5m

SZU020B Black
SZU020R Red
SZU020G Green
Ballcourt 18.6m x 25m

Teen

4.0m

All years
1.28m
2.5m
3.9m
4.0m

SZU030B Black
SZU030R Red
SZU030G Green
Ballcourt 18.6m x 25m
with Double Height Barrier

All years
2.5m
3.9m
4.0m

See symbols above
for barrier heights
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Bench

Subs Bench

TZU130

SZA010

A simple inexpensive addition to the range
of teen seating available which can be easily
designed into any site.

These subs benches can be incorporated into
any ballcourt, featuring 5 saddle seats, ﬁxed
outside the play area.

1.65m

2.94m

0.56m

0.58m
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Long Goal End
SZU060B Black
SZU060R Red
SZU060G Green

Where room and budgets are limited, but a ball game area is required, these
stand-alone football and basketball goal ends work well. The units shown are
standard but the range is modular and ﬂexible, so should you wish to alter
the height of either the rebound barriers or the basketball hoop, it is possible
to do so.

18.60m

Teen

2.65m

Curvy Seats

Basketball Goal

TZU181

TZU107

Small social seating area, which can be used
as a stand alone item or grouped around other
activities. Two sets of swivelling saddle seats –
the perfect meeting places for friends.

A single basketball
goal 3m high, with
a high pressure
laminated backboard.

1.46m

1.58m

1.52m

3.00m
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Goal End
SZU040B Black
SZU040R Red
SZU040G Green

Where room and budgets are limited, but a ball game area is required, these stand-alone
football and basketball goal ends work well. The units shown are standard, however the range is
modular and ﬂexible, so should you wish to alter the height of either the rebound barriers or the
basketball hoop, it is possible to do so.

3.63m

2.65m

Goal End with
Side Panels
SZU050B Black
SZU050R Red
SZU050G Green

8.60m

2.65m
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7.2m Goal End

4 - 11 years

4

6

N/A

SZU090

4

N/A

2

3.85m

Teen

5

N/A

7.20m

1.09m
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trim
trails

An extensive range of trim trail components,
suitable for public open spaces and schools
alike. Simple but effective a well designed trim
trail will provide children of a wide age range
the platform to develop their gross motor skills,
whilst having fun!
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Play value
elements

trim trails
Our trim trail elements are designed to create circuits and courses of all sizes with varied activities.
You can have your trim trail created using wood or metal elements. A mixture of balancing, climbing,
traversing and sport activities can result in an exciting play trail with a breadth of challenge.

Physical
Development

Français
Nos éléments de parcours de santé multi-activité sont
destinés à la conception de circuits de toutes tailles. Vous
pouvez opter pour un parcours central fabriqué à l’aide
d’éléments en bois ou en métal. La combinaison d’activités
d’équilibre, d’escalade, de puissance et de résistance vous
permettra de concevoir un parcours ludique et varié.

Español
Nuestros elementos de las pistas de ejercicios están
diseñados para crear circuitos y recorridos de todos los
tamaños con actividades variadas. Puedes crear tu propia
pista de ejercicios creando elementos de madera o de metal.
La mezcla de actividades de equilibrio, escalada, recorrido y
deporte pueden conformar una pista de ejercicios interesante
con un gran nivel de desafío.

Role Play and
Imagination

Object

Trim
Trails

Social

Inclusive
See page 11 for
full breakdown of
play elements

Trim Trails

Creative

Product
Specifics

Inclusive

Fall Height

Area

Perimeter

Total Height
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Case Study

Barkston and Syston
Playing Fields, Grantham
Client: Barkston and Syston
Playing Fields Committee
Budget: £17,600

Unit features:
 Tepee Slide
 Jungle bridge
 Balance walk
 Orchard Swing
 Hand over hand
 Stepping Posts

The brief:
Barkston and Syston Playing Fields Committee wanted to refurbish the existing
play area with wooden equipment to complement the rural setting. The new
equipment would cater for children of all ages, providing a fun and safe place
for families to play together. The design was required to be sustainable and
encourage social interaction and physical development through a wide range
of play features and activities.

Design proposal:
The existing equipment replaced with Sutcliffe Play’s Orchard range of play
equipment, which dramatically changed the overall look of the play area. Orchard is
a range of environmentally friendly play equipment which encourages physical and
imaginative play and social interaction. The wood-based units have been designed to
complement rural locations such as Barkston and Syston. The play area now features
a broad range of robust timber equipment including a Trim Trail which offers a variety
of challenges to suit all ages and abilities.
Trim trail elements are designed to create bespoke circuits and courses of all sizes.
A mixture of balancing, climbing, traversing and sport activities result in an exciting
trail with a breadth of challenge.
The design also features an Orchard Teepee unit, designed to encourage highenergy, invigorating play for juniors. Compact in design, it offers testing physical play
opportunities focusing on climbing, traversing, and descending in unique ways.

What our client
said…
The Orchard range was very
attractive to us as it catered for
the age range we were targeting,
the equipment options suited the
play themes that we felt were most
appealing and also the site layout.
As with many projects budget was
a constraint but by working with
the Sutcliffe Play representative we
managed to secure a full renewal
of our play area as opposed to a
part redevelopment which was our
original aim.
Throughout the project we found
the team at Sutcliffe Play and their
installers extremely easy to work
with, once we had cleared the old
site Sutcliffe Play
co-ordinated the installation activity
and handed over the completed
play area. The play area was
opened in the Spring of 2016
and was an instant hit with local
children.
Simon Kelly, Barkston and
Syston Parish Council

1
62
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Orchard
Trim Trail

Consider the age group intended to use you trail. Younger children may prefer
more play orientated activities at lower levels rather than more sporty elements
requiring strength and co-ordination. Remember to allow for the appropriate
space between items.

Inclined Balance Weave

ORU045 Bark, sand ﬁll
ORW045 Rubber surfacing

ORU020 Bark, sand ﬁll
ORW020 Rubber surfacing

Trim Trails

Rope Bridge

Drop Rope Traverse

Tarzan Traverse

ORU025 Bark, sand ﬁll
ORW025 Rubber surfacing

ORU030 Bark, sand ﬁll
ORW030 Rubber surfacing

Chin Up Bar

Jungle Bridge

ORU035 Bark, sand ﬁll
ORW035 Rubber surfacing

ORU040 Bark, sand ﬁll
ORW040 Rubber surfacing

www.sutcliffeplay.co.uk
Sutcliffe Play Cat 2017.indb 163
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Orchard Trim Trail

Rope Walk

Burma Bridge

ORU015 Bark, sand ﬁll
ORW015 Rubber surfacing

ORU050 Bark, sand ﬁll
ORW050 Rubber surfacing

Inclined Monkey Bars

Monkey Bars

ORU065 Bark, sand ﬁll
ORW065 Rubber surfacing

ORU060 Bark, sand ﬁll
ORW060 Rubber surfacing

Balance Walk

Inclined Balance Walk

ORU005 Bark, sand ﬁll
ORW005 Rubber surfacing

ORU010 Bark, sand ﬁll
ORW010 Rubber surfacing
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Trim Trails

Joints and Protective Caps
A unique joining system connects 2 logs
together. Using rubber with a steel core it
spaces the logs slightly apart, minimising
the possibility of ﬁnger or clothing traps.
A special rubber cap completely seals
the ends of the posts and keeps out
any moisture.
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Orchard Trim Trail

Net Climber

Ladder Wall

ORU125 Bark, sand ﬁll
ORW125 Rubber surfacing

ORU055 Bark, sand ﬁll
ORW055 Rubber surfacing

Climbing Wall

Stepping Post

ORU120 Bark, sand ﬁll
ORW120 Rubber surfacing

ORU028 Bark, sand ﬁll
ORW028 Rubber surfacing
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Orchard Trim Trail
Tangle Trail 5
ORU093 Bark, sand ﬁll
ORW093 Rubber surfacing

Tangle Trail 6

Trim Trails

ORU094 Bark, sand ﬁll
ORW094 Rubber surfacing
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Orchard Trim Trail
Tangle Trail 1
ORU080 Bark, sand ﬁll
ORW080 Rubber surfacing

Tangle Trail 2
ORU081 Bark, sand ﬁll
ORW081 Rubber surfacing

Tangle Trail 3
ORU091 Bark, sand ﬁll
ORW091 Rubber surfacing
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Orchard
Cluster Poles

Constructed from peeled timber and ﬁtted with foot and hand holds the timber
clusters offer a cost-effective solution for your play projects. The multi-post
clusters incorporate two steel-cored, nylon braided ropes between the individual
posts. Whether installed as a standalone feature or used to connect other play
items as a playful connecting route when installed into grass no safety surfacing
is required.

ORU116

Trim Trails

ORU119

ORU117

ORU118
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Schools
Climber

An agility system designed for Primary (Key Stage One) schools but equally ideal for
unsupervised play areas. Offering progressively challenging climbs (rungs, pole climb and
ladder rope), this Playzone unit is suitable for a wide age range of 4-10 years.

PZU152 Bark, sand ﬁll
PZW152 Rubber surfacing

4 - 10 years

10

1.9m

10

36.1m2
22.2m
2.0m

Add-ons suitable for
supervised play

7.08m

5.64m

Play Plank

Play Ladder
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Playzone
Trim Trail

Consider the age group intended to use you trail. Younger children may prefer
more play orientated activities at lower levels rather than more sporty elements
requiring strength and co-ordination. Remember to allow for the appropriate
space between items.

Roll Over Bar

PZU781 Bark, sand ﬁll
PZW781 Rubber surfacing

PZU782 Bark, sand ﬁll
PZW782 Rubber surfacing

Ladder Wall

Vertical Net

PZU783 Bark, sand ﬁll
PZW783 Rubber surfacing

PZU785 Bark, sand ﬁll
PZW785 Rubber surfacing

Rope Bridge

Hand Over Hand

PZU786 Bark, sand ﬁll
PZW786 Rubber surfacing

PZU580 Bark, sand ﬁll
PZW580 Rubber surfacing

Trim Trails

Chin Up Bar
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Playzone
Trim Trail

Edge Along Bridge

Tunnel

PZU492 Bark, sand ﬁll
PZW492 Rubber surfacing

PZU353 Bark, sand ﬁll
PZW353 Rubber surfacing

A Frame

Climbing Wall

PZU787 Bark, sand ﬁll
PZW787 Rubber surfacing

PZU788 Bark, sand ﬁll
PZW788 Rubber surfacing

Stepping Pods

Balance Beam

DZA175

TZU119 Bark, sand ﬁll
TZW119 Rubber surfacing
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Playzone Trim Trail

Where one large ﬁxed unit is not suitable for your play area,
a readily conﬁgured Trim Trail circuit might be the ideal
solution.

PZU778 Bark, sand ﬁll
PZW778 Rubber surfacing

4+ years

13

2.4m

13

N/A
N/A
2.5m

Trim Trails

Each activity is an
individual unit and
can be placed in and
around any problem
areas
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nets

Children experience a wonderful
sense of achievement and
exhilaration in reaching the top
of a net structure and looking
out over their surroundings.

All nets have been tested to EN1176 and
awarded a certiﬁcate of compliance
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Play value
elements

Physical
Development

Role Play and
Imagination

active
Space nets are rope structures that challenge children like trees do. Children experience a wonderful
sense of achievement and exhilaration in reaching the top and looking out over their surroundings.
They develop their co-ordination, strength and conﬁdence, whilst playing at heights at relatively low
risk. The nets are relatively transparent, so even though they are large in size, they don’t dominate the
landscape. Choose from different heights and single or double mast structures, available in a choice of
rope colours and foundation types.
Français
Les cadres en corde sont des structures conçues de
la même manière que les ﬁlets que les enfants adorent
escalader. Les enfants vivent un formidable moment de
réussite et de joie quand ils peuvent contempler le paysage
après avoir atteint le sommet. Ils peuvent ainsi développer
leur coordination, leur force et leur conﬁance, tout en
jouant à des hauteurs présentant un moindre danger. Les
cordages sont relativement transparents, ce qui évite un
trop grand impact sur le paysage, et ce malgré leur grande
taille. Nous proposons différentes hauteurs ainsi que des
structures à mât simple ou double, déclinées en différentes
couleurs de cordages. Nous proposons aussi différents
types de fondations.

Español
Las redes espaciales son estructuras de cuerdas que
retan a los niños como si de árboles se tratasen. Los niños
experimentan un maravilloso sentimiento de realización y
entusiasmo al alcanzar la cima y contemplar sus alrededores.
Desarrollando su coordinación, su fuerza y su seguridad
al mismo tiempo que juegan en una altura de relativo bajo
riesgo. Las redes son más o menos transparentes, así que,
aunque su tamaño es grande, no impiden ver el paisaje.
Elige entre varias alturas y unas estructuras de mástil único
o doble, disponibles en distintos colores de cuerdas y tipos
de base.

Social

levitators
Object

Creative

The Levitator net range is ideal for young children due to the products low max height and low
falling height. Suspended on legs, a rubber membrane centre offers a resting station for children.
The Levitator Five, built with a telescopic mast and 5 twisting nets, hovers off ground level. You can
personalise your Levitator with choice of plastic ﬁttings, rope colours and plastic panel leg ﬁttings.
Français
De faible hauteur, la gamme de ﬁlets en cordage Levitator
est idéale pour les jeunes enfants. Suspendue sur pieds, une
membrane centrale en caoutchouc permet aux enfants de
se reposer. Le Levitator Five, équipé d’un mât télescopique
et de 5 ﬁlets, est à peine surélevé par rapport au sol.
Nous proposons un éventail de garnitures en plastique, de
cordages de couleur, de pieds et de pans en plastique pour
personnaliser votre structure.

Español
La gama de redes Levitator es ideal para los niños pequeños
debido a la baja altura máxima y de caída de los productos.
Suspendida sobre unas patas, una membrana de goma
central ofrece una zona de descanso para los niños. El
Levitator Five, compuesto por un mástil telescópico y cinco
redes zigzagueantes, ﬂota por encima del nivel del suelo.
Puede personalizar tu Levitator eligiendo los detalles de
plástico, los colores de las cuerdas y los accesorios de los
paneles de las patas.

Inclusive

Product
Specifics

Inclusive

Fall Height

Area

cone climbers
A modern twist on the traditional roundabout, the Cone Climber is a rotating rope structure. With a
stainless steel mast, braided rope and hidden rotating components this product is highly durable, safe
and can be made available in a selection of colours to suit your play area.
Français
Alternative modèle au tourniquet traditionnel, le Cone Climber
est une structure rotative en cordages. Composée d’un mât
en acier inoxydable, de corde tressée et de composants
rotatifs invisibles, ce produit est très durable, sûr et disponible
dans un éventail de couleurs pour parfaitement s’intégrer à
votre zone de jeux.

Español
Un toque moderno para la rotonda tradicional. El Cone
Climber es una estructura de cuerdas giratoria. Con un mástil
de acero inoxidable, cuerdas entrelazadas y componentes
giratorios escondidos, este producto es muy duradero, seguro
y viene en una gran selección de colores para adecuarse a tu
zona de juego.

Nets

See page 11 for
full breakdown of
play elements

skyclimbers
The innovative combination of a three-dimensional network of ropes and frame, climbing walls and a
modular system allows the base unit of the skyclimber to be ﬁtted with a variety of additional elements
to create numerous challenging conﬁgurations. Various options are available, some of which can be
seen below. We can design a Skyclimber suitable for your budget and playspace.
Only available in the UK

Perimeter

Français
La combinaison innovante d’un réseau tridimensionnel de
cordages et de panneaux, de parois d’escalade et d’un
système modulaire permet d’ajouter différents éléments
pour créer de multiples conﬁgurations. Diverses options sont
disponibles, dont certaines sont présentées ci-dessous. Nous
pouvons concevoir une structure Skyclimber en fonction de
votre budget de votre espace de jeu.

Español
La innovadora combinación de una red tridimensional de
cuerdas y estructuras, paredes de escalada y un sistema
modular permite que la base del sistema de escalada
Skyclimber se ajuste a una variedad de elementos adicionales
para crear numerosas conﬁguraciones de desafío. Hay
disponibles varias opciones, algunas de las cuales puedes
consultar a continuación. Podemos diseñar un Skyclimber
adecuado a tu presupuesto y espacio de juego.

Uniquement disponible au Royaume-Uni
Solo disponible en el Reino Unido.

Total Height
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Activity Nets
TAYACT2000 2m high central mast pyramid net
TAYACT3000 3m high central mast pyramid net
TAYACT4000 4m high central mast pyramid net
TAYACT6000 6m high central mast pyramid net

Children experience a wonderful sense of achievement
and exhilaration in reaching the top and looking out over
their surroundings. They develop their co-ordination,
strength and conﬁdence, whilst playing at heights at
relatively low risk. Nets are relatively transparent, so even
though they are large in size, they don’t dominate the
landscape. Choose from different heights and single or
double mast structures.

7.70m

TAYACT6000

TAYACT2000

TAYACT3000

TAYACT4000

TAYACT6000

3+ years

3+ years

5+ years

5+ years

0.4m

0.5m

0.65m

0.7m

2

2

73.0m

2

127.0m2

48.0m

50.0m

27.0m

32.0m

38.0m

49.0m

2.3m

3.0m

4.3m

6.0m
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Twin Active Pyramid
17.00m

11.70m

TAYTWN4000 4m high twin central mast pyramid net
TAYTWN6000 6m high twin central mast pyramid net

TAYTWN6000

Space nets are
rope structures that
challenge children
just like trees do

TAYTWN6000

5+ years

5+ years

1.0m

1.3m
2

212.0m

358.0m2

58.0m

83.0m

4.25m

6.0m

Nets

TAYTWN4000
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Cone Climber

A modern twist on a traditional roundabout, the cone climber is a rotating net
structure. You can customise your structure by choosing a different coloured
ropes to suit your play area.

TAYCC1800 cone climber 1.8m
TAYCC2400 cone climber 2.4m
TAYCC3000 cone climber 3m
6.10m

2.10m

All rotating bearings
are hidden in the
steel mast

TAYCC2400

TAYCC1800

TAYCC2400

TAYCC3000

3+ years

3+ years

3+ years

0.36m

0.36m

0.36m

28.0m

30.0m

33.0m2

2.0m

2.1m

2.5m

1.8m

2.4m

3.0m

2

2
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Diamond Cone Climber

A rotating net that allows children to climb
underneath, inside and to the top of the structure.

TAYCCD cone climber diamond
3+ years
0.36m
52.0m2
2.1m

2.10m

8.10m

3.0m

Cone Climber Treadsafe

A rotating cone climber with a slip resistant
platform adds another dimension to this
selection of nets.

TAYCCT2400 cone climber tredsafe 2.4m

3+ years

Nets

0.36m
30.0m2
6.1m

2.10m

6.10m

2.4m
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Levitator

A net structure with a ﬂoating central mast allows you to personalise
your net with a choice of plastic ﬁttings, rope colours and plastic
panel leg ﬁttings.

3.8
0m

TAYLEV3 levitator 3
3+ years
1.6m
39.0m2
4.4m
3.2m
4.30m

TAYLEV4 levitator 4

Ideal for young children due to the products
low max height and low fall height. The rubber
membrane centre is a resting station for all users.

8.40m

1.6m

7.50m

3+ years

56.0m2
4.4m
1.6m
4.90m
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Skyclimbers

The innovative combination of a three-dimensional network of ropes and frame,
climbing walls and a modular system allows the base unit of the skyclimber to
be ﬁtted with a variety of additional elements to create numerous challenging
conﬁgurations. Various options are available, some of which can be seen below.
We can design a Skyclimber suitable for your budget and playspace.

Add a slide!

Add a
climbing wall!

Add a
hammock!

Climbing wall options

Ice

Rock

Skyclimber version 3

Nets

Skyclimber version 1

Volcano
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wobbly
wood

XX years
XX

0

XXm2
XXm
XXm

A product range where the only limitation
is our imagination.
For young children play is a necessity,
for older children a desire, for adults a
welcome memory.
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Play value
elements

Physical
Development

kinderland
This section contains a select sample from our extensive and exclusive range of predominantly
natural wooden play products designed for a wide range of applications. This hand crafted range
combines Robinia, Douglas ﬁr and oak, steel, stainless steel, natural stone and even concrete
to create a truly bespoke play feature speciﬁc to any play project, be that a public open space,
holiday park or theme park.
A full portfolio catalogue is available on request.
Only available in the UK

Role Play and
Imagination

Social

Français
Ce chapitre contient un assortiment de notre large gamme de
jeux en bois naturel destinés à toutes sortes d’applications.
Fabriquée à la main, elle combine le bois (robinier, pin douglas
et chêne), l’acier inoxydable, la pierre naturelle et même le
béton, pour offrir un terrain de jeu personnalisé en fonction
de votre projet, qu’il s’agisse d’un espace public, d’un parc de
vacances ou d’un parc à thème.
Notre catalogue complet est disponible sur demande.

Español
Esta sección contiene una muestra selecta de nuestra amplia
y exclusiva gama de productos de juegos fundamentalmente
de madera, diseñados para adecuarse a un gran abanico
de aplicaciones. Esta gama artesana combina robinia,
pino de Oregón y roble, acero, acero inoxidable, piedra
natural e incluso hormigón creando un espacio de juegos
completamente hecho a medida, especíﬁco para cualquier
proyecto de juego, y puede colocarse en un espacio público
abierto, un parque de vacaciones o un parque temático.

Uniquement disponible au Royaume-Uni

Puedes solicitar un catálogo completo de la gama.
Solo disponible en el Reino Unido.

Object

Inclusive
See page 11 for
full breakdown of
play elements

Wobbly
Wood

Creative

Product
Specifics

Fall Height

Wobbly
Wood

Inclusive

Area

Perimeter

Total Height
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Case Study

Robinia wood
play equipment
complements natural
setting in Lancaster
Client: Lancaster City Council
Community Council
Budget: £105,000

The brief:
Williamson Park’s two playgrounds needed a much deserved
makeover following over 10 years of heavy use by an
increasing amount of visitors to the popular destination park.
With funding from the Council, and a £30,000 grant secured
by volunteer group the Friends of Williamson Park from the
Lancashire Environmental Fund, Sutcliffe Play was tasked with
transforming the play areas, one for under 7’s and the other
for under 12’s.
It was important that the equipment used was in keeping with
the graded listed nature of the grounds and nearby buildings.

Design proposal:
To complement the playground’s natural setting the
Robinia wood range was used as the primary equipment.
The wood-based units are made with a unique sculptural,
textural quality.
The focal point is a Climbing Shipwreck that is built into
the rubber surfacing and encourages imaginative play,
co-operation and social interaction. The attached climbing
net helps children to develop balance whilst also providing
physical and exciting play opportunities.
Wooden stilts and running plates are set at varying heights
for children to hop from one to another developing balance
and the skill of judging distance and risk.

1
84
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Unit features:
Feature entrance
Robinia archway
Play bund
Climbing Ship Wreck
Inclusive Roundabout
Inclusive group swing
10m Glide
Slide Bars
Low Level Balancing
Toddler and junior
swings

Wobbly
Wood

Climb and Slide

What our client said…
“Williamson Park has never been busier with a
record number of visits since the new playgrounds
opened. Visitors love the park, the grounds and all the
improvements that we’ve made over the last few years,
but one area that’s regularly commented on is the play
facilities. The range ﬁts perfectly in the setting and helps
to create a more adventurous and natural feel.”
Will Grifﬁth,
Public Realm Operations Manager, Lancaster City Council

www.sutcliffeplay.co.uk
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a product range where
the only limitation is our
imagination
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A select sample from our
extensive and exclusive
range of predominantly
natural wooden play
products, designed for a
wide range of applications.
This hand crafted range combines Robinia,
Douglas ﬁr and oak, steel, stainless steel,
natural stone and even concrete to create
a truly bespoke play feature speciﬁc to any
play project, be that a public open space,
holiday park or theme park.

Wobbly
Wood

Request a full
catalogue for
further
inspiration
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from the simple
to the sublime
As well as a standard product
range of playground favourites
the majority of installations are
specifically designed for a project
by taking ideas and inspiration to
create a truly bespoke play feature.
For young children play is a
necessity, for older children a
desire, for adults a welcome
memory.
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Barrier-free play

Wobbly
Wood

Ensuring play structures are accessible to all
irrespective of ability and providing meaningful,
safe spaces where a combination of physical,
education and sensory play features create a
childs imaginative wonderland.
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from concept to reality
Many projects start with a pictorial
representation of the structural
concept created from the design brief
which is driven by the intended use of
the installation and play requirements.
With a wide range of materials available there are
few boundaries to creating exciting, challenging
installations which will occupy children for hours.
The mixed use of timber, steel, concrete and netting
within our structures is becoming more prevalent, all
structures comply to current standards.
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Wobbly
Wood
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essentials
This section offers all the basics
of creating a fun play space,
right through to any spares
requirements you may need to
keep it in tip top condition.
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Play value
elements

essentials
Our ‘Essentials’ are simply that, swings, slides, roundabouts and seesaws, as well as many
other key products that have been popular in playgrounds for many years. Spares and Safety
Surfacing also fall into this category, essential for maintaining a safe, compliant play area.

Physical
Development

Role Play and
Imagination

Social

Object

Our ‘Essentials’ play equipment incorporates many of the traditional pieces that never go out
of fashion. By using our extensive design knowledge and expertise we have added our own
twist to some of these classics to create even more exciting, dynamic variations.
You may be looking for standalone items to add to a current play area or need to replace
a popular item that has sadly worn out. You may even be starting from scratch with a new
exciting play area design and need that extra special something that complements a larger
structure.
For all of the above, take a look through this section, if you can’t ﬁnd what you need our
experienced sales team will be happy to help.

Français
Notre gamme « Essentials » est composée de balançoires,
toboggans, tourniquets et jeux à ressort, ainsi que de
beaucoup d’autres produits. Essentiels au maintien d’une
zone de jeux sûre et conforme, nos pièces détachées et
revêtements de surface de sécurité font également partie de
cette catégorie.

Español
Nuestros «Esenciales» son simplemente eso: columpios,
toboganes, rotondas y sube y bajas, así como otros productos
clave que han sido populares en los parques durante muchos
años. En esta categoría también entran las piezas de repuesto
y los revestimientos de seguridad, esenciales para mantener
una zona de juego segura y que cumpla con todas las normas.

Notre équipement de jeux « Essentials » incorpore un grand
nombre d’activités traditionnelles et intemporelles. Notre
connaissance et notre expertise nous ont permis d’ajouter
notre touche personnelle pour rendre ces classiques encore
plus passionnants et dynamiques.

Nuestro equipamiento de juego «Esenciales» incorpora
muchas de las piezas tradicionales que nunca pasan de
moda. Al utilizar nuestro amplio conocimiento del diseño
y nuestra gran experiencia, hemos añadido nuestra propia
vuelta de tuerca a algunos de estos clásicos, creando
variaciones más excitantes y dinámicas.

Cette gamme est destinée à tous ceux en quête d’articles
autonomes pour compléter une aire de jeu ou remplacer
un élément usé. Même si vous partez de zéro, vous pouvez
également ajouter un petit complément pour compléter une
grande structure.

Creative

Quels que soient vos besoins, nous vous invitons à parcourir
ce chapitre. Si vous ne trouvez pas l’article recherché, notre
équipe commerciale expérimentée sera heureuse de vous
aider.

Puede que busques productos independientes para añadir a
tu zona de juego actual, o que necesites sustituir un elemento
popular que, desgraciadamente, se ha estropeado. Incluso
puedes empezar desde cero con un nuevo y excitante diseño
de zona de juego, y que necesites ese algo superespecial que
complemente una estructura más grande.
Para todo lo anterior, echa un vistazo a esta sección. Si no
encuentras lo que necesitas, nuestro experto equipo de
ventas estará encantado de ayudarte.

See page 11 for
full breakdown of
play elements

Product
Specifics

Inclusive

Fall Height

Area

195 - 197

Traditional Swings

198 - 199

Inclusive and Boat Swings

200 - 201

Wooden Swings

204 - 209

Swing Seats

210 - 211

Cable Rides

212 - 217

Springies

218 - 221

Roundabouts

223 - 228

Rotators

230

Seesaws

232

Slides

236

Trampolines

Essentials

Inclusive

Perimeter

Total Height
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Play value of swings
All studies looking at the use of swings shows that they
are the most popular item on the playground.
Swings can be exhilarating or soothing,
depending on the swing and the child using
the swing, the child may swing vigorously or
rock gently.
The physical activity of swinging is good for
muscular development- it stimulates the heart
and lungs, which in turn promotes the ﬂow of
oxygen to the brain.

The swing is a stalwart of play and an item that
children ask for without fail. The swing is one
of the most common “home made” pieces of
play equipment, it has evolved from a rope tied
to a branch, to swing frames and chains.
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Cobra Swing
COB001

This swing requires teamwork and balance to get the swing
rope seat moving. Using a combination of balancing, swinging
and rocking movements, this multi-user swing encourages
social co-operation and loco-motor play. With its chunky rope
seat, adults are able to sit with smaller children to help them
enjoy this swing too.

4 - 16 years
1.5m
34m2
33.5m
2.7m

Lifting Gear required for installation.

Essentials

Using a cantilever arch support system, the Cobra
Swing uses the natural strength of the arch shape
to create a playing area uncluttered by swing legs
normally associated with this type of swing.

Designed for
6 children to
swing together

195
195
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Traditional Swings

Our standard swings are very robust as they are manufactured
using hot dipped galvanised steel. With anti-wrap bearings as
standard, they prevent the swings from wrapping around the
frame and so provide longevity. We offer two heights 1.8(6ft),
2.4(8ft). The height speciﬁed for each swing is taken from the
centre of the top bar to ground level. Please ask for details.

One seat swing

Two seat swing

SWB061Z Toddler Swing 1.8m high (red frame)
SWB081Z Junior Swing 2.4m high (green frame)

SWB062Z Toddler Swing 1.8m high (red frame)
SWB082Z Junior Swing 2.4m high (green frame)

NB: Also available galvanised

Four seat swing
SWB064Z Toddler Swing 1.8m high (red frame)
SWB084Z Junior Swing 2.4m high (green frame)

2.4m Standard Swing Combination
SBN085Z Rubber Seat
SBN083Z Nest Seat
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11.60m bark/sand minimum use zone

Swing Heights

10.60m rubber minimum use zone
8.00m bark/sand safety surfacing
7.00m rubber safety surfacing

3.00m

ONE SEAT SWING

TWO SEAT SWING

5.40m

The height speciﬁed for each swing is taken from the centre of the top
bar to ground level. Swing seats should be hung at least 350mm from
the underside of the seat to ground level. There is no maximum height
given EN1176-2.

FOUR SEAT SWING

SURFACING REQUIREMENTS

SWB061Z

SWB081Z

SWB062Z

SWB082Z

SWB064Z

SWB084Z

HIC

1.20m

1.50m

1.20m

1.50m

1.20m

1.50m

Height

1.80m

2.40m

1.80m

2.40m

1.80m

2.40m

Seat height

0.45m

0.45m

0.45m

0.45m

0.45m

0.45m

10.50m2
6.00m x 1.75m
15.50m
9.60m x 4.15m

12.25m2
7.00m x 1.75m
17.50m
10.60m x 4.15m

18.00m2
6.00m x 3.00m
18.00m
9.60m x 5.40m

21.00m2
7.00m x 3.00m
20.00m
10.60m x 5.40m

37.20m2
6.00m x 6.20m
24.40m
9.60m x 8.60m

43.40m2
7.00m x 6.20m
26.40m
10.60m x 8.60m

Area
Dimensions
Perimeter
Minimum Use Zone

12.25m2
7.00m x 1.75m
17.50m
10.60m x 4.15m

14.00m2
8.00m x 1.75m
19.50m
11.60m x 4.15m

21.00m2
7.00m x 3.00m
20.00m
10.60m x 5.40m

24.00m2
8.00m x 3.00m
22.00m
11.60m x 5.40m

43.40m2
7.00m x 6.20m
26.40m
10.60m x 8.60m

49.60m2
8.00m x 6.20m
28.40m
11.60m x 8.60m

Age Range

1 - 6 years

4 - 10 years

1 - 6 years

4 - 10 years

1 - 6 years

4 - 10 years

Play Type

Physical, Social,
Locomoto

Physical, Social,
Locomotor

Physical, Social,
Locomotor

Physical, Social,
Locomotor

Physical, Social,
Locomotor

Physical, Social,
Locomotor

RUBBER SURFACING
Area
Dimensions
Perimeter
Minimum Use Zone

BARK, SAND

•

•

•

•

•

•

Essentials

Grass Surfacing
can be used
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Inclusive/Boat Swing
SBS081Z
Supported swinging

This unique seat is a fantastic alternative to a conventional
swing seat and is very inclusive. It can be used in two
ways, in a dynamic way by two or more children as an old
fashioned boat swing, or, it can be supplied with special
adjustable chains to become a seat that lays ﬂat. If using
ﬂat we recommend that it is used in our specially designed,
strengthened, swing frame with larger foundations.

4+ years
1.50m
12.25m2
17.5m
2.4m

Nest Swing

Designed especially to take several young children and those with special needs, this
swing is designed like a bird’s nest. The seat is made of steel rope matting, with a
padded rope ring around the edge.

SNS085Z Rubber Seat
SNS080Z Nest Seat
Supported swinging

4 - 12 years
1.5m
21m2
20.0m
2.4m
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Single Point Swing
SSS100R 1m Flat Seat
SSS110R Nest Seat

An exhilarating free form swing, on which up to ﬁve children
can sit or stand. It can be used as a very dynamic piece of
equipment or to give a more gentle motion for inclusive play for
those less able. Features our unique single point swing seat.

Supported swinging

8.30m rubber safety surfacing

8.30m rubber safety surfacing

6+ years
1.7m
58m2
28.0m
3.1m

Essentials

Lifting Gear required for installation.
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Wooden Swings

Our wooden swing combinations are an addition to both our Orchard range
and our swing range. Available in a 1.8m or 2.4m height, and the ability to
hang two or four seats, all combinations are supplied complete with bumper
seats and chains that can be changed to cradle, inclusive or pod seats if
required. All wooden swing combinations have a galvanised steel top bar,
anti-wrap bearings, and our unique aluminium post protection shoe.

Two seater swing
OSB062 1.8m Swing
OSB082 2.4m Swing

Four seater swing
OSB064 1.8m Swing
OSB084 2.4m Swing

2.4m Wooden Nest Swing
OSN085 Rubber Seat
OSN080 Nest Seat

Suported swinging
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An addition to our swing range is this 2.4m inclusive wooden swing. Designed
especially to take several young children and those with special needs, this
inclusive nest swing seat enables children of all abilities to swing together.

Orchard Nest
Swing

With the ability to hang two seats next to the nest swing, this swing comes
complete with bumper seats and chains that can be changed to cradle or pod
seats if required, this can be done when you place your order.

OSN088 Rubber Seat
OSN083 Nest Seat

11.60m Minimum use zone for Bark/Sand
10.60m Wet pour/tiles Minimum use zone
8.00m Bark/Sand Safety surfacing

6.20m

8.60m Multi use zone

7.00m Wet pour/tiles safety surfacing

SURFACING REQUIREMENTS

OSB082

OSB084

OSN080

OSN083

OSB064

OSB062

HIC

1.50m

1.50m

1.50m

1.50m

1.20m

1.20m

Height

2.40m

2.40m

2.40m

2.40m

1.80m

1.80m

Seat height

0.45m

0.45m

0.45m

0.45m

0.45m

0.45m

Area

21.00m²

43.40m²

21.00m²

43.40m²

37.20m²

18.00m²

Dimensions

7.00m x 3.00m

7.00m x 6.20m

7.00m x 3.00m

7.00m x 6.20m

6.00m x 6.20m

6.00m x 3.00m

Perimeter

20.00m

26.40m

20.00m

26.40m

24.40m

18.00m

Minimum use zone

10.60m x 5.40m

10.60m x 8.60m

10.60m x 5.40m

10.60m x 8.60m

9.60 x 8.60m

9.60m x 5.40m

24.00m²

49.60m²

24.00m²

49.60m²

43.40m²

21.00m²

RUBBER SURFACING

BARK/SAND
Area
Dimensions

8.00m x 3.00m

8.00m x 6.20m

8.00m x 3.00m

8.00m x 6.20m

7.00m x 6.20m

7.00m x 3.00m

Perimeter

22.00m

28.40m

22.00m

28.40m²

26.40m

20.00m

Minimum use zone

11.60m x 5.40m

11.60m x 8.60m

11.60m x 5.40m

11.60m x 8.60m

10.60m x 8.60m

10.60m x 5.40m

Age Range

4 years

4 - 10 years

4 - 10 years

4 - 10 years

1 - 6 years

1 - 6 years

Play Type

Physical, Social,
Locomotor

Physical, Social,
Locomotor

Physical, Social,
Locomotor

Physical, Social,
Locomotor

Physical, Social,
Locomotor

Physical, Social,
Locomotor

2.40m

2.40m

2.40m

2.40m

1.80m

1.80m

•

•

•

•

•

•

Total Height

Essentials

Grass Surfacing
can be used
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Swing Seats
Wherever you go you will see Sutcliffe
Play rubber swing seats. We are the
world’s leading seat manufacturer.
During the 1970’s the use of playground
equipment increased, so too did the
number of accidents of children being
struck by rigid swings.
In 1976 we designed, developed and
patented a safety swing seat that utilised
the engineering properties of rubber by
combining high levels of shock
absorption with durability.

During our extensive testing, carried out
with The Franklin Institute Research
Laboratories in Philadelphia and the
Rubber & Plastics Research Association
of Great Britain, the seat was shown to
absorb the energy of any impact. It also
appeared on the BBC’s TV Programme
Tomorrow’s World.

The new seat absorbed impact energy
by using the theory of buckling which is
commonly used in the automotive
industry.
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How it
works...
Buckling struts
are created by a
cellular structure
of two rows of
holes that distort
on impact.
SOFTENS
ANY IMPACT

IMPACT

BUCKLING
STRUTS

IMPACT

CELLULAR
STRUCTURE

Swinging in
everyday life
The swinging motion is with us from before birth.
The motion babies experience for 9 months in their
mother’s womb creates a harmonious swing which,
as they grow, feels familiar, secure and nurturing.

Swings can be exhilarating
or soothing.
Depending on the swing and the child using
the swing, the child may swing vigorously or
rock gently.

Swings provide opportunities
for progressive development.
In the early years, toddlers surrender control
to the pusher. As children grow older and
more self-conﬁdent they learn how to swing
by themselves.

Swings offer children of
all ages opportunities for
progressive acceptable
risk taking.
Children will be swinging only as high as they
want at any moment in time. Swings introduce
and conﬁrm concepts of movement, velocity,
relative speed, height etc. The forward and
back motion helps children understand
rotation, and when leaping off to see how far
they can reach, they are exploring trajectories.

Swinging may seem to be a
solitary physical activity but
the most common use of
swings is for socialising.
The swing provides a comfortable seat for
social interaction, but always with the potential
to do other things.

The original rubber ﬂat seat has had
modiﬁcation over the years and the
ﬂexi-hinge has continually been
developed. It is now used across many
of our seat designs to enhance the
safety performance and play value
experience for children.
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Is is an activity that appears to increase as
children grow older. Careful observation
reveals some interesting subtlety to the
process. For example children may be seen
to swing out of conversations when they
get difﬁcult.
This concept of children taking control of
their environments is common to much of the
literature about play value. Swings provide
children with ample opportunity to take risks,
and to demonstrate their strength, courage,
and sense of mischief.

Essentials

The safety standard adopted at the time
was a maximum peak G impact force of
50, with any impact over that considered
to be unsafe. During stringent testing it
was found that our rubber ﬂat swing
seat had a peak G impact force of only
4% of the hardwood seat, well below
the standard 50 G.

Several studies have
conﬁrmed that children spend
much of their play time in
gentle conversation.
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Swing Seats

A combination
of the cellular
structure and
‘flexi-hinge’
provides a high
level of safety

Flat Seats

Designed for strength, lightness and durability. Four chain lengths available.
Fully covered in rubber.
Flat seat chains
CHF107 Chains for 1.8m
high swing frame
CHF109 Chains for 2.4m
high swing frame

SRE245
Small Flat
Seat Black

SRE125
Large Flat
Seat Black

SRE185
Adult Seat Black
(does not conform with
EN1176-2)

CHF211 Chains for 3m
high swing frame
CHF313 Chains for 3.6m
high swing frame
All Chains are 8mm

Personalised Seats

Coloured seats
Flat seats can also be supplied in different colours.
Price on request.

Dog Resistant Seats
All black ﬂat seats, cradles and bumper seats can be dog
resistant, by the addition of citronella oil to the rubber
compound for an additional cost per seat.

Small and large ﬂat personalised seats can be supplied with
your own name embossed into the seat surface for a one off
tooling cost when ordering over 200 seats.

Testing for Polycyclic Aromatic
Hydrocarbons (PAH)
All our rubber swing seats and other rubber play components
have been tested and were found to comply with the
requirements for PAH limits, and are therefore suitable for
children’s play products.
More details available of test results if required.
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Pod Seats

The Pod is a revolutionary, technically superior seat for toddlers. Advanced rubber
technology around stainless steel cables gives it ﬂexibility, so the Pod actually hugs the
child. With a very ﬂexible design it is probably the safest swing seat on the market.

SRE460 pod seat in orange
for 6mm chains

Pod seat spares

SRE480 pod seat in orange
for 8mm chains

1 ASS406/8 UBolt
2 WSR030 M8 Washer
3 LKN314 M8 Locknut
4 FIX208 M8 Nut cover
Cradle and Pod seat chains
CHC406 Chains for 1.8m
high swing frame (8mm)
CHC408 Chains for 2.4m
high swing frame (8mm)
CHC510 Chains for 3m
high swing frame (8mm)

SRE480 Red

SRE480 Green

SRE480 Blue

Essentials

We have been
manfuacturing swing
seats for over 40 years
and are still the UK’s
leading manufacturer

SRE480 Orange
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Cradle Seat

Designed for younger children who need support and supervision while swinging.
All components are encased in rubber for a soft touch. Three chain lengths available.

SRE505 Cradle Seat
SRE506 Cradle Seat (Flat pack)
Cradle Seat Spares
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

SRE510 Top Ring
ASS176 U Bolt
LKN314 M8 Binx Nut
FIX208 U Bolt Plastic Cap
SRE525 Pillar Assembly
SRH125 Seat Base
WSR040 M10 Plain Washer
LKN320 M10 Nyloc Nut
WSR030 M8 Plain Washer
LKN312 M8 Nyloc Domed
Nut
11 MCS209 M8 x 12 Skt
Button Head Screw
12 SRE530 Centre Crutch
Support

Pendulum Seat

Ideal for use on cable rides, this has a steel insert encased in rubber.
Will ﬁt either a 6mm or 8mm chain.

SRE605 Pendulum Seat

Chain Seat

This seat closely mirrors the old traditional rope from a tree swing.
Manufactured from synthetic rubber with a chain insert.

SRE115 Chain Seat Black
CHF308 Chains for 2.4m high
swing frame (8mm)
CHF410 Chains for 3m high
swing frame (8mm)
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Bumper Seat

A seat with smooth rounded edges, ergonomically designed to help children learn
to swing. Its single point suspension system means neither branch chains nor eye
bolts are required, so reducing chain costs.

SRE865 Bumper Seat and U bolts
for 6mm chains Black

CHF506 8mm Chains for 1.8m high
swing frame

SRE885 Bumper Seat and U Bolts
for 8mm chains Black

CHF508 8mm Chains for 2.4m high
swing frame

SRE860 Bumper Seat and U Bolts
for 6mm/8mm chains Red

CHF510 8mm Chains for 3m high
swing frame

SRE885 Black

SRE882 Green

SRE881 Blue

Essentials

SRE880 Red
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Inclusive Seat
SRF124

To swing on a normal ﬂat seat requires balance, a strong grip and good
co-ordination. The Inclusive seat allows children who don’t have these abilities
to also enjoy the sensation of swinging. The Inclusive seat is supplied with
chains ﬁxed in an upright position to suit any 2.4m (8ft) swing frame that
complies with EN1176 Part 2. It can be hung in the same way as other ﬂat or
cradle seats. The seat features our patented shock absorbing front section.

Supported swinging

Single Point Swing Seat
SRR106 Single Point Swing Seat for 6mm chains
SRR107 Single Point Swing Seat for 7mm chains
SRR108 Single Point Swing Seat for 8mm chains

Designed speciﬁcally for its purpose, this 1m
diameter seat is far safer and more durable
option than a truck or car tyre. Manufactured
from non slip rubber it is solid and durable
with a convex surface for drainage.

Long life chain pivot

Impact absorbing edge
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Nest Seat

Designed especially to take several young children and those with special
needs, this 1.2m inclusive nest swing seat is designed like bird’s nest and
enables children of all abilities to swing together.

SRR150BLK
Top view
Supported swinging

We have been
manufacturing
swing seats for
over 40 years
and are still the
UK’s leading
manufacturer

The nest seat has a comfortable, continuous moulded rubber seating
surface. Our unique impact absorbing safety edge, used around the
whole seat, for a higher level of safety. It is certiﬁed to EN1176 safety
standards.

The nest seat has been tested to EN1176
and awarded a certiﬁcate of compliance

Under side

The unique moulded nest pattern provides added grip
for users and as the seat has been designed in four
sections, if damaged or vandalised, any quarter can be
replaced individually. No need to replace the whole seat.

Essentials

D shackle connectors used for ﬁtting, allow the seat to be
connected to a range of swing frames, it can also be used on
unidirectional swings too. See our single point swing opposite.
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Cable Ride

Cable rides are dynamic fun play items great for open access play spaces. Our design
is available in four lengths and is available with a starting ramp for level sites. Noise and
friction is reduced by a trolley mechanism with polyamide rollers and a spring system at
the finish ensures a safe, controlled ride to the end. An integral brake prevents the seat
moving on the cable when not in use.

Cableway mound type
CAM025R

CAM020R
5+ years

5+ years

1.0m

1.0m

82.1m2

102.1m2

49.1m

59.1m

3.0m

3.0m

CAM030R

CAM035R

5+ years

5+ years

1.0m

1.0m
CAM020
2

142.1m2

69.1m

79.1m

3.0m

3.0m

20.00m / 25.00m / 30.00m / 35.00m

4.00m

122.1m

Lifting Gear required for installation.

Cableway with ramp
CAR020R

CAR025R

5+ years

5+ years

1.0m

10.0m

83.0m2

103.0m2

47.6m

57.6m

4.0m

4.0m

CAR030R

CAR035R

5+ years

5+ years

1.0m

1.0m
2

123.0m

143.0m2

67.6m

77.6m

4.0m

4.0m

Ramp
Our safe, rubber covered ramp makes it
easy to install the cable ride on a level site.

CAR020
20.00m / 25.00m / 30.00m / 35.00m

4.00m

Lifting Gear required for installation.
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Glide

The glide adds a compact exciting zip-line to any area. Sitting on the
pendulum seat, the glide speeds down to a gentle stop spring, and the
seat can be easily pulled back to the start.

CZU026 Bark, sand ﬁll
CZW026 Rubber surfacing
6 - 12 years
1.0m
57m2
35.4m
3.32m

14.85m

4.01m

The ride length is 8m
Lifting Gear required for installation.

Hardwood Cable Ride

Using Robinia in it’s natural form, this classic cableway
is available in 25 and 30m, using a natural earth
mound or ramp.

012495R

6 - 16 years
10.0m
117.0m2
63.0m

Essentials

3.2m

29.00m

4.00m

Only available in the U.K
Lifting Gear required for installation.
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Inclusive Springie
SSB200 Inclusive Springie Ladybird

With an open front, our unique inclusive springies are specially
shaped to allow children to get on and off themselves by simply
reversing, sitting down or climbing up the open front. No lifting on
necessary. Once on, full support is given by the specially shaped
large saddle seat and a high back rail. A double foot rail prevents
feet slipping back and under the springie and is particularly useful
for smaller children. The hand holds point down and forward.

Generous frame supports the
child to the sides and back

Angled handgrips
enable a child to
lock their arms
while rocking

A saddle seat
prevents slipping

Easy access from
the front

2 - 8 years

A dual foot/heel support prevents
legs from pulling under the springie
(younger children use the heel
support as an upper foot rail).

3.46m

0.6m

12.0m

3.57m

11.0m2

0.7m
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Inclusive Springie

Inclusive Springie
SSB300

Lock your arms and brace
yourself for the ride!

Inclusive Springie
Parrot
SSB600

Inclusive Springie
Crocodile
SSB400

Our themed play springies have ergonomic rubber handles set in the
upright position give excellent grip while enabling the design to be open
fronted for easy access, making this springie an inclusive product.

Bee, Ladybird,
Flower & Whale
SSB170

Inclusive Springie
Helicopter
SSB500

SSB160

SSB150

3.40m

2 - 6 years

Also available with
a rocker mechanism.
Speak to our sales
team for further details

0.6m
3.70m

11.1m2
12.1m
0.75m

Essentials

SSB040
3.41m

2 - 6 years
0.6m

12.24m

3.75m

11.21m2

0.75m
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Springies

These springies are imaginative, exhilarating and fun to ride. They have easy grip hand and
foot holds with anti-slip ends. Ground ﬁxed, they are easy to maintain as the spring can be
easily removed from both the top and bottom ﬁxings.

Springie Horse
SSA700

3.57m

2 - 6 years
0.6m

Accessible from ground level
3.28m

10.0m2
11.5m
0.7m

Springie Fish
SSA800

Seesaw Springie
SSB800

Springie Monster
SSA900

2 - 6 years
0.6m
12.0m2
12.8m
0.68m

4.10m

3.50m

Bike Springie
SSB900

Buggie
SSB250

2 - 6 years
0.6m

2 - 6 years
0.9m

15.2m2

12.0m2

14.3m

12.6m

0.88m

0.70m

4.10m

3.60m

3.80m

4.10m
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Rockers

These allow several children to rock and make their own fun together! All feature a
powder coated steel frame, and our tried and tested soft rubber platforms that are
comfortable to sit on. Low noise, as sounds are dampened.

Trio Rocker
SSD010
4 - 8 years
1.0m

4.00m

13.5m2

Aimed at more able children, the central
handle gets the rocker moving vigorously.
The lower part of the handle opens out to
provide support for a child sitting.

4.00m

13.5m
1.2m

Nest Rocker
SSD020

4 - 8 years
1.0m

4.00m

A backrest around half the platform gives
back support for a child sitting on the
disc. The other side is open for ease of
access.

13.5m2
4.00m

13.5m
0.75m

3 Seat Rocker
SSD030
5.34m

4 - 8 years
1.0m
24.0m2

5.34m

18.0m
0.75m

Essentials

Supported rocking

The most inclusive of rockers - designed with outrigger
seats spaced around a central platform - easy access
for disabled children. Each seat has a good back rest and
side support. The central platform can be used by
3 or more children.
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Pods

Both the springie and stepping pods have a soft rubber moulded top. The stepping pod can be
installed at various heights for children to hop from one to another. Great to develop balance and
the skill of judging distances.

Springie Pod
SSA950

Stepping Pod
DZA175
2 - 8 years

2 - 8 years

0.45m

0.6m

N/A

9.0m2

N/A

11.0m

0.45m

0.6m
3.30m

3.30m

4.30m

SAFETY SURFACING

0.5 - 1m

3.30m

Safety surfacing optional
Minimum use zone shown

Pirate Ship
SSB050ST
SSB050

Scale - 1:200

The Pirate Ship offers seating for four children. The seats are arranged to be
facing, making play a more social and interactive process. With a high sided
stern, bow and seat backs children have a degree of enclosure to enhance
fantasy and imaginative games.

Accessible from ground level

3.75m

1

1

2 - 10 years
1.0m

1

16.0m2

4.7m

3

14.8m
1.3m

Fergus has a number of key features to create a ‘playful’ theme and
offers seating for two children in the back and a driver in the front. As a
group activity with a shared experience it gives social play a new fantasy
dimension.

Fergus 4x4
SSB070ST
SSB070

Accessible from ground level

3.70m

1

1

2 - 10 years
1.0m

1

16.9m2

4.88m

3

15.3m
1.2m
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Pablo
SSB840
Accessible from ground level

Pablo the Penguin seesaw offers
a robust construction with
materials designed for outdoor
use, no colour fading.
4.10m

2 - 10 years

1

2

0.6m
12.75m2

5
2

13.0m

3.50m

Ergonomic rubber saddle seats,
double foot rests and hand rails offer
a secure seating position. A simple
backrest offers additional support for
younger users.

0.8m

Themed Seesaws
2 - 8 years

Our new themed seesaws are easily recognisable characters and
are ideal to use with both the Minitown range and our Themed
range of products. A great addition to our growing collection of
our characterful standalone items.

0.6m

SSB850 Charlie

13m2
12.75m
0.74m

SSB860 Morris

Essentials

SSB830 Shirley
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Dish roundabouts

The Original Dish
SWD100

One of our most inclusive ranges, our rotating dishes, can be used for
very fast dynamic play. The rocking and rotating motion with good body
support and security given by the dish shape, make our dishes very
accessible to all. The angle of the dish and its height make side transfer
possible and minimise the lifting required by helpers. The new larger
dish provides more space for more children to play and is suitable for
the most demanding locations as well as natural play spaces.

3 - 10 years
1.0m
23.0m2

Supported spinning

17.5m
1.0m

5.23m

5.23m

Large Dish
SWD500 1.5m
Supported spinning

5.50m

3 - 14 years
1.0m
5.50m

25.3m2
18.3m
1.0m
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Inclusive Scooter Roundabout
SIR000
Wheelchair accessible

Designed to offer inclusivity, functionality
and durability, without compromising on the
fun that children and carers can enjoy, whilst
experiencing the spinning motion together.
This inground roundabout has been
designed to accept a centrally positioned
wheelchair and is available in two
conﬁgurations.

3 - 14 years
N/A
26.3m2

The Inclusive Scooter version is ﬁtted with
a two-user seat and deck mounted scooter.
Children can stand on the scooter and
using their outer foot positioned over the
perimeter deck plate, they can propel the
roundabout with ease.

Central deck space with
bump stops facilitates
a range of wheelchairs

19.78m
0.71m

6.075m

6.075m

NB Refer to website instructions when installing into a school environment

Inclusive Seated Roundabout
SIR001
Wheelchair accessible

The Inclusive Seated version is ﬁtted with
two seats that can accommodate up to
four seated users. The deck has a non
slip layer to the top surface and the outer
rim has a non slip pattern.

A contrasting lime green colour edge
also acts as a visual indicator for partially
sighted users. A ‘roll on roll off’ design
enables wheelchair users to exit the
roundabout in a forward position.

Simple to install,
stainless steel
roller bearings
makes for a
precise and
smooth spin!

6.075m

Essentials

6.075m

NB Refer to website instructions when installing into a school environment
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Oyster
SWD550

The Oyster can be a fast dynamic activity for older children or used as a social meeting point. With it’s
rocking bearing it can provide a supportive environment for younger and less able children where a
more gentle motion can be introduced. The ﬂat platform is also advantageous to aiding access in and
out of the dish.

Supported spinning

3 - 14 years
1.0m
30.0m2
20.0m
0.86m

6.00m

6.00m

Seaside Oyster
SWD580
Supported spinning

Run Around
SWD600

Supplied with a ﬂat play surface and ﬁxed at 4 degrees this roundabout gives a
different play experience. Aimed at older children, the ﬂat surface provides balancing
challenges as well as a great social space and it’s anti slip surface is great for just
sitting and talking. Its durability makes the Run Around ideally suited for a busy play
space. It can only go as fast as the children using it, so there is no need for a restrictor.

7.50m

7.50m

8 - 14 years
1.0m
25.30m2
18.30m
0.78m
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Butterfly Roundabout
SWD160

This ﬂat revolving 1m rubber disc is set close to the
ground to give the feeling of going really fast. The two
support tubes can be used to hold onto or as back
rests for children needing support.

Supported spinning

3 - 10 years
1.0m
21.0m2
17.0m
0.4m

5.03m

5.03m

Back-to-Back Roundabout
SWD170
Supported spinning

Slightly higher at 420mm above the
ground, this roundabout is more
accessible for disabled children
transferring from a wheelchair. Two
back-rests and side support frames
help children with poor mobility to use
it like a chair.

3 - 10 years
5.03m

1.0m
21.0m2
5.03m

17.0m
0.72m

1.8m Roundabout

A simple roundabout designed to challenge children to balance
singularly or in groups, sitting or standing. Set close to the ground
so children get the sensation of speed. Rubber topped for safety.

SWD180
3 - 10 years
0.18m
28.0m2

Essentials

19.0m
0.18m
5.80m

5.80m
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Curlicue
SWD150

Using the inspiration of nature, the Curlicue takes the form of a simple spiral. Set at an angle,
this spinner uses the changing centre of gravity of the user to propel them around. Whether
sitting inside the spiral or gazing at the optical effect created by a revolving spiral.
With a galvanised steel base, sealed bearing and a powder coated steel spiral top, the Curlicue
is a particularly durable rotator. As a small unit the Curlicue also saves on the cost of surfacing,
requiring only 1.5m of surfacing from the perimeter.

5+ years

3.50m

1.0m
3.50m

10.0m2
11.5m
0.66m

Whirly Bob
SWD700

The Whirlybob is simple rotator designed for younger users. Centred
around a single revolving pole, children sit on four curved seats secured to
a perimeter ring. Four radial tubes ﬁx the ring to the central pole and four
multi steel core ropes giving additional support that also act as hand grips
for users. Children can sit facing inwards or out as the ropes give a secure
grip in either direction.

5.26m

2-8 years
0.5m
23m2

Essentials

1.54m

5.26m

17.5m
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A compact spinner designed for 1 to 2 users with a rolled ring
that can be used as a back rest if standing inside the ring or a
hand hold if standing outside the ring. Ideal for improving balance
and co-ordination.

Hula
SWD720

3.52m

3 - 14 years

1

5

0.5m
10.3m2

7
1
3.52m

Space Trainer

11.7m
1.59m

A spinner designed for older juniors with one standing position
at the centre of rotation. The user is held in position by the
centrifugal force and a second user can stand at the edge to
make the spinner go around and can vary the spin speed.

SWD740

4.76m

8 - 16 years

1

5

0.5m
19m2

7
4.76m

1

12m
1.9m

Maelstrom is a deceptively simple spinner with a twist in the tail.
Set at an angle, the Maelstrom takes advantage when the user
over balances, spinning even faster as the users own weight
increases the centrifugal force. By positioning yourself with
legs out you can slow the speed while tucking your legs in will
increase the speed of rotation.

Maelstrom
SWD710

4.6m

3 - 14 years

1

5

0.5m
4.6m

17.5m2

7
1

15.5m
0.51m
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Low Rotator
TZA036

A challenging three station rotator, requiring strength, balance and co-ordination.
The children control the speed themselves. Centrifugal forces mean that as they
lean in, the rotator goes faster, as they lean out, it slows down. Develops strength,
coordination and balance with a social twist.

10+ years
1.0m
22.0m2
17.0m
1.75m

5.15m

5.15m

Quad Flyer

A fantastic unit for upper body strength that undulates and spins,
challenging up to 4 children at any one time.

SWD350

8+ years
1.0m
23.85m2
17.8m
2.5m

5.30m

5.30m
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Sling Rotator

One of our most dynamic items, fun and fast with two different activities which
which includes a rope swing for sitting or standing and overhead handles for
users to hang and spin around.

SWD440

8+ years
2.0m
67.5m2
30m
3.52m

9.00m

9.00m

Lifting gear required

Overhead Rotator

This is a very challenging piece of equipment which
strengthens the upper body as it both undulates and rotates.
It’s a feat just to stay on.

TZA030

10+ years
2.0m
67.5m2
30m
3.4m

9.00m

Lifting gear required
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9.00m
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Cherry Twist
SWD380

A new twist on a popular theme and a contemporary design for modern
playgrounds. Low in cost and compact, ideal for small spaces and tight
budgets. No safety surfacing required with a high play value for up to 3
children, incorporating a non slip, rubber covered safety standing surfacing.
A maintenance free, long life ﬁnish with sealed bearings.

3.50m

3 - 14 years
1.0m
10.5m2
12.0m
1.2m

Rock Spinner

A challenging rocking rotator requiring strength, balance and
co-ordination to move.

SWD300

6+ years
1.0m
20.0m2

5.00m

12.4m
5.00m

1.37m
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Wipe Out
SWD450

The Wipe Out has been designed for children aged between 8-15 years old. This product
requires good balance and co-ordination skills from the users. For one child or more, the base
rocks and rotates replicating surﬁng or skateboarding movements. The surf board platform has
been ﬁnished with a slip resistant coating and sits on a rocking bearing to allow this controlled
range of movements.
3.32m

8+ years
0.5m
3.00m

10.0m2
11.0m
0.42m

Wind Rider
SWD480

The Wind Rider is very similar to the Wipe Out, introducing a
handle makes it accessible to younger children and enables
them to practice their balance and co-ordination skills. The
base rocks and rotates replicating surﬁng or skateboarding
movements. The surf board platform has been ﬁnished with a
slip resistant coating and sits on a rocking bearing to allow this
controlled range of movements.
3.32m

4+ years
0.5m

11.0m

3.00m

10.0m2

Essentials

1.39m
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Inclusive Seesaw
MZU600

Em eatem qui quo doluptae. To con numqui od magnihicim
fugita es et quam dolentio ipsam accuptae reptiunt idel mo
berumque pre, odis aut utetur? Tet vendaectotat voluptium
fuga. Nam etur, es volorepudae

Accessible from ground level

- years

-

-

-m

8
-

-m2

-

-m
-m

4 Way Seesaw
FWS001
Side transfer accessible

For up to four users, this seesaw has been constructed to
accommodate parents and carers as well as children. Creating an up
and down motion for children seated at each end, generous handles
offer a secure grip and help prevent users leaning too far forward.
4.76m

2 - 8 years

15.4m2

4.16m

0.8m

14m
0.8m
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Small Seesaw

A tried and tested seesaw for younger children which also enables
adults to sit or stand with a child to balance weight at either end.

TNB030

2 - 8 years
1.0m
11.0m2
14.0m

4.69m
2.40m

1.4m

Large Seesaw

More movement due to a longer beam gives children more play
value with an ergonomic soft seat that holds children in place.

TNB040

4 - 10 years
1.2m
14.0m2
17.0m

5.92m
2.40m

1.58m

Stand Up Seesaw

The standing seesaw can be used in various ways by older
children, younger children can also sit in the middle helped by
others either side.

TNB050

8 - 14 years
1.2m
17.9m2
17.1m

4.95m

1.6m
3.61m

This four seater, wooden seesaw is a great addition to our popular wooden product range.
This more traditional style seesaw is also an ideal, standalone item for any play area and a
seesaw that four or more children, can have fun on at any one time.

TNB010
6 - 14 years
1.5m

Essentials

Seesaw

14.2m2
5.92m

17.0m
2.40m

0.8m
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Freestanding
Slide
TSL111 1.2m

Slides offer exciting play opportunities that allow children to understand the
forces of gravity, teaching them not to fear losing control. Choose from either
traditional freestanding slides with inbuilt steps or embankment slides that
enhance natural landscaping.

TSL151 1.7m

3 - 10 years

3 - 10 years

1.2m

1.7m
2

25.0m

30.0m2

20.0m

22.5m

2.16m

2.66m

TSL191 2.1m
3 - 10 years
2.1m
38.5m2
27.0m
3.06m

Enbankment Slide
TSL110 1.2m

TSL150 1.7m

3 - 10 years

3 - 10 years

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

2.15m

2.65m

TSL190 2.1m

TSL200 2.6m

3 - 10 years

3 - 10 years

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

3.05m

3.55m

Platform Slides
OTU512: 1.2m slide with ramp
OTU515: 1.5m slide with ramp
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Megaphones
MEG100

Directing sound through the air these giant cones concentrate the message to be
received. A combination of loudhailer and sound collector children must devise
a call and response system to communicate effectively. With a range of 30 40m these items join remote areas within the playground, facilitating games and
encouraging interaction. Easy to install with no trench to dig.

All years
N/A
N/A
N/A
1.5m

Ideally 10.00 - 20.00m apart

Talktubes

These ﬂower shaped sound stations connect underground by means of a ﬂexible tube, that can
go around corners. Pairs can be linked in a series to create a chain of communication. Talk tubes
can be ﬁxed to play houses or play fence combinations to enhance role play opportunities.

PZU100

All years
N/A
N/A
N/A
1.35m

Maximum distance between talktubes is 20.00m

Mound Tunnel

Tunnels give an extra dimension to a natural play space. The darkness as you
enter and the light at the end as you emerge into another world is irresistible to
children of all ages.

TUN100GAL

All years
N/A
N/A
N/A
1.24m

3.06m

1.25m

1.17m

Di
a
0.8 me
47 ter
m

1.20m
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Trampolines
All years

Fantastic fun, these trampolines are perfect for physical play and developing
coordination. With their own inbuilt rubber edging, they can be installed anywhere,
even in concrete. No other safety surfacing is required. The single trampoline is
suitable for one child only, but can be installed alongside several others in a line,
or a square. The larger trampoline is suitable for 2 children playing together.

0.9m

Round trampoline
SMB230503
4.2m

4.2m

Small trampoline
SMB230302
3.7m

3.7m

Large trampoline
SMB230401
5.25m

5.75m

SAFETY SURFACING
Safety surfacing optional
Minimum use zone shown
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Trampolines
Make jumping
around a
colourful &
educational
experience.
Use 2 or 3
trampolines
together to
create an
interesting
pathway or
play space.

Colourful Motifs
Select from a wide range of colourful
motifs to compliment your playground
design.

Colours or Stripes
Select solid colours or rainbow stripes
to add fun into your playground.

Create Pathways

Essentials

Create colourful pathways using
different shapes & sizes. Use numbers
to encourage children to count as they
jump around.
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surfacing:
safe play for
everyone
Falling over is all part and parcel
of playing. The choice of safety
surfacing available to make your
play area a safe place can vary
greatly depending on locations,
requirements and budgets.
Sutcliffe Play can offer all of the popular safety surfaces,
from natural through to synthetic, but we can also
accommodate any others, as required.

Bonded Rubber Mulch
Bonded Rubber Mulch playground surfacing is made
from carefully selected rubber shreds to provide
an attractive versatile and almost maintenance
free alternative to bark chippings. It is designed to
be installed without the need for speciﬁc ground
preparation, and can be laid over grass, concrete etc.
It is also available in different colours.

Rubber Wet Pour
Withstanding the day-to-day wear and tear of
the playground Wet Pour offers a resilient, hardwearing surface without joins, seams or trip points
and with good drainage for a fast drying surface.
Shock absorbency properties reduce the risk
of serious injury as well as being a comfortable
surface to walk on. Ideal for making your play
area more accessible to children and adults
with disabilities, Wet Pour allows for imaginative
surfacing designs that can stimulate young minds.
Giving your play area a more bespoke feel, it can
turn your safety surfacing into a work of art!

•

No need for foundations

•

Single layer coverage

•

Ready for use in 24 hrs

•

Natural appearance for sensitive areas

•

Low-maintenance alternative to bark chippings

•

Certiﬁed for critical fall heights to BS1177 for
playground use

Wet Pour safety surface is constructed of bonded
rubber, mixed on site using specialist equipment
to produce a dense, consistent texture. It is ‘wet
laid’ to BS EN1177 standards.
•

Virtually maintenance free

•

Easy to clean and maintain

•

Tolerates many weather extremes

•

Great value, no replenishment required

•

Can be laid to different depths depending on
the ‘Critical Fall Heights’

•

It can be installed to uneven surfaces and
around existing play equipment
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Grass Matting
Perfect for use around children’s play equipment,
Grass Matting ensures a softer impact in the
event of any trips or falls, it is perfect for low level
play and a great alternative to tarmac. As well as
creating a safe environment for children’s play,
the unique design of rubber Grass Matting means
that they become almost invisible to the eye once
the grass has been allowed to grow through.
•

BS1177 Certiﬁed for critical fall heights
up to 3.3m

•

Resistant to all weathers and changing
temperatures

•

Added protection for grass areas

•

Holes allow for drainage

•

Allows grass to grow through

•

Low-maintenance alternative to bark
chippings

Loose Fill
There are a number of variations to choose from when considering a loose ﬁll safety
surfacing, all are relatively cost effective but will require more maintenance and will need
replenishing at some point. They can become displaced underneath moving play equipment
so the correct depth of loose ﬁll will need to be maintained.

Bark Fill is an
attractive, alternative
safety surface for
natural play areas,
blending well into
park and woodland
environments. In order
to comply with
BS EN 1177, the depth
of Safety Bark should
be 100mm more than
the depth required to
meet critical fall height
standards.
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Gravelsafe is the latest innovation in impact
absorbing safety surfacing. Unlike typical pea gravels
Gravelsafe® is a well-rounded, multi-coloured granite
pebble that has no broken or sharp elements. The
natural roundness of the product works almost like
a liquid when faced with the impact of an object.
The pebbles roll against each other thus creating
exceptional impact absorbing properties in situations
where children jump or fall from play equipment.
Gravelsafe® conforms to BS EN 1176 for intended use
as an impact absorbing safety surface.

Essentials

Play Sand is becoming a
popular, natural, impactabsorbing surfacing
material for use in play
areas. Sand needs to be
laid and maintained to a
minimum depth of
300mm to comply with
BS EN 1177. The depth of
the sand should be 100mm
more than the depth
required to meet critical
fall height standards.
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Visit our

ONLINE SEATS
& SPARES STORE
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Spares

Spares

We have more product information on our
website to help you with any spares enquiries
www.sutcliffeplay.co.uk

Teenzone
TS002B Plastic Cover (each)
TTS007B Plastic Bold Covers (2 per cover)
HSS510 M10 x 30 Hex Set Screw
TZS006 Oval Washer
TZS004B Post Cap
TZA002 Saddle Seat
TZA007 Laminate Saddle Seat
TZA097 Spare Climbing Wall Grip (each)
CLU010 Clufix
WSR430 M10 X 40 Repair washer (for climbing walls)
TZS007
Four required
per post fixing

TZS006

POST
FIXING

TZS002
Four required
per post fixing

HSS510

Duo, Dizzy Discs and Roundabouts
SDD045 Rubber Covered Disc 490 Dia (Duo)
SDD095 Rubber Covered Disc 300 Dia (Dizzy)
SWD105GAL Dish Roundabout Bowl, Galvanised
FIX295 Tamper Proof Fixing Tool (M12)

Playzone and Toddlerzone
PZS001 Plastic Base
DZS007 Plastic Covers Black (pair)
HSS510 M10 x 30 Hex Set Screw
WSR420 M10 Serrated Washer
WSR040 M10 Plain Washer
STS060 No 8 x 1 1/4” Pozi Self Tap Screw
LKN320 M10 Nyloc Nut
PZS015 Post Cap For Playzone (black rubber)
PZS007 Hand/Foot Hold (blue)
FIX195 Tamper Proof Fixing Tool (M10)
CLU015 Clufix
CLP130 Carabiner
DZA179 Stepping Pod Moulding
DZS001 Panel Fixing Cover For Toddlerzone
DZS003 Mounting Bracket For Toddlerzone
STS295 12mm x 1” Pozi Self Tap Screw
DZS005 M10 Nut Cover
DZS009 M10 Cover Washer, Zinc Plated
DZS004 Post Cap For Toddlerzone
DZS030 Straight Panel Edge
DZS035 Corner Panel Edge
ADH150 Glue For DZS030 & DZS035 (for approx 30 pieces)
BRACKET FIXING
DZS030

LKN320
WSR420
PZS001

LKN320
DZS009

Swings
BRG029 Oilite Bush For Swings
SSW123 Anti Wrap Round Bearing (each) (2 per seat)
SSW130 Anti Wrap Swing Plastic Bearing (each)
(2 required per seat)
CHN112 D Shackle For Swings
FST010 Anti Wrap Fixing Screw (4 per seat)

HSS510

WSR040

PANEL
FIXING

DZS005
DZS003

HSS510
DZS007

PZS001

27.00mm

STS295

DZS001

POST
FIXING

STS060
D SHACKLE

12.00mm

HSS510

WSR420 WSR040

CHN112

Springie Spares
SSA006 Spring Clamp
SSA015 Spring
SSA025 M8 U Bolt (each)
WSR030 M8 Plain Washer (each)
LKN314 M8 Binx Nut (each)
FIX155 M10 x 30 Security Screw (each)
WSR040 M10 Plain Washer (each)
PZS007 Long Hand/Hold blue (each)
PZS007R Long Hand/Hold red (each)
PZS027R Short Hand/Hold red (each)
DZS005 M10 Nut Cover (each)
RBF500 Rubber Bung (each)
FIX195 Tamper Proof Fixing Tool
TZA002 Saddle Seat
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Tamper Proof Fixings
FIX150
FIX155
FIX159
FIX160
FIX170

M10
M10
M10
M10
M10

x
x
x
x
x

20
30
40
50
60

Security
Security
Security
Security
Security

Screw
Screw
Screw
Screw
Screw

Swing Chains and Accessories
CHN017 Branch Chains For Flat Seats
CHN019 Branch Chains For SRE505/506
CHN242 Quick Repair Link With Locking Pin
SSW130 Anti Wrap Bearing
(cannot be added to swings retrospectively)
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Index by code

If you are unable to ﬁnd the code you are looking for then please go to our website at
www.sutcliffeplay.co.uk

DZU441/DZW441

39

ORU065/ORW065

164

PZU686/PZW686

123

SSB160

51

SWU800/SWW800

ASS176

206

DZU443

47

ORU070/ORW070

62

PZU765/PZW765

92

SSB160

213

SWU900/SWW900

ASS406/8

205

DZU444

47

ORU080/ORW080

168

PZU768/PZW768

93

SSB170

51

SZA010

156

A

65
67

DZU445

47

ORU081/ORW081

168

PZU778/PZW778

173

SSB170

213

SZU010

155

CAM020R

210

DZU451/DZW451

51

ORU091/ORW091

168

PZU781/PZW781

171

SSB200

212

SZU020

155

CAM025R

210

DZU453/DZW453

53

ORU093/ORW093

167

PZU782/PZW782

171

SSB250

214

SZU030

155

CAM030R

210

DZU454/DZW454

54

ORU094/ORW094

167

PZU783/PZW783

171

SSB300

213

SZU040

158

CAR020R

210

DZU462/DZW462

55

ORU116

169

PZU785/PZW785

171

SSB400

213

SZU050

158

CAR025R

210

DZU465/DZW465

54

ORU117

169

PZU786/PZW786

171

SSB500

213

SZU060

157

CAR030R

210

DZU466/DZW466

55

ORU118

169

PZU787/PZW787

172

SSB600

213

SZU090

159

CAR035R

210

DZU467/DZW467

55

ORU119

169

PZU788/PZW788

172

SSB800

214

CHC406

205

CHC408

205

CHC510

205

FWS001

CHF107

204

FIX208

C

CHF109

204

CHF211

204

CHF313

204

CHF506

207

CHF508

207

CHF510

207

COB001

195

CZU005/CZW005
CZU006/CZW006

82
82

CZU007/CZW007

82

CZU020/CZW020

79

CZU026/CZW026

78

CZU026/CZW026

211

CZU210/CZW210

82

CZU211/CZW211

82

CZU212/CZW212

77

CZU215/CZW215
CZU224/CZW224
CZU225/CZW225

76
80
83
83

D
DZA175

LKN320

166

PZU816/PZW816
PZU855/PZW855

98
99

SSB830
SSB840

53
217

22

ORU200/ORW200

117

PZU682/PZW682

94

SSB850

217

205

ORU300/ORW300

115

PZU867/PZW867

93

SSB860

217

L

LKN314

166

206
205
206

M

ORU400/ORW400

119

ORU401/ORW401

119

ORU500/ORW500

121

PZU885/PZW885

127

S
SBN083Z

196

SSB900

214

SSD010

215

SSD020

172

DZU025/DZW025

37

DZU040/DZW040

46

DZU059/DZW059

36

DZU069/DZW069

33

DZU075/DZW075

36

DZU202/DZW202

45

176

TAYACT3000

176

TAYACT4000

176

TAYACT6000

176

TAYCC1800

178

TAYCC2400

178

TAYCC3000

178

TAYCCD

179

215

ORU600/ORW600

115

SBN085Z

196

SSD030

215

ORU700/ORW700

117

SBS081Z

198

SSS100R

199

MCS209

206

ORU800/ORW800

116

SWD500

218

SSS110R

199

MEG100

234

OSB062

200

SIR000

219

SWB061Z

196

MTU001

23

OSB062

201

SIR001

219

SWB061Z

197

MTU0011/MTW011

20

OSB064

200

SMB230302

236

SWB062Z

196

MTU002

23

OSB082

200

SMB230401

236

SWB064Z

196

MTU003

23

OSB082

201

SMB230503

236

SWB064Z

197

MTU004

23

OSB084

201

SNS085Z

198

SWB081Z

MTU005

23

OSN080

201

SNS080Z

198

SWB081Z

MTU006

23

OSN083

201

SRE115

206

MTU007/MTW007

19

OSN088

201

SRE125

MTU008/MTW008

20

OTU101/OTW101

111

MTU009/MTW009

21

OTU102/OTW102

MTU010

21

MTU020

TAYCCT2400

179

TAYLEV3

180

TAYLEV4

180

TAYTWN4000

177

TAYTWN6000

177

TBN010

120

THU001

137

THU002

135

196

THU003

139

197

THU004

140

SWB082Z

196

THU005

140

204

SWB082Z

197

TNB010

231

SRE185

204

SWB084Z

196

TNB030

231

114

SRE245

204

SWB084Z

197

TNB040

231

OTU103/OTW103

113

SRE460

205

SWD100

218

TNB050

231

25

OTU104/OTW104

63

SRE480

205

SWD150

53

TSL110

232

MTU021

25

OTU105/OTW105

59

SRE505

206

SWD150

223

TSL111

232

MTU022

25

OTU106/OTW106

61

SRE506

206

SWD160

221

TSL150

232

MZU100

27

OTU200/OTW200

108

SRE510

206

SWD170

221

TSL151

232

MZU310

26

OTU205/OTW205

108

SRE525

206

SWD180

221

TSL190

232

MZU500

27

OTU210/OTW210

107

SRE530

206

SWD300

228

TSL191

232

MZU600

230

OTU215/OTW215

110

SRE605

206

SWD350

226

TSL200

232

MZU630

26

OTU225/OTW225

109

SRE860

207

SWD380

228

TUN100GAL

234

OTU512

232

SRE865

207

SWD440

227

TZA030

227

SRE885

207

SWD450

229

TZA036

226

SRF124

208

SWD480

229

TZA140

151

TZU107

157

78
76

CZU324/CZW324

ORU125/ORW125

F

LKN312

ORU120/ORW120

84

CZU228/CZW228

CZU304/CZW304

31

75

CZU227/CZW227

CZU301/CZW301

DZU471/DZW471

T
TAYACT2000

O
OFU002/OFW002

62

OFU003/OFW003

62

P
PNU003/PNW003

101

OFU004/OFW004

62

PNU001/PNW001

102

SRH125

206

SWD550

220

OFU005/OFW005

62

PNU002/PNW002

102

SRR106

208

SWD580

220

OFU006/OFW006

62

PZU100

234

SRR107

208

SWD600

220

164

PZU152/PZW152

170

SRR108

208

SWD700

22

DZU216/DZW216

33

DZU267/DZW267

44

ORU005/ORW005

DZU268/DZW268

45

ORU010/ORW010

DZU272/DZW272

46

ORU015/ORW015

164

PZU345/PZW345

96

SSA700

214

SWD710

224

DZU273/DZW273

46

ORU020/ORW020

163

PZU353/PZW353

92

SSA800

214

SWD720

103

DZU276/DZW276

32

ORU025/ORW025

163

PZU353/PZW353

172

SSA900

214

SWD720

224

DZU277/DZW277

41

ORU028/ORW028

166

PZU424/PZW424

95

SSA950

216

SWD740

103

DZU353/DZW353

34

ORU030/ORW030

163

PZU492/PZW492

172

SSB040

213

SWD740

103

DZU354/DZW354

42

ORU035/ORW035

163

PZU523/PZW523

124

SSB050

216

SWD740

224

DZU356/DZW356

47

ORU040/ORW040

163

PZU580/PZW580

171

SSB050ST

216

SWU100/SWW100

67

DZU358/DZW358

39

ORU045/ORW045

163

PZU617/PZW617

90

SSB070

216

SWU400/SWW400

67

DZU357/DZW357

37

ORU050/ORW050

164

PZU680/PZW680

91

SSB070ST

216

SWU500/SWW500

67

DZU398/DZW398

43

ORU055/ORW055

166

PZU683/PZW683

95

SSB150

51

SWU600/SWW600

65

DZU399/DZW399

42

ORU060/ORW060

164

PZU685/PZW685

125

SSB150

213

SWU700/SWW700

67

164

PZU229/PZW229

89

SRR150BLK

209

SWD700

223

TZU119/TZW119

172

TZU130

156

TZU181

157

TZU205

151

W
WSR030

205

Y
YOC000G

121

YOU040/YOB040

149

YOU045/YOB045

148

YOU070/YOB070

148

YOC000

150

0
012495R

211
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A
Aerial runway
B
Baby Orchard
Ball courts
Basketball goal
Benches
Bluetooth Music Mast

If you are unable to ﬁnd the code you are looking for then please go
to our website at www.sutcliffeplay.co.uk

78, 84, 210

59 - 63
152 - 155
157 - 159
156, 157
150

C
Cable way
78, 84, 210
Case Studies 17, 28, 49, 56, 72, 88, 106, 132, 146, 162
Climbers
166, 170, 171, 172
Climbing walls 1
166, 172
D
Dish roundabouts
E
Embankment slides
F
Furniture
G
Goal ends
Grass safety surfacing
Glide
I
Inclusive springies
Inclusive swing
Inclusive swing seat
Inclusive Roundabouts
Inclusive Multi – Play Units
J
Junior play
L
Low rotator
M
Megaphones
Mission
Mini Town
MUGA (Multi Use Games Areas)
Music Mast
Metal Seesaw
O
Orchard
Overhead Rotator

218 - 221

232

156, 157

157 - 159
235
78, 84, 210

51, 136, 212
198
208, 209
218 – 221
19 – 63, 123 - 127

75 - 121

222

234
75 - 85
19 -27
152 – 155
150
231

59 – 63, 107 - 121
227

P
Plastic Slides
Play fences
Play Panels
Playhouse
Pyramid nets

55, 140
23, 46, 47, 62
23, 46, 47, 62
45
166 - 181

R
Rotators
Roundabouts
Rockers

223 - 228
218 - 221
215, 217, 229

S
Sand play
Seating
Seesaws
Slides
Nets
Spares
Spinning dish
Spinners
Springies
Stepping pods
Stepping posts
Stepping poles
Swing seats
Swings
Safety Surfacing

65 - 69
156, 157
22, 129, 230, 231
232
174 - 181
241
218
223 - 228
51, 136, 212 - 216
216
82
82
204 - 209
195 - 201
238, 239

T
Talktubes
234
Tangle trail
167, 168
Teen units
148 - 158
Themed Play
25,41, 98, 99,110,135 - 140
Timber swings
200 - 201
Timber units 59 – 63, 107 - 121, 163 - 169, 182 - 191
Toddler play
19 – 69, 125 - 135
Trampolines
232
Trim trails
152 - 165
Tunnels
54, 62, 101,109, 164
W
Water play
65 - 69
Wheelchair roundabout
129, 219
Wobbly Wood
182 - 191
Wooden swings
200 - 201
Wooden trim trail
163 - 169
Wooden
units
59 – 63, 107 - 121, 163 - 169, 182 - 191
Wooden Seesaw
120, 231
Y
Youth shelter
Z
Zip wire

148 - 149

78, 84, 210
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Sutcliffe Play equipment is covered,
as standard, by the guarantees below.
A

PL AY GU

A

TEE

LI

TEE

SUTC

15

AN

AN

25

SUTC

F

FE

R

LI

PL AY GU

R

F

FE

Orchard Timber Posts

Steelwork and
Polypropelene Tunnel

Structural Strength

Structural Strength

F
LI

LI

PL AY GU

A

10

TEE

SUTC

FE

AN

10

TEE

TEE

SUTC

A
AN

AN

10

PL AY GU

R

F

FE

SUTC

A

R

LI

PL AY GU

R

F

FE

HPL Panels

Galvanising

Robinia Posts

Non-structural failure due to faulty
workmanship or materials

Significant corrosion due to faulty
materials or finishing

Structural Strength

F

LI

LI

A

2

TEE

TEE

TEE

SUTC

PL AY GU

AN

5

FE

R

LI

A

AN

AN

SUTC

PL AY GU

R

F

FE

SUTC

A

5

Paint, Anodising

Fire Play

Bearings & Springs

Significant corrosion due to faulty
materials or finishing

Structural Strength. Paint finish excluded
due to the nature of the product

Moving Parts

LI

LI

LI

SUTC

LI

Non-structural failure due to faulty workmanship or materials

PL AY GU

A

1

TEE

Nets & Ropes
Non-structural failure due to faulty
workmanship of materials

TEE

SUTC

Mesh, Ramps, Table Tops,
Tanalised Wooden Components,
Springie & Saddle Seats

AN

AN

2

FE

5

R

R

F

A

TE E

A

PL AY GU

AN

TEE

PL AY GU

FE

R

2

Subject to use and maintenance in accordance
with manufacturer’s instructions
N.B. Excludes Noodles

Material degradation

FE

F

Snug

Swing Seats, Rubber & Polyurethane
Components, EPDM and Other Panels

F

A

AN

TEE

2

PL AY GU

R

F

FE

SUTC

A

SUTC

PL AY GU

AN

LI

FE

R

F

SUTC

PL AY GU

R

F

FE

Sutcliffe Play Installations,
Manufactured Components, Electrical
Equipment and Other Moving Parts
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Sutcliffe Play Lifetime Philosophy
In addition to the stated warranty periods, any customer concern, regardless of the age of the product, is fully
investigated and free of charge components supplied in circumstances where it would be reasonable to expect a
greater life from any given part.
This philosophy requires equipment to have been adequately maintained by the customer in order to avoid failure as
a result of damage sustained outside normal wear and tear.

Warranty exclusions

Maintenance instructions

Vandalism, misuse, discolouration and failure as a
result of poor maintenance or installation by others.

Free copies are available upon request and can be
downloaded from our website www.sutcliffeplay.co.uk

All Sutcliffe Play equipment must be maintained in
accordance with Sutcliffe Play maintenance instructions.

YOUR STATUTORY RIGHTS REMAIN UNAFFECTED
BY THIS GUARANTEE

Abbreviated terms and conditions of sale
1. Limits of Contract. No binding contract is created until the issue by
Sutcliffe Play Ltd of its Order Acknowledgement and all prior correspondence
or oral communications will be regarded as superseded.
2. Value Added Tax. The prices listed do not contain V.A.T. This charge will be
levied on all items, where applicable.
3. Terms. All prices are subject to alteration or correction without notice and
orders are accepted on the understanding that the price that will be charged is
that quoted on acceptance of customers order. This does not affect fixed-price
contracts. Payment is due within 30 days following the date of invoice. Prices do
not include installation costs.
4. £30 is our minimum order value. Carriage will also be charged on a
minimum order.
5. Cancelled Orders. Sutcliffe Play will be entitled to recover any costs
incurred up to the time an order is cancelled.
6. Storage. If delivery or collection of goods is delayed through any act or
omission of the Customer, Sutcliffe Play may put the goods into storage at the
Customer’s risk and expense.
7. Carriage - U.K. Mainland. 10% of goods value up to £2,500, 7.5% of
goods value between £2501 and £5,000, 4% of goods value over £5,000.
Other carriage charges on application. Deliveries before 10am incur an extra
charge of £150. Carriage is calculated on the list price and subject to a
minimum of £15
8. LG (Lifting Gear). This is an additional cost of a minimum of £300 to
normal carriage charges. Please discuss requirements when placing your order
with our sales team.

12. Passing of Property. The goods remain the sole and absolute property
of Sutcliffe Play Ltd until the invoice for such goods is settled in full.
13. Sutcliffe Play Ltd undertakes to replace goods supplied in a faulty
condition or which are lost in transit provided that the provisions of Clause 9
have been complied with by the customer.
14. The Warranty set out in Clause 6 of the full terms and conditions is
offered in substitution for any other warranties or representations expressed or
implied that may otherwise form part of this contract.
15. Except for any liability which it may incur for death or personal injury
resulting from negligence the Company shall not be liable in any manner
whatsoever whether loss, damage or injury howsoever caused which may arise
out of or in connection with the supply of goods to the customer.
16. Nothing in these conditions shall affect the statutory rights of a customer
who in relation to Sutcliffe Play deals as consumer as defined in Section 12 of
the Unfair Contract Terms Act 1977, or any amendment or modification thereof.
17. This contract shall be construed in accordance with English law and shall
be subject to the jurisdiction of the English Courts.
18. Other Conditions. In addition to the foregoing terms, all orders are accepted
by the Company only upon the Company’s current full Conditions of Sale. A copy
of these can be supplied upon request. Licensed Credit Brokers: Sutcliffe Play
Ltd are Licensed Credit Brokers under the Consumer Credit Act 1974.
19. Privacy We are committed to protecting your privacy. We will only use
the information that we collect about you lawfully (in accordance with the
GDPR 2018). The personal information which we hold will be held securely in
accordance with the law and our Privacy Policy.

9. Claims. Upon return of any defective goods to Sutcliffe Play Ltd by the
customer, the provisions of Clause 9 shall apply. Notification of damage or
shortage must be made in writing, to Sutcliffe Play Ltd within THREE DAYS of
receipt of the goods. Goods delivered in a faulty condition must be returned
within FOURTEEN DAYS of receipt by the customer.

Full terms and conditions, our privacy policy and GDPR compliance
can be found at www.sutcliffeplay.co.uk.

Non-delivery of whole or part of the goods must be notified within
THREE DAYS

Tel: (01977) 653 200 Fax: (01977) 653 222
E-mail: info@sutcliffeplay.co.uk
Web Site: www.sutcliffeplay.co.uk

Sutcliffe Play Ltd, Waggon Lane, Upton,
Pontefract, West Yorkshire WF9 1JS

11. Catalogue Descriptions. Great care is taken to ensure that product
descriptions are clear and accurate. However, due to our policy of continual
product improvement, some products may vary slightly from those described,
and we reserve the right to alter the design and range of our equipment
without notice.
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Proud to be making
things in Yorkshire
The origins of Sutcliffe Play trace back over 100 years
to Sutcliffe Engineering.
As with many industry innovators and pioneers, the original
family business has continued to adapt to changing market
conditions throughout its history.

1874
Richard Sutcliffe began working
in the mining industry with a
commitment to improving the
safety, welfare and efﬁciency of
miners.
He was a pit-sinker, inventor and
the pioneer of underground belt
conveying.

1948
Desmond Sutcliffe joined the business.

‘Meet the Pioneers’ was the ﬁrst
ever documentary- ﬁlm by director
Lindsay Anderson which was all
about the origin and processes of
Richard Sutcliffe Ltd.

In 1947 he established the Sutcliffe Moulded Rubber
Company, supplying parts for underground belt conveyors and
the Automotive industry.

1938

Lord ‘Monty’ Montgomery famous General of the Second
World War visited the factory. Richard O’Brien, Personnel
Director, had been ‘Batman’ for him during the 2nd World War.

1960

1968

1970

Bert Glover, now MD of Sutcliffe Rubber and
a keen sportsman, identiﬁed opportunities in
the leisure market.

The demand for coal and
demand for conveyors reduced.

An opportunity was identiﬁed to
build on the reputation developed
with Recticel.

He recognised the need for a synthetic ‘bowling
end’ pitch to be placed on the concrete in the
nets.
He also saw the opportunity for a rubber product
he had spotted in Holland called Recticel.

Richard Sutcliffe Ltd was sold into
a group through the Industrial
Reorganisation Corporation, which
left the family owning Sutcliffe
Rubber and Recticel.

Manufacturing this product for cricket and gym
mats gave Sutcliffe Rubber market domination
through the 60’s within schools and cricket clubs.

As part of this strategy a holding
company, Sutcliffe Engineering
Holdings (SEH) was created. This
incorporated six companies, of
which the most signiﬁcant were The
Sutcliffe Rubber Co, Recticel and
Niels Larson.

1980

1988

Robin Sutcliffe joined the
business and the modern day
Sutcliffe Play began. The focus
moved to the development and
production of rubber swing
seats and safety surfacing.

Sutcliffe Play was by this time
established as a market leader
in the design and production of
swing seats worldwide. A decision
to design and manufacture metal
play equipment was made.

2003

2007

2010

Headed up by qualiﬁed Landscape
Architects, a dedicated design
department was set up to
design play spaces and not just
equipment.

A collaboration with design duo Snug
& Outdoor, resulted in the launch of
SNUG, a revolutionary ‘loose parts’
play system which was developed
and manufactured at Sutcliffe Play.

Sutcliffe Play became Employee
Owned, a lifelong vision of Robin
Sutcliffe was eventually realised.

2004
A purpose built, state of the
art factory was built in Upton,
Pontefract. The business relocated
to this new site, built within an
old mining community and on the
grounds of an old mining colliery,
linking the business back to its
beginnings.
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